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VISION

MISSION

To be an internationally reputable and reliable drilling 

contractor and drilling-related services provider in 

the oil and gas industry.

Becoming a leading regional drilling services provider 

and drilling contractor, creating great value added for 

clients by delivering premium services at competitive 

prices.
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We have gone through year 2016 witnessing strong 
turbulences hitting hard on the global oil and gas industry. 
In the 2nd year of the oil price crisis, oil price touched 
the bottom in many recent years at $27.76/bbl in Quarter 
I/2016 and lingered just slightly above such level for many 
subsequent months. The crisis dragged down the budget 
for global E&P activities significantly. The total spending 
on E&P globally was only estimated around $360 billion, 
declining approx. 45% over that of year 2016 (Source: 
Barclays). 

In Vietnam, the local market remained silent during most 
of 2016 due to the impact of low oil price and shortage of 
capital funding. The scarcity of funding also squeezed the 
vitality out of operators’ tentative projects, and caused 

infinite deferment to those in-progress. Respectively to 
the drilling market, the number of working rigs dropped 
vertically to only 6 while average rig fixture declined 
drastically 19% - 53% over the benchmark of year 2015. Rig 
utilization reached the lowest record in years, decreasing 
33,9% over the number of 2015 due to the launches of 
many new-built rigs launched in this period. In 2016, the 
PV Drilling’s rig turnover stayed at 1.6/4 (for jack-up fleet) 
while that of 2015 amounting to 3.8/4. We also noted orders 
for drilling-related services shrank approx. 60-80%.

Though confronting numerous unfavorable conditions 
of the market, PV Drilling has managed to overcome the 
adversities and achieved a certain number of successes. 
In 2016, we have consistently deployed a variety of flexible 
solutions in order to acquire the business results assigned 
by the Shareholder General Meeting. We recorded the 
total revenue of 5,332 billion VND and the profit after tax 
of 110 billion VND, respectively increasing 7% and 10% 
over the plan. Besides, PV Drilling also completed the 
settlement of 2015’s dividends (10%) for all shareholders 
as an expression of sincere gratitude for the support and 
companionship dedicated to our Corporation. 

The business performance in 2016 might seem humble 
aside the prominent achievements of previous years. 
However, put it into the context of the most ferocious period 
in the history of the oil and gas industry, PV Drilling’s 
business results have definitely reflected a remarkable 
breakthrough in comparison with the performances of 
other drilling contractors all over the world.  To mitigate 
the negative impacts of the market, we have established 
the Oil Price Downturn Response Team and the Contract 
Signing Assessment Committee consisting of senior 
members of the Company’s Management in order to figure 
out feasible initiatives and strategies. A comprehensive 
action plans has been promptly deployed including 
intensively cutting costs, strengthening competitiveness, 
restructuring the corporate system and laying off 
redundant labor force. We have also minimized operating 
expense via optimizing rig management activities, 
increasing the efficiency of inventory management, 
adjusting Min/Max ratio, intensifying maintenance and 
reparation activities via internal source, negotiating with 
supplier, executing austerity measures including squeezing 
salary budget, suspending labor contracts, deferring all 
incentives and benefits, etc. with the compassion and 
unanimity of all staffs to share the burden.

In the turbulent market of 2016, our rig fleet still achieved 
an outstanding performance in both operation and safety 

DEAR ESTEEMED SHAREHOLDERS, INVESTORS, 
PARTNERS AND CLIENTS,

CEO’S LETTER TO SHAREHOLDER

Mr. PHAM TIEN DUNG
President & CEO, PV Drilling

aspects. In an industry where safety is the ultimate 
indicator of quality, we can pride ourselves on the efforts 
to lengthen our excellent record of LTI-free operation 
with the prestigious certification from IADC. Specifically, 
PV DRILLING I reached an extraordinary milestone of 10 
years LTI-free since its inauguration while PV DRILLING II 
and PV DRILLING III achieved 7 years Zero LTI. The newest 
jack-up PV DRILLING VI also achieved 1 year LTI-free 
operation since its commencement in March 2015. Our 
Semi-submersible Tender Assist (TAD) PV DRILLING V also 
earned 4 years LTI-free. The whole rig fleet is recognized 
with extremely high operating efficiency of 98%-99%.

Another highlight in PV Drilling’s performance in 2016 
is our success of bringing the jack-up PV DRILLING I to 
international water. Our rig has surpassed more than 
30 candidates from 10 global drilling contractors and 
earned the contract award for the campaign of Total E&P 
Myanmar. It is the very remarkable safety record and 
efficient operation of the jack-up fleet that helped a young 
drilling contractor like PV Drilling gain the competitive 
edge and stand out from the crowd of experienced 
competitors. The award of this contract not only marks 
the first victory of PV Drilling in the global competition 
of the offshore drilling industry but also intensifies the 
momentum for PV Drilling’s overseas expansion strategy in 
the time to come.
 
At present, oil price has increased double from the bottom 
in Quarter I/2016, but we would expect no less difficulties 
from the market as too many variables still linger to shake 
the stability of oil recovery. Some experts and financial 
institutions also hesitated from delivering optimistic 
remarks for the outlook of oil and gas industry in 2017. 
Among those risks is the likelihood of non-compliance of 
OPEC members toward the agreement in Vienne to cut 
production, or the impact of the strong US Dollar policy in 
case FED lifts interest rate. Particularly, we shall have to 
wait and see how the economic policies of the new United 
States government and its president Donald Trump shall 
affect the oil and gas market and industry. 
 
The prospect in 2017 might seem tough but we do 
believe ahead us are not just obstacles but opportunities 
as well. We shall confront all adversities with great 
determination and solidarity, and push ourselves to 
any possible extent in order to meet the expectation of 
our Shareholders. PV Drilling’s Board of Management 
shall commit to gather the synergy of every member 
and resources within our Corporation to overcome all 

challenges and elevate the true value of the Pioneer 
of Vietnam Drillers. By all means, we shall be keen on 
the journey to become an internationally reputable 
and reliable drilling contractor. Our mission to build 
and promote the position of PV Drilling in the region and 
all over the world would require extreme resilience in 
a long term time. Thus, every member of PV Drilling’s 
Management Board and staffs shall exert the utmost 
effort to achieve the assigned targets in 2017 via the 
comprehensive plan as follows:
 · Consolidate the local market share and pursue overseas 

expansion via perseverance in seeking opportunities 
from the fluctuation of the market; Continue to find 
potentials in different segments of the domestic and 
international markets;

 · Ensure the efficient and safe operation of the rig fleet, 
guarantee the premium quality and most competitive 
prices for the provision of every service;

 · Conduct optimization solutions, mitigate costs and 
expenses to realize margin for business activities;

 · Intensify training activities; develop the local crew to 
undertake senior technical positions.

In 2016, we celebrated a very special occasion of the 
15th anniversary of PV Drilling (Nov 26th 2001 – Nov 26th 
2016) and we could not be more proud of the amazing 
development and the glorious achievements of our 
Corporation over the past journey. Therefore, on behalf 
of all PV Drilling’s management and staffs, may we take 
this chance to convey our sincerest appreciation to the 
continuous support of Petrovietnam, our shareholders, 
investors, clients as well as our partners. We would not be 
able to stand firm against the recent crisis and regain the 
momentum without your unwavering companionship along 
the way. We are strongly confident that the crisis has been 
over and the industry is gradually getting back on the right 
track of recovery. PV Drilling, therefore, shall soon have the 
opportunities to develop its capacity and grow further in the 
upcoming period in the pursuance of its ultimate vision.   

PRESIDENT & CEO
PHAM TIEN DUNG
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Title: Chairman, PV Drilling’s Board of Directors 
Date of birth:  1961
Date of appointment: 1/12/2015 

Education:
Bachelor of Science, Drilling Engineering
PhD of Petroleum Geology

Experience: 33 years of experience in petroleum drilling 
industry
 
Field of charge: Responsible for General Direction, 
Strategy and Business Innovation of the Corporation

Employment History: 
12/ 2015 – Present Chairman of Board of Directors,  

        PV  Drilling;
2/ 2012 – 11/ 2015 Member of Board of Directors,    

        President & CEO of Petrovietnam   
        Exploration Production Corporation  

                                       (PVEP);
8/2010 – 2/ 2012 Chairman of Board of Directors,  
                                      PVEP;
2001 - 8/2010  President & CEO of PV Drilling;
1994 - 2001  Director of PTSC Offshore – a  

       division of Petrovietnam Technical  
                                    Services Company (the former  
                                    formation of PV Drilling) – a   
                                    subsidiary of Petrovietnam;
1992 - 1994  Deputy Director of Odfjell Vietnam  

       Company – a joint-venture company  
                                    between Petrovietnam and Odfjell  
                                    Norway;
1984 - 1992  Drilling engineer in Thai Binh Oil  

       & Gas Company, Drilling engineer  
                                    in Petrovietnam II, and Chief  
                                    Representative of Petrovietnam in  
                                    Da Nang – the former formation of  
                                    PVEP.

Title: Vice Chairman, PV Drilling’s Board of Director
Date of birth:  1963
Date of appointment:  1/12/2015 

Education:
Bachelor of Law
 Bachelor of Politics

Experience: 18 years of experience in the oil and gas 
industry

Field of charge: Responsible for commerce, planning 
- investment supervision and regulations, policies for 
employees.

Employment History: 
12/2015 – present Vice Chairman of PV Drilling;
4/2010 - 12/2015 Chairman of PV Drilling;
2009 - 4/2010  Chairman of Petrosetco;
2007 - 2009  Chairman of Petroland;
2007  Deputy Director, Southern Construction  

       Projects Management Committee,   
                                    Petrovietnam;
1999 - 2006  Corporate Office Manager, Standing  
                                    Deputy Secretary, Party Committee  
                                    Secretary of Petroleum Sector in  
                                    Ho Chi Minh City; 
1988 - 1999  Administration Manager, Material  
                                    Procurement Manager,
        Transportation Investment and     
                                    Development Company; 
1983 - 1987  Worked at Guard Division, Ministry of    
                                    Police. 

Dr. Do Van Khanh Mr.  Do Duc Chien

INTRODUCTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Title: Member of the Board of Directors, President & 
CEO of PV Drilling  
Date of birth:  1967
Date of appointment:  5/8/2010

Education:
Bachelor of Science (Mechanical Engineering)
Bachelor of Art (English)

Experience:  25 years of experience in the oil and gas 
industry

Field of charge: Generally direct and manage the 
sustainable business growth, policies and business 
operation

Employment History:
8/2010 – Present President & CEO, PV Drilling;
2009 - 8/2010  Vice President & COO, PV Drilling;
2005 - 2009  Vice President of PV Drilling, Director  

        of PVD Drilling Division;
2001 - 2005  Director of Drilling Services  
                                    Enterprise, PV Drilling;
1997 - 2001  Manager of PTSC Offshore Services  

       Center;
1992 - 1997  Worked in different multinational  

       corporations in Singapore, Australia,  
                                    Thailand…
  Concurrent positions: Chairman of  

       PVD - Baker Hughes, Chairman of  
                                    PVD Overseas

Title: Member, PV Drilling’s Board of Directors
Date of birth: 1967
Date of appointment:  27/7/2016

Education:
Master of International Finance and Accounting, Swin-
burne University, Australia

Experience:  22 years of experience in the field of 
finance, accounting and audit

Field of charge: Responsible for financing, accounting, 
auditing and the ERP system

Employment History: 
7/2016 – present  Member of PV Drilling’s Board of            
                                      Directors 
6/2016 – present Director of Finance Division,  

       Petrovietnam
7/2008 - 6/2016  Vice President and CFO, PV Drilling
2007 - 6/2008  CFO and Finance Manager,  

       PV Drilling 
2003 - 2007  Chief Finance Officer, S-Fone 
2000 - 2003  Finance Controller, Holcim Joint  

        Venture Vietnam
1998 - 2000  Chief Accountant, FDI VMEP  

       (now SYM)
1995 - 1998  Accounting Officer, General  

       accountant, Chief Accountant, FDI  
                                    VMEP (now SYM)
  Concurrent position:  BOD member  
                                    of PVD Baker Hughes

Mr. Pham Tien Dung Ms. Ho Ngoc Yen Phuong
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INTRODUCTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(continued)

Title: Independent Member, PV Drilling’s Board 
of Directors
Date of birth:  : 1947
Date of appointment: 7/4/2010 

Education:
Bachelor of Economics (University of Finance 
and Accounting)

Experience: 47 years of experience in the 
field of finance and accounting 

Field of charge: Responsible for financial and 
accounting supervision

Employment History:
2010 – Present Independent member, PV 

Drilling’s Board of Directors
1/2010 - 4/2014 First Vice Chairman, 

Military Bank
1995 - 2009 General Director, Military 

Bank
3/1993 - 1995 Directly in charge 

of the Military Bank 
establishment project, Chief 
of Advisory Committee of 
Military Bank’s Board of 
Management

1990 - 1995 Deputy General Manager of 
Finance General Division, in 
charge of bank accounting

1975 - 1989 Assistant at Financial 
Department, Technology 
General Division

1970 - 1974 Assistant at Financial 
Department, Logistics 
General Division

Title: Independent Member, PV Drilling’s Board 
of Directors
Date of birth: 1978
Date of appointment:  23/7/2014

Education:
Bachelor of Banking and Finance
Master of International Economics and 
Development Economics

Experience: 16 years of experience in the 
field of finance

Field of charge: Provides independent 
assessment of financial and investment 
efficiency 

Employment History:
7/2014 – Present Independent member, PV 

Drilling’s Board of Directors
5/2014 – Present Deputy Manager, Corporate 

Banking Department, 
Vietcombank

8/2009 - 5/2014 Deputy Manager, Project 
Funding Department, 
Vietcombank

3/2001 - 8/2009 Executive Officer, Project 
Investment Department, 
Vietcombank

Title: Independent Member, PV Drilling’s Board 
of Directors
Date of birth: 1974
Date of appointment:  7/4/2010

Education:
Bachelor of Economics
Master of Business Administration

Experience: 23 years of experience in the 
field of accounting

Field of charge: Provides independent 
assessment of capital management 
efficiency

Employment History:
2010 – Present Independent member, PV 

Drilling’s Board of Directors
3/2013 – Present Vice President of 

PVCombank, Director of 
PVCombank - Ho Chi Minh 
City Branch 

5/2009 - 9/2013 Deputy Director, PVFC Co., 
Ho Chi Minh City Branch 

1/2009 - 4/2009 Deputy Director of Finance 
and Accounting Division, 
Petrovietnam

2002 - 2008 Deputy Manager / Manager 
of Finance and Accounting 
Department, Cuu Long JOC

1994 - 2002 Accounting Executive & 
Internal Audit Executive, 
Petrovietnam. 

Mr. Le Van Be Ms. Pham Thi An Binh Mr. Duong Xuan Quang

INTRODUCTION OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD 

Title: Chief of Supervisory Board, PV Drilling
Date of birth:1968
Date of appointment: 29/3/2008

Education:
Bachelor of Economics (Finance and Accounting)
Master of International Business Administration 

Experience: 28 years of experience in the field of 
finance and accounting

Employment History: 
2008 – Present Chief of Supervisory Board,  

PV Drilling 
 Chief Accountant, NASOS 
2007 - 2008  Chief Accountant, NASOS
 Member of Supervisory Board, 

PVD Invest
2003 – 2007 Chief Accountant of Drilling 

Division, PV Drilling
2002 – 2003 Accountant in Drilling Division, 

PV Drilling
1989 – 2001 Accountant at Trading, 

Construction & Investment Co., 
Ba Ria-Vung Tau 

Title: Member, PV Drilling’s Supervisory Board
Date of birth: 1975
Date of appointment: 17/4/2010

Education:
Bachelor of Corporate Finance;
CPA, ACCA;
Master of Business Administration (South 
Colombia University).

Experience: 20 years of experience in the 
field of finance, 10 years of experience in the 
field of auditing.

Employment History:
2010 - Present  Member of Supervisory 

Board, PV Drilling
2008 – Present  Manager, Internal Auditing 

Division, PV Drilling
2007 - 2008 Senior Officer, Internal 

Auditing Department, PV 
Drilling

2004 - 2007 Officer at Theodore 
Alexander Ltd.

2000 - 2004 Officer at Deloitte Vietnam 
Auditing Co. 

1997 - 2000 Officer at PETEC Trading 
and Investment Co.

Title: Member, PV Drilling’s Supervisory Board
Date of birth: 1981
Date of appointment:  12/5/2012

Education: 
Bachelor of International Business, Finance 
Academy under the Government of Russian 
Federation

Experience: 14 years of experience in the 
field of finance

Employment History:
5/2012 – Present  Member of Supervisory 

Board, PV Drilling
2005 – Present Executive, Investment 

Department, Headquarter, 
Vietcombank 

2003 - 2005 Executive, Interbank 
Payment Department, 
Vietcombank

Ms. Nguyen Thi Thuy Mr. . Nguyen Van Tu Ms. Pham Bao Ngoc
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15 NĂM MỘT CHẶNG ĐƯỜNG PHÁT TRIỂN

INTRODUCTION OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Employment History
8/2010 – Present President & CEO, PV Drilling;
2009 - 8/2010  Vice President & COO, PV Drilling;
2005 - 2009  Vice President of PV Drilling, Director of PVD Drilling Division;
2001 - 2005  Director of Drilling Services Enterprise, PV Drilling;
1997 - 2001  Manager of PTSC Offshore Services Center;
1992 - 1997  Working in different multinational corporations in Singapore, Australia,  

        Thailand…
  Concurrent positions: Chairman of PVD - Baker Hughes, Chairman of  

        PVD Overseas

Mr. PHAM TIEN DUNG1

Title: President & CEO, PV Drilling 
Date of birth: 1967
Date of appointment:  5/8/2010
Education
Bachelor of Science (Mechanical 
Engineering)
Bachelor of Art (English)
Experience: 25 years of experience in 
the oil and gas industry
Field of charge: Generally direct and 
manage the sustainable business 
growth, policies and business 
operation

Employment History
12/2009 – Present Vice President, PV Drilling
2008 - 2009  Manager of Project Management Department, PV Drilling
2003 - 2008  Manager of Import Division, Petechim 
2001 - 2003  Deputy Manager of Oil Transportation Division, Petechim 
1994 - 2001  Deputy Manager of Import Division, Petechim 
1987 - 1994  Senior officer in Floating Facilities Department, Petechim      
                                      Concurrent positions: BOD Member of PVD – Expro, Representative of  

       PV Drilling’s capital equity in PVD Tubulars Management 

Mr. DAO NGOC ANH2

Title: Vice President, PV Drilling
Date of birth:  1962
Date of appointment:  8/12/2009
Education
Bachelor of Marine Engineering, 
Shipbuilding University, Leningrad, 
Russia
Experience: 30 years of experience in 
the oil and gas industry 
Field of charge: Responsible for 
Investment – Commercial activities 
and manage PV Drilling’s investment 
projects.

1 52 4 6 73

Employment History
9/2010 – Present  Vice President, PV Drilling and Director of PVD Drilling Division; 
6/2008 - 9/2010  Vice President, PVEP
2005 - 2008  Director/Deputy Director of Operation Division, PVEP - Algeria
2003 - 2005  Deputy Manager/Manager of Drilling Operation Department, PIDC
2001 - 2003  Manager of Hanoi Basin Project/ Amara Project, PIDC
1999 - 2001  Drilling Engineer, Unocal
1996 - 1999  Drilling Engineer, PVSC
1992 - 1996  Working at PTSC
  Concurrent positions: Chairman of PVD Training, BOD member of  

       PVD Overseas, Chairman of PV Drilling’s HSEQ Committee.

Mr. NGUYEN XUAN CUONG4

Title: Vice President of  
PV Drilling
Date of birth:  1968
Date of appointment:  1/9/2010
Education
Bachelor of Science (Drilling 
Engineering)
Master of Business Administration
Experience: 25 years of experience 
in the oil and gas field
Field of charge: Directly managing 
the operation of PV Drilling’s rig 
fleet, implementing the training 
programs for technical staff and in 
charge of the HSEQ Division of PV 
Drilling

Mr. HO VU HAI3

Title: Vice President of  
PV Drilling
Date of birth:  1971
Date of appointment:  9/3/2015
Education
Bachelor in Maritime Engineering
Experience: 23 years of experience 
in the oil and gas industry 
Field of charge: In charge of PV 
Drilling’s business activities in 
Vung Tau and generally direct the 
business growth of PVD Offshore

Employment History
3/2015 - Present   Vice President of PV Drilling;
2011 - 2015  Vice President, PVEP;
2009 - 2011  Vice President of PV Drilling and Director of Drilling Division;
2008 - 2009  Vice President of PV Drilling and Director of PVD Offshore;
2007 - 2008  Director of PVD Offshore;
2006 - 2007  Director of Drilling Services Enterprise, a subsidiary of PV Drilling;
2001 - 2006  Director of Oil Spill Response Services Enterprise, a subsidiary of  

       PV Drilling;
1994 - 2001  Leader of Oil Spill Response Team of PTSC Offshore     
                                      Concurrent positions:  Chairman of PVD Offshore, BOD member of  

       PVD Tech
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Employment History
8/2011 – Present  Vice President of PV Drilling 
6/2011 - 8/2011  Vice President of PV Drilling and Director of PVD Tech
2006 - 6/2011  Director of PVD Tech
2002 - 2006  Deputy Manager/Manager of Technical Department, PV Drilling
1987 - 2002  Mechanical Engineer, Deputy Chief of Electrical and Mechanical  
                                    Department, Assistant to CEO, Vietsovpetro
  Concurrent positions:  Chairman of the Appraisal Committee for  

       PV Drilling’s Investment projects, Permanent Vice Chairman of Science  
       and Technology Committee, Director of NASOS

Mr. TRINH VAN VINH6

Title: Vice President of PV Drilling 
Date of birth:  1963
Date of appointment:  20/6/2011
Education
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Experience: 30 years of experience in 
the oil and gas field 
Field of charge: R    

Employment History 
11/2014 – Present   Vice President, PV Drilling
4/2011 – Present  Director, PVD – Baker Hughes
7/2010 - 3/2011  Director, PVD – Baker Hughes Establishment Project
6/2008 - 6/2010  Chief Drilling Engineer and Drilling Supervisor, Hoang Long –  

       Hoan Vu JOC
9/2006 - 5/2008  Deputy Manager of Operation Supports and Technology, Deputy   
                                    Manager, Contract Management Division, Petrovietnam
2/1996 - 8/2006  Drilling Engineer, Exploration & Production Department, Petroleum  
                                    Exploration Division, Petrovietnam
10/1993 - 1/1996 Drilling Engineer, PVSC
  Concurrent positions:  Chairman of PVD Deepwater, BOD member of  
                                    PVD Baker Hughes

Mr. VU VAN MINH7

Title: Vice President, PV Drilling
Date of birth:  1971
Date of appointment:  25/11/2014
Education: 
Master of Petroleum Technology, 
Exploration and Drilling
Experience: 24 years of experience in 
the oil and gas field 
Field of charge: Responsible for 
developing well technical services at 
PV Drilling’s subsidiaries

INTRODUCTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(continued)

Employment History
2001 – Present  Vice President of PV Drilling
2006 – Present  Director of Oil Spill Response Services Enterprise (NASOS)
1987 - 2001  Chief Engineer and Rig Manager of Cuu Long Jack-up rig, Vietsovpetro
1983 - 1987  Drilling engineer, Thai Binh Petroleum I company
  Concurrent positions:  Chairman of the Appraisal Committee for  

       PV Drilling’s Investment projects, Permanent Vice Chairman of Science  
       and Technology Committee, Director of NASOS

Mr. TRAN VAN HOAT5

Title: Vice President, PV Drilling
Date of birth:  1960
Date of appointment:  26/11/2001
Education
Bachelor of Petroleum Engineering
Advanced Petroleum Engineering 
Certificate from Soviet Union
Experience: 34 years of experience in 
the oil and gas field 
Field of charge: Responsible for in-
ternal affairs, Emulation and Awards, 
planning and Emergency Response 
team

Education: 
Bachelor of Economics, University of Finance and Consultancy
Master of Business Administration

Employment History:
2006 -present  Chief Accountant, PV Drilling
2002 - 2006  Deputy Manager, Accounting - Finance Department, PV Drilling
1998 - 2001  Accountant Executive, PTSC Offshore, a subsidiary of PTSC

Education: 
Master of International Finance and Accounting, Swinburne University, Australia

Employment History:
1/2009 – present   Manager, Finance Division, PV Drilling
1/2008 - 12/2008  Deputy Manager, Finance Division, PV Drilling
6/2006 - 12/ 2007 Manager, Accounting – Finance Dept., Kimberly Clark Vietnam Ltd
7/2003 - 6/2006  Manager, Finance Dept., S-Telecom – CDMA Mobile phone Center
6/2001- 7/2003  Team Leader, Accounting – Finance Group, American Standard Vietnam Company
7/1998 - 6/2001  Team Leader, Accounting Cost Group, American Standard Vietnam Company
10/1995 - 6/1998  Kế toán Tổng hợp, Công ty Liên doanh Grand Imperial Saigon Hotel Ltd 
  (Park Hyatt Hotel),

Mr. DOAN DAC TUNG

Mr. DO DANH RANG

Chief Accountant, PV Drilling

Manager of Finance Division, PV Drilling

INTRODUCTION OF CHIEF ACCOUNTANT AND 
MANAGER OF FINANCE DIVISION
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COMPANY PROFILE

Supply chain 

SCOPE OF BUSINESS 
PV Drilling is specialized in providing drilling 

rigs and drilling technical services for the 

exploration and exploitation of oil and gas 

industry locally and internationally:

 · Owns and operates onshore and offshore 

drilling rigs;

 · Drilling tools rental services;

 · Mud logging & Geologist Consultants 

services;

 · Tubular running services;

 · Wellhead services;

 · Oil spill response services;

 · Inspection, maintenance, refurbishment 

of drilling tools material and equipment 

services;

 · Manpower training and supply;

 · Safety and technical training and 

certification for petroleum industry and 

other industries;

 · Material, equipment, spare parts supply for 

oil & gas industry and other industries;

 · Casing services as well as design and 

manufacture equipment and metal works;

 · Maintenance of industrial equipment: 

assembling, inspection, repairing and 

maintenance of clustered equipment & 

production line;

 · Other technical services in collaboration 

with foreign partners: Cementing and 

well service stimulation; Full package of 

services for OCTG, Repair and maintenance 

for OCTG; Well testing and early 

exploitation; Directional drilling and survey; 

Measurement while drilling; Core logging; 

Borehole geophysical survey (excluding 

mining mud logging services); Liner 

hanger; Deep drilling well rescue service; 

Sales agent for chemical and drilling mud; 

Drilling bits; Pressed artificial reservoirs; 

Intelligent well completion and reservoir 

engineering services;

COMPANY PROFILE

PetroVietnam Drilling 
and Well Services 
Corporation (PV 
Drilling)

Stock symbol: PVD

Charter Capital: 
3,832,661,600,000 
VND

Business license and 
Tax code: 0302495126

PV Drilling’s Head Office: 4th floor, 
Sailing Tower, 111A Pasteur,  
Ben Nghe Ward, District 01,  
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.

Telephone: (84-8) - 39 142 012

Fax: (84-8) - 39 142 021/022

Website: www.pvdrilling.com.vn

Rig builder

Service 
providers

Rigs

Large Mainte-
nance (Drydock)

Rigs movement

Yard Rigs movement

Service provider Small maintenance 
(UWILD)

Well technical service 
provider

Third-party pro-
vider

Onshore operational 
support provider

Rigs’ operation Drilling  
campaign ending

Clients’ drilling 
area

15 NĂM MỘT CHẶNG ĐƯỜNG PHÁT TRIỂN 15 NĂM MỘT CHẶNG ĐƯỜNG PHÁT TRIỂN

BUSINESS AREAS
 · With the ownership of 5 offshore rigs and 1 land rig, PV Drilling currently holds 50% market 

share in Vietnam drilling market. 

 · Drilling-related services: PV Drilling currently dominates about 80% - 100% of the market 

share, except for Well Testing services with approximately 55% market share.

INTERNATIONAL MARKET
In Algeria:
From 2007 to present, PV Drilling has been providing PV Drilling 11 land rig for Groupment Bir 
Seba.

In Malaysia:
PV Drilling has established representative office here since 2012.

In Singapore:
The Myanmar subsidiary has been established according to the Decision 01/03/2015/QĐ-
HĐQT dated March 04 2015 of the Board of Director and Certificate of Incorporation No. 594/
CND(K-SCT dated 18 June 2015 issued by Ho Chi Minh City Department of Industry and 
Trade. The main office of Myanmar subsidiary is located at 33/36, Garden Street (U Yin Lane), 
Bahan Township, Yangon,  Myanmar. At present, PV Drilling is providing rig for Total E&P in 
Myanmar.  

In Myanmar:
In 2013, PV Drilling established the joint venture PV Drilling Overseas to invest and operate 
drilling rigs. Hence, the PV DRILLING VI rig, invested by PV Drilling Overseas, was pulled back 
to Vietnam to serve for drilling campaigns from early March 2015.

 · Investment Consulting - Project 

Management and Management Consulting; 

Oil & gas technology consulting. Applied 

natural science and technical Research & 

Development;

 · Supporting services for crude oil and 

natural gas exploitation: deep water 

drilling rigs supply for exploration and 

exploitation activities in oil & gas industry
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BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT & 

OPERATIONS 
SUPPORT DIVISION 

ACCOUNTING 
DIVISION

COMMERCIAL 
& INVESTMENT 

DIVISION

INTERNAL AUDIT 
DIVISION

LEGAL DIVISIONFINANCE 
DIVISION

SHAREHOLDERS’ 
ANNUAL 

GENERAL 
MEETING

SUPERVISORY 
BOARD

PVD 
DRILLING 
DIVISION

PVD
LOGGING

PVD
OFFSHORE

PVD 
WELL SERVICES

BOARD OF 
MANAGEMENT

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS 

MIS DIVISION ADMIN DIVISIONPROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 

DIVISION

HR DIVISIONHSEQ DIVISION SOCIALIST PARTY 
REPRESENTATIVE 

OFFICE

1,970
As of 31 December 2016, 
PV Drilling and all its 
subsidiaries have1,970 
employees. The 
organizational structure of 
PV Drilling including the 
Corporation Head Office and 
its units is as follows:

EMPLOYEES

PVD TECH PVD INVESTPVD
DEEPWATER

Project Admin 
Office in Algeria, 
Represenative 

Office in Malaysia,  
Branch in Myanmar 

PVD 
TRAINING

BJ - PV 
DRILLING

PV DRILLING
- BAKER 
HUGHES

PV DRILLING 
OVERSEAS

PVD - EXPRO VIETUBESPVD 
TUBULARS 

MANAGEMENT

PVD - OSI
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In 11 years of operation following the holding 
company – subsidiaries model, PV Drilling has been 
continuously reviewing and improving this model, 
standardizing it according to international practices, 
clearly separating duties between Holding company 
and the  Subsidiaries, in order to create the initiative 
for all units of the organization to participate in the 
production and operation activities. At the same time, 
the standardization of the business model ensures 
the governance mechanisms throughout the whole 
Corporation, enhancing the effectiveness of the 
corporate governance, improving professionalism, and 
increasing productivity, thereby contribute to improve 
the efficiency of the production and operation activities 
in order to ensure sustainability. Until the end of 2016, 
PV Drilling has been estabilishing 02 Divisions, 06 
subsidiaries, and 07 joint ventures. According to PV 
Drilling’s organizational structure, General Meeting 
of Shareholders include all shareholders with voting 
rights, being the highest decision-making authority of 
the Corporation. The Board of Directors is PV Drilling’s 
governmental agency, representing the Corporation to 
fulfill rights and responsibilities outside the scope of 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

General Meeting of Shareholders. The Board of Directors 
implements management activities via BOD Resolutions 
and being under the control of Supervisory Board. 
Supervisory Board plays a role in monitoring the Board 
of Directors, CEO with respect to managerial activities 
as well as evaluate the appropriate, legal, faithful in 
management and finance and accounting issues.

The relationship between the Corporation and its 
subsidiaries, joint venture partners and affiliates
Starting from the drilling and well technical services, 
the Corporation has established many subsidiaries, 
joint venture partners, and affiliates based on its 
specialization of drilling-related services. Therefore, 
the relationship between the Corporation and its 
subsidiaries, joint venture partners, affiliates is so 
closely-knit that the corporate governance has to be 
transparent and thorough. 

The subsidiaries that the Corporation owns 100% of the 
charter capital
The relationship between the Corporation and its 
subsidiaries whose 100% of the charter capital is owned 

SUBSIDIARIES

COMPANYHOLDING COMPANY  

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

BOARD OF DIRECTORS SUPERVISORY BOARD

SHAREHOLDERS’ ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

FUNCTIONAL DEPARTMENT

JOINT VENTURE

PVD Deepwater100%

Drilling Division

PVD Invest

PVD Offshore100%

PVD Well Services100%

PVD Logging100%

PVD Tech97%

PVD Training52%

Administration

Manpower - Training

Legal

Finance

Accounting

Internal Audit

MIS

Commerce and Investment

Project Management

Business Development 
and Service Support

HSEQ

PVD-Baker Hughes 51%

BJ-PV Drilling 49%

PVD-Expro 51%

PVD Tubulars
Management 51%

Vietubes 51%

PVD-OSI

PVD Overseas

51%

80%

Oil fluctuation has brought both 
challenges and opportunities 
to PV Drilling, in which these 
pressure will create the needs 
for enhancing the corporate 
governance system and service 
quality, creating added value 
for clients

by the Corporation is regulated and implemented based 
on the Charter of the Corporation, financial management 
regulations of the Corporation, Charter of subsidiaries, 
financial management regulations of subsidiaries, 
representative Regulation and other regulations of the 
Corporation and the current laws. 

Additionally, the decentralization policies and reports 
strictly, specifically, and clearly regulated by the 
Corporation, so that the subsidiaries can actively make 
decisions in their production and operation activities as 
well as the implementation of a complete, accurate and 
timely reporting system. 

The other subsidiaries, joint ventures partners and 
affiliates
Depending on the number of shares, the Corporation 
has separate governance mechanisms based on the 
regulations for the shares representative of the capital, 
Charter of the Corporation, Regulations on financial 
management, Regulations on internal management and 
the provisions of current laws.

The Corporate governance functions, especially the 
governance of subsidiaries of management at all levels 
in the Corporation are specified in the Management 
Regulations, the Charter and the Regulations, as well 
as other provisions of the Corporation. The subsidiaries 
governance function of the management at all levels 
within the Corporations is specified specifically in 
terms of authority and responsibilities, in the following 
order: The authority and responsibilities of the Board 
of Directors; the powers and responsibilities of the 
CEO; the rights and responsibilities of the shares 
representative of the Corporation at other companies.

In addition to the rights and duties of the management 
at all levels and the representatives as mentioned 
above, in order to strengthen the governance towards 
subsidiaries, the Corporation has developed a budgeting 
and management reporting system to allocate and 

manage objectives, financial planning and KPIs 
thoroughly from the Corporation to the subsidiaries.

Besides, the act of building a vertical governance model 
from the Corporation to the subsidiaries based on 
core activities and support functions such as: Drilling 
activity; Finance - Accounting; Safety and Quality; Trade 
and Investment; HR and Training, etc is a governance 
model that the management has successfully applied 
throughout the development of the Corporation.

Operational coordination mechanisms between the 
Corporation and its subsidiaries
Each subsidiary in the Corporation provides a special 
service in a range of main activities including the 
supply of drilling rigs and oil and gas drilling services, 
so the coordination between the Corporation and its 
subsidiaries is extremely tight in providing services 
to customers to ensure performance at the highest 
level, bringing a competitive advantage for Corporation 
comparing to other contractors. Furthermore, the 
Corporation already had the orientation and policies 
to coordinate activities on the principles of equality 
agreed by the subsidiaries and special preference to 
take advantage of internal resources to optimize the 
resources of the Corporation and the subsidiaries.
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PV Drilling reinforced its leading 
position as a drilling contractor via 
successfully operating two jack-up 
rigs and one land rig.
PVD Baker Hughes, PVD Invest and 
PVD Deepwater were established.

This year marked PV Drilling’s best business 
performance in the last 5 years with the total 
asset value exceeding 1 billion USD, a remarkable 
revenue of 20,884 billion VND (equivalent to 1 
billion USD) and a profit after tax of 2,419 billion 
VND – respectively increasing 40% and 28% over 
year 2013.  

PV Drilling completed the 
procedures to purchase 51% shares 
at Vietubes Joint-Venture – the sole 
high-tech tubular threading factory 
in Vietnam.

PV Drilling completed an important 
M&A project to merge with 
Petrovietnam Drilling and Invetsment 
Joint Stock Company (PVD Invest), 
increasing the whole corporate asset 
value above 12,000 billion VND and the 
chartered capital of 2,105 billion VND.
PV Drilling established the joint-
ventures PVD Expro and PVD Tubulars 
Management, reinforcing the strategy 
of cooperation with foreign partners 
to strengthen its competitiveness and 
develop its scope of services. 

PV Drilling’s stock symbol “PVD” 
was officially listed on Vietnam Stock 
Market.
PV Drilling established PVD Trading 
And Techincal Services Company 
(PVD Tech) and BJ-PV Drilling Joint-
Venture.

PVD Logging was established to 
diversify PV Drilling’s scope of 
services, particularly those with high 
content of advanced technology. 

PV Drilling became a joint-stock company 
and started to approach available investment 

channels on the financial market in order 
to gather resources for its business 

development.

PV Drilling kick-started the 
strategic planning for developing 
“a Drilling Contractor of 
Vietnam” with the consultation of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).

PV Drilling completed the set-up and implementation of 
the quality management system (QMS) ISO 9001:2000 on 
21/01/2003 with the certification by DNV. The integration 
of such QMS ensured the quality commitment as well 
as the compliance of PV Drilling with the international 
standards and procedures. 

PV Drilling proudly inaugurated the first 
offshore Jack-up Rig PV DRILLING I with 

100% ownership and the land rig PV 
DRILLING 11.

Other subsidiaries were established including 
PVD Drilling Division, PVD Well Services, PVD 

Offshore and PVD Training.

PV Drilling proudly received 
simultaneously the title of “The 
Most Admired ASEAN Enterprise” 
in GROWTH - LARGE COMPANY 
Category awarded by ASEAN 
Business Award Committee in 
Brunei, and the “The Best Oil & Gas 
Drilling Contractor in Asia 2013” by 
World Finance in London.

PV Drilling completed the 
construction project of the Semi-
submersible Tender Assist Drilling 
(TAD) Rig - PV DRILLING V and 
mobilized to Vietnam for the drilling 
campaign of at Hai Thach – Moc Tinh 
Oilfield.

PV Drilling completed the 
construction project of PV DRILLING 
VI – a modern jack-up rig of the 
latest generation with multiple 
prominent and advanced features.

PV Drilling started off the operation 
of its Myanmar Branch Office – 
PVD Myanmar. In the same year, 
PV Drilling also achieved a major 
success in its overseas expansion 
strategy via winning the contract 
for a drilling campaign of Total 
Myanmar.

PV Drilling received and launched 
two (2) other offshore Jack-up rigs 
PV DRILLING II and PV DRILLING III.

Petrovietnam Drilling and Well Services 
Company (PV Drilling) was established on 
the foundation of PTSC Offshore. PV Drilling 
completed the set-up of its first 3 direct 
subsidiaries: Drilling Division, Well Services 
Division, and NASOS. 

HISTORY AND MILESTONES



As at 31 December 2016, PV Drilling 
and all its subsidiaries have 1,970 
employees. As for PV Drilling, a 
corporation specializing in providing 
high-technical services in the oil and 
gas industry, human resources is 
the most fundamental background 
significantly supporting to our 
establishment and development 
during 15 years and later on.

The IADC has certified for PV 
Drilling’s rig fleet for continuous 
safe operation with Zero LTI as 
below:
- Rig PV DRILLING I: 10 consecutive 
years of Zero LTI since its first 
operation day (10/3/2007 – 
10/3/2017)
- Rig PV DRILLING II & III: 7 
consecutive years of Zero LTI
- Rig PV DRILLING III: 7 consecutive 
years of Zero LTI
- Rig PV DRILLING V (TAD): 4 
consecutive years of Zero LTI
- Rig PV DRILLING VI: 2 consecutive 
years of Zero LTI

Since 2014, PV Drilling’s total asset 
has reached to 1 billion US dollars, 
mainly on the modern rig fleet and 
state-of-art machinery system.

15 SUBSIDIARIES & 
JOINT VENTURES

TOTAL ASSET: 
VND 23,142 BILLION  
(1 BILLION US DOLLARS)

PV DRILLING’S 
WORKFORCE:  
1,970 PERSONS

PV DRILLING’S 
RIG FLEET HAVE 
CONTINUOUSLY BEEN 
OPERATED
SAFELY AND EFICIENTLY

During 15 years of establishment 
and development, PV Drilling has 
successfully set up 15 subsidiar-
ies, including 2 holding compa-
nies, 6 wholly-owned companies 
and 7 joint ventures.

15 YEARS - FACTS & FIGURES

PV DRILLING’S RIG FLEET 
6 RIGS
(4 jack-up rigs, 
1semi-submersible tender  
assist drilling rig, 1 land rig)

In the year 2015 and 2016, PV 
Drilling was honored to be among 
Top 49 Companies with best 
labor incentives. This is a strong 
demonstration of PV Drilling’s labor 
incentive policies which have been 
applied at PV Drilling, encouraging 
and motivating our employees in 
order to pay due attention to the 
efforts and contributions of the 
labor force.

As the first subsidiary of Petroviet-
nam listed on the Ho Chi Minh Stock 
Exchange (2006), PV Drilling has 
consecutively been awarded “Top 50 
best listed companies in Vietnam” 
for the years 2013, 2014 & 2015 by 
Forbes Vietnam.

On the occasion of PV Drilling’s 10 
years establishment anniversary 
(26/11/2001 – 26/11/2011), the First 
Class Labor Medal was awarded to 
PV Drilling by the President of the 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam for 
excellent business performance 
during the 10 years of establish-
ment and development.

Only 5 years after its milestone 
to become the oil and gas drilling 
contractor, possessing the wholly-
owned jack-up drilling rig in 2007, 
PV Drilling has honorably received 
the award “The best oil and gas 
drilling contractor in Asia” in 2012. 
This prestigious award continued 
to be named for PV Drilling in 2013 
and 2015.

At PV Drilling, the CSR (corporate 
social responsible) activities are 
considered our mission and good 
wishes from all PV Drilling’s 
management team and staff. 
In fact, during our 15 years of 
establishment and development, 
the social welfare and charity 
activities toward the community 
have always been encouraged, 
promoted and executed by  
PV Drilling’s management team 
and staff with high responsibility 
and enthusiasm.

CONTRIBUTION 
TO COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT: 
ABOVE 300 BILLION 
VND

THE BEST OI AND 
GAS DRILLING 
CONTRACTOR IN 
ASIA (2012, 2013, 
2015)

THE FIRST CLASS 
LABOR MEDAL

TOP 50 
BEST LISTED 
COMPANIES IN 
VIETNAM

TOP 49 
COMPANIES WITH 
BEST LABOR 
INCENTIVES



“I still remember quite vividly the first days joining the drilling team of PTSC 
Offshore in early 1990s – the days filled with the passion and enthusiasm of 
youth, which I did not think would follow me until today. The bond with the oil 
and gas career brought along the opportunities for me, regardless being a 
member of PIDC Mien Vong Ha Noi or PVEP Algeria, to work with the team 
of PV Drilling, alongside Mr. Pham Tien Dung, Mr. Dinh Quang Nhut, Mr. 
Nguyen Cong Doan, etc. and experience the toughness as well as sweetness 
of the oil and gas lives. I received my assignment at PV Drilling in 2010 and 
it was like going back the cradle that nurtured my early dream as PTSC was 
the predecessor of PV Drilling. During the past 6 years at PV Drilling, I have 
experienced so many memorable moments. Whether sad or happy, they are 
all so precious to me. Particularly, during the towing of PV DRILLING V from 
Singapore to Vietnam, the whole Management Board has been through intense 
pressure worrying for drilling crew in their first exposure to new operation 
procedures in the campaign of Bien Dong POC. The pressure kept coming back 
in the initial operation when the incident of twisting anchor lines happened 
and caused so many sleepless nights to everybody. Then, we had the chance 
to experience joys witnessing the rig PV DRILLING V overcoming all those 
challenges and bringing back many successes throughout the past 5 years 
at Hai Thach – Moc Tinh Fields. This project is among the most challenging 
drilling campaigns in Vietnam with high pressure high temperature wells and 
harsh conditions at well sites. 

Later on, I had another chance to join the Project Management Team for 
the construction of PV DRILLING VI jack-up rig and successfully brought it 
back to Vietnam water. Together with the whole Management Board, we have 
reinforced PV Drilling in both aspects of professionalism and quality.  To me, 
PV Drilling is the very 2nd home where I can work with all my strength and 
enthusiasm alongside amazing people, realizing the Corporation dream of 
reaching further beyond and passing the fire of passion for next generations.”

“Today, the signs of monsoon season are coming. We are working intensively 
to complete the last well at Moc Tinh Field to meet the schedule of Bien Dong 
POC and to tow the Rig back to Vung Tau before the rough weather rushed in. 
As a habit, at the interchange of working shifts, I often took a walk around PV 
DRILLING V to check the operation of the crew. The inspection tour ended at 
back deck where I could enjoy a cigarette while chatting with the off-duty crew. 
Suddenly, Phong BCO – a teammate, patting my shoulder, said: “Tet is coming; 
eventually we shall enjoy a Tet at home with our family!”. I replied with a smile: 
“ You finally can fulfill your promise to your wife and your 2 lovely children, 
mate!”. We all laughed and the memories about the previous Tet holidays on the 
rig engaged us all in an endless fascinating story. When everybody dismissed, 
I remained alone on the deck for a while longer, contemplating my unfulfilled 
promise of “staying home with my family on Tet holiday” during the past 10 
years. I was then overwhelmed with regretful feelings and the memories of 
the past homeaway Tets. My wife often told me “in this house, you are like a 
temporary tenant but on the rig, you are a permanent resident, my dear!”. I 
laughed out loud at her assumption and whispered to myself: “Actually, they 
are both my home!”

Mr. NGUYEN XUAN CUONG Mr. CAP VAN SEN
Vice President of PV Drilling
Director of PVD Drilling Division

Driller, PV DRILLING V rig
PVD DEEPWATER

“Every year on the occasion of PV Drilling’s anniversary, I always took time 
to look back on the past journey and felt proud of being a member in such a 
great organization. In the role of the leader of Labor Union who represents 
all employees and staff working in the Corporation, my pride is expanding 
even further while witnessing the lives of all PV Drilling’s members are 
getting better over the years. Thanks to the thoughtful cares and supports 
from the Management Board, all employees have the chances to work in a 
safe and encouraging environment; our children can enjoy the time during 
the occasions of the International Children Days, Mid-Autumn Festivals, PV 
Drilling’s Family Days, as well as interesting overseas trips, etc.; our women 
can celebrate on the occasions of March 8th or Oct 20th; etc. 

I believe, under the leadership of our Management Board, together with the 
experienced and devoted staff, the labor force of PV Drilling shall continue 
to grow stronger and play a major role in reinforcing the bond between our 
workers and the Corporation, contribute to the sustainable development of PV 
Drilling in the years to come.”

“It was a very proud day when we witnessed the Naming Ceremony of PV 
DRILLING I and the moment the rig left the shipyard to start work in Vietnam. 
As with any new rig, the beginning stage was definitely challenging, but 
thanks to good teamwork and competence of the whole crew, we overcame 
all adversities and built up a very good reputation for the Rig over the last nine 
years. During such a long journey, the Rig has successfully completed so many 
complex wells and difficult tasks, some of which have never been done before 
in Vietnam, thereby confirming its reputation in Vietnam market.” 

Mr. HO TRONG THOAN Mr. IAN PARR
Head of PV Drilling’s Labor Union Rig manager of PV DRILLING I

“In the early days, we didn’t have many clients due to the limited size of the 
facilities at our Mechanical Factory. With more than ten staff, we all tried with 
the best effort to provide our services from inspection, repair and maintenance 
of drilling equipment, to fabrication, painting, and refurbishing services. Our 
service values were so modest in comparison to those of PTSC and VSP. Mr. 
Pham Tien Dung – former Director of the Mechanical Factory  – often had to 
encourage the spirit of all the staff: “The market potential is huge, but we 
need to be patient and committed. I do believe, sooner or later, our efforts 
shall pay off and the clients will know about the name PV Drilling”. Our crew, 
then, didn’t mind days and nights scavenging through all over the base of 
PTSC, on all offshore rigs from the North to the South of Vietnam to search 
for jobs. Witnessing the development of this Factory all along the way, I have 
learned and accumulated for me the necessary qualities to work and develop 
myself. I appreciated the patient and hard-working spirit of my colleagues, 
the assertion of the management, and particularly the corporate values of the 
Corporation. At PV Drilling, we treat other colleagues as best mates with due 
respect and trust.  The journey of 15 years might seem quite long, but to me, 
I still yearn for more time to dedicate my contribution to PV Drilling. I simply 
feel attached to PV Drilling – a place that I call my 2nd home.”

“It was during this time, I was asked if I would consider working for PV Drilling 
by two of my previous colleagues (Phil Abbott & Trace Moran).  I thought long 
and hard about it, I had been working for essentially the same company (though 
they had merged 2 times) for 29 years, you just can’t walk away from that easily. 
However they sold the PV Drilling idea to me. How the company was in its 
early days, the chance to be part of a growing company, to help build a drilling 
company.  My thoughts kept going back the start of my career, and I wanted to 
be part of a team (family) again. So I made the decision to join PV Drilling in Jan 
2009. During the last 7 plus years, I have been part of the PV Drilling Company, 
which has grown to become a major drilling contractor in Vietnam. We have 
worked for numerous clients, with some very challenging wells drilled, with 
almost perfect safety records. Completed numerous rig moves without any 
incidents. There is a great team spirit within the corporation, where senior 
management is open and approachable. We need to look beyond the horizon 
and into the future with passion and commitment, whereby one day we can 
stand back and think. “I was a small brick in the big PV Drilling foundation 
which helped to make that Corporation what it is today.”

Mr. TRAN THANH BINH Mr. STEVE UNDERDOWN
Deputy Director PVD Offshore Rig manager of PV DRILLING II & VI

THE THOUGHTS OF PV DRILLING’S EMPLOYEES 
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During 15 years of establishment and development, 
PV Drilling has continuously expanded its business 
scopes, affirming its position both in the domestic 
drilling market as well as international ones with a solid 
foundation, a distinctive corporate culture, a strong and 
competent human resources, which helps PV Drilling to 
reach the new heights, realizing our Vision and Mission. 

02COURAGEOUS TO BE THE PIONEER

The courage of the Pioneer 

Affirming the position

Promoting Inner Strength 

Sustainale development 

    The Sustainability Report 
    Sustainable Growth Strategy
    Stakeholder Engagement 
    Identified Material Aspects 
    Sustainable Business Strategy 

Financial Highlights (2001-2015) 

Awards and Accolades (2011-2016) 
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approach to managing our drilling business. Though 
the company is looking to cut costs in any way she can, 
safety is one area that we cannot affords to skimp on.

A record fleet-wide operational efficiency of 98% - 99% 
for the year of 2016 continuously made PV Drilling 
staying on top of the industry as one of a few contractors 
providing highly stable and reliable drilling business 
service during current harsh downturn situation. 
Preventive and conditions based maintenance and its 
associated hardware have been constantly improved 
over the years as well as kept up to date to maximize 
rig uptime, to avoid costly repairs and to provide an 
opportunity for a solid foundation of holding a highly 
stable reliability and efficiency record. Oil and Gas 
Industry always requires experience and concentration 
to operate efficiently and safely and our leadership 
still remains on a firm commitment to ensure all crew 
members and onshore teams are not distracted by 
downsizing and the downturn. The company has retained 
experienced staff throughout the wave of layoffs and 
those are essentially positioned to preserve the efficiency 
gains achieved during the downturn.

Rig owners do not have control over the market 
conditions, but they do have control over costs and that’s 

cash out the door. Cost cutting initiatives have been 
taking by Drilling Division since the beginning of year 
2016 to reduce rig daily operating expenses and related 
strategies are generally built up by applied cost cutting 
levels which are directly linked and governed by rig 
working day rate & rig utilization situation. Cost cutting 
measures being taken include applying employee’s new 
downgraded benefit programs, reducing shore based 
support spending, cutting costs on idle rigs, and finding 
savings on repair and maintenance (R&M) spending. 
Throughout the year we have managed to make about 
76 billion VND of saving from all the corners of rig daily 
operation and will continuously implement more the 
right tools and knowledge to ensure the most suitable 
cost profile plus safe and efficient operations for the 
next challenging year of 2017. For all of proposed 
circumstances / scenarios, PV Drilling jack up fleet 
will be seriously and carefully kept and maintained to 
minimum working & safety standards internationally 
accepted throughout the industry. All rigs should be 
ready for Client’s works at all times. Our objectives are 
still to make the best efforts to keep the Fleet staying 
on strong operational and safety performance and to 
optimize business activities for additional expense 
management savings.

THE COURAGE OF THE PIONEER

Referring to the imprint of “the pioneer” 
since year 2000, PV Drilling has been the 
first company in marine installation and 
construction services with a prominent 
contract of  Modification, Fabrication and 
Installation of the production platform 
Ruby-A and the Boat-Landing for Ruby 
B of Petronas Caligari. Among the 
first subsidiaries of Petrovietnam to 
successfully convert its business into 
joint-stock model in 2005, PV Drilling 
has promoted the courageous spirit of 
a true pioneer via following the trend 
of the market and catching the timely 
opportunities to expand its business 
scale and become a “blue-chip” on 
Vietnam stock market. 

PV DRILLING I Rig has 
achieved 10 years’ operation 
without Lost Time Incident 
(Zero LTI);

PV DRILLING II & III Rig have 
achieved  7 years’ operation 
without Lost Time Incident 
(Zero LTI);

PV DRILLING VI Rig has 
achieved 2 years’ operation 
without Lost Time Incident 
(Zero LTI);

The offshore industry enjoyed a period of high oil prices 
before mid-2014 after which the oil price suddenly 
dropped before recovering to the current comparatively 
low price levels.  With lower revenues and high 
production costs, oil companies have had to radically 
change how they manage costs and this has had a 
subsequent impact on all oil and gas subcontractors 
in the industry, including offshore drilling contractors.  
Those in the market have had to rethink the way in 
which they operate and how to adapt to a new low cost 
environment.     

Market conditions in Vietnam as well as Southeast Asia 
Region and worldwide remain seriously challenging 
for the offshore drilling sector in 2016 year due to 
declining rig demand as customers restrict capital 
spending. Average rig utilization rate for PV Drilling 
Jack-up Fleet in 2016 is 49% while worldwide industry 
rate is about 57%. Key focus from our Drilling Division 
is on areas that could be controlled — namely rig 
operational efficiency, safety performance and rig 
expenses management. We have positively made a 
very good movement on all these three fronts with 
record operational efficiency, safety performance and 
additional rig expense savings.

Through 31 December 2016, our Jack-up Fleet has 
continuously achieved its best-ever safety performance 
with a total recordable incident rate of “0” (industry 
total for recordable incident rate is 0.45, Asia Pacific 
rate is 0.33) in which PV DRILLING I kept moving 
steadily onto 10 years operation without lost time 
incident (up to 10/3/2017), PV DRILLING II & III 
followed with 7 years operation without lost time 
incident and young PV DRILLING VI also made up 2 
years operation without lost time incident. Creating a 
strong safety culture is at the heart of operation at PVD 
Drilling Division and it is a reflection of our long term 

98-99%
A record fleet-wide operational 
efficiency of 98% - 99% for the 
year of 2016 continuously made 
PV Drilling staying on top of the 
industry as one of a few drilling 
contractors providing highly 
stable and reliable services 
during current harsh downturn 

situation.

Right after its inception, safety is always in top priority. 
It is also the factor that constitutes PV Drilling’s 
business culture and management.

10
7
2
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During the past few years, PV Drilling has been making 
relentless efforts to build up and strongly establish 
ourselves as a professional drilling contractor and 
drilling-related services provider. We provide a wide range 
of choices not only on such traditional technical services 
as Machine Shop and Fabrication, Drilling Tools Rental, 
Oil Spill Response, etc. but also on more complicated and 
high-tech services such as Directional Drilling, MWD/
LWD, Mud Logging and Slick line, Managed Pressure 
Drilling (MPD) etc. PV Drilling always aims at creating 
great added value for clients by delivering premium 
services with highest safety at completive price. 

Specifically in the year 2016, the drilling rig market 
was still in idle mode due to the catastrophe of the 
crude oil oversupply. In Vietnam, only few of short-
term and scattered drilling programs were approved. 
The dramatically low demand of the drilling market 
posed a huge challenge for drilling contractors, and 
necessitated the operation optimization and  cost saving. 
Nevertheless, PV Drilling has strived earnestly to avoid 
a trade-off between service quality and cost reduction. 
Factually, PV Drilling has been providing the drilling 
services to all drilling campaigns of Cuu Long JOC, 
Vietsovpetro, Murphy Oil, KNOC, Hoang Long JOC, Bien 
Dong POC, GBRS (Algeria) and Total E&P (Myanmar), 
etc. in the safest and most efficient manner. In October 
2016, the rig PV DRILLING I was mobilized abroad to 
Myanmar for the very first time to render the service for 
TOTAL E&P, which has effectively performed operations 
so far and gained high appreciation from client. Fully 
satisfying very strict demand of TOTAL E&P, PV Drilling  
has proved our own competitive edge in the regional and 
international markets, in terms of corporate governance 
and drilling operation capability.

For drilling-related services, PV Drilling continues 
to follow the strategy to enhance the capability in 
providing the services towards the diversification and 
modernization. In particular, PV Drilling has been 
investing in facilities and technologies, focusing on 
the workforce competency in managing and providing 
services, optimizing the management system. All that 
aims at ensuring the highest quality service for our 
clients. Until now, PV Drilling’s technical services have 
not only conserved firmly local market shares, but also 
approached progressively in overseas markets, i.e. 
manpower supply in Japan, provision of engineering and 
fabrication service for oil and gas projects in Myanmar, 
and the potential setup of machining and fabrication 
workshop in Brunei, and further in Middle East Area.

The remarkable achievement of PV Drilling in business 
activities is the successful implementation of Bundled 
Services - an optimized service package offering clients 
with cost and time efficiency and risk minimization. With 
a solid foundation on technical services experience in 
diversified drilling campaigns during the past years, 
PV Drilling is confident to possess efficient capability, 
facilities, and qualified personnel to perform all drilling 
and its  associated services for the whole drilling 
program. With all-in-one package by the only source of 
service provider, PV Drilling can save all the hassles for 
clients. Specifically, client will mainly liaise and work with 
PV Drilling as a single focal point; then PV Drilling will 
manage and coordinate the performance of all individual 
services included in the package, which process will 
create favorable conditions for effectively controlling the 
project costs and minimizing the risks exposed to client. 
This Bundled Service concept has been deployed since 
2012 for Hoang Long JOC, Santos, ENI, BHP Billiton, and 
has proved its own superiority and efficiency through our 
completion of the drilling programs on time and within 
budget, enhancing excellent reputation for PV Drilling 
in its sector. It is believed that the potentials of Bundled 
Service will continue to grow in the coming time. PV 
Drilling is currently reaching the last stage of negotiation 
to provide this Bundled Service to Premier Oil Vietnam 
in 2017, and have planned to promote this concept to the 
regional markets at the soonest. 

Despite being one of the companies most negatively 
affected by the current oil industry crisis, PV Drilling has 
been attempting to find solutions and taking particular 
initiatives to partly share the cost burden with clients in 
implementing the services. PV Drilling has proactively 
taken into action the cost saving approaches in operation 
management, which enabled the reduction of the day 
rate of drilling and drilling-related services to the extent 
practicable; meanwhile maintained the highest quality 
service. Moreover, PV Drilling also actively proposed 
the appropriate financial solutions for clients to support 
the deployment of drilling programs in the context of 
a limited budget and financing arrangements. Those 
above-mentioned efforts of PV Drilling have, once again, 
expressed our standpoints that: client is the center of 
our business activities, and maintaining a sustainable 
and long-term relationship with clients is our top priority 
to ensure our position as a Pioneer of Vietnam Drillers.

ESTABLISHING A LEADING POSITION 

PV Drilling has been 
honorably awarded as 
the Best Asia Drilling 
Contractor in 2012, 
2013, and 2015 by 
World Finance.
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In 2016, on the firm foundation of ERP 
- phase I and II, PV Drilling continued 
to complete the ERP - Phase III project 
incorporating such novel modules as budget 
management and online management report 
formulation. This project was broached under 
the circumstance of declining oil and gas 
industry due to the fact that tremendous drop 
in oil price has inserted negative impact on 
both the workload and day rate of drilling rigs 
as well as price of drilling-related services. 
The unpredictable fluctuation in the market 
has set an important demand: boosting 
the speed of information transmission to 
support the BOM timely for such activities as 
managing the business operation, controlling 
expenses closely, assessing the business 
efficiency, as well as formulating the strategy 
and financial policies. Originating from this 
demand, the intelligent management report 
has been inducted for standardizing the 
financial and accounting information, as well 
as supplying multi-dimension reports and 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to provide 
information for the BOM in decision-making 
process and management. In addition, ERP- 
Phase III also supports the generation of a 
concentrated online budget management, 

which is applied in the entire Corporation and 
contributes to solve the issue of corporate 
operating efficiency especially for large 
enterprises with many subsidiaries like PV 
Drilling. This system will assist in efficiently 
allocating jobs, ensuring the construction 
and approval of budget in compliance with 
issued procedures, as well as allowing 
financial information from the planning to 
the execution to be managed closely and 
accurately.

PV Drilling always highly considers Health 
– Safety – Environment – Quality (HSEQ) 
management in all our onshore and offshore 
activities since these requirements are 
very important to the sustainable operation 
of drilling rigs and high quality services 
providing. HSEQ management system is built 
right at the early days of establishment of the 
Corporation and more and more increased, 
standardized with the achievement of the 
international certification, namely: Standards 
for drilling services certified by American 
Petroleum Institute (API), ISO 9001 - 2008 
Quality Management System, ISO 14001 
environmental management systems, 
OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and safety 

The ERP Phase 
III creates an 
integrated 
online budget 
management, 
aiming to generate 
higher corporate 
governance 
efficiency for great 
companies with 
many subsidiaries 
like PV Drilling.

Corporate governance is one of the critical 
issues in all enterprises, especially in 
the dynamic and fluctuating business 
environment as current. So as to enhance 
operating efficiency, PV Drilling has been 
investing intensively in sophisticated 
corporate governance system on the basis 
of modern IT foundation with the objective 
of creating a professional workforce to 
gain reputaion and business position in the 
market.

In conjunction with investing and possessing 
modern technology equipment and drilling 
rigs, PV Drilling also focuses on establishing 
a sound corporate governance system 
based on the concrete avant-garde IT 
foundation which has helped PV Drilling 
to quickly adapt to and participate in the 
competitive environment with foreign 
drilling contractors. Starting in 2008, PV 
Drilling officially put into operation the ERP 
Oracle Phase I - Finance and Accounting 
Management Module. This application 
system has been contributing to a greater 
efficiency in financial management 
activities such as systematizing the 
finance-accounting aspects as well as 

providing tools for financial statement 
consolidation and regulation compliance. 
Also in 2008, PV Drilling has successfully 
initiated and brought into application the 
MAXIMO system, and this program has been 
integrated into the ERP system thereafter. 
One year later, PV Drilling continued to 
expand into the ERP-Phase II incorporating 
several new modules like purchase, project/
contract, and personnel management. 
Based on this system, the entire process 
of purchasing and personnel information 
has been effectively managed, the salary 
formulation has been automatized, as 
well as revenue, expenses and efficiency 
corresponding to each contract and service 
has been monitored closely. The ERP 
Oracle - Phase I and II marked an important 
point throughout PV Drilling’s process 
of applying IT into corporate governance 
activities in order to provide sufficient 
information to the Board of Management 
for decision making as well as satisfy the 
demand for information transparency of 
a public company. In addition, this proves 
to be a productive tool in such activities as 
managing and monitoring the purchasing, 
investment projects, business plan and 
manpower management.

In 2016, the corporate 
governance system 
ERP Phase III 
including budget 
management and 
management report 
formulation has been 
completed.

PROMOTING INTERNAL STRENGTH

Corporate governance activities
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In the mid and 
long-term plan, 
PV Drilling shall 
enhance corporate 
governance system 
based on IT and 
manpower training. 
PV Drilling believes 
that the corporate 
governance system 
will enhance 
reputation and 
creates competitive 
value.

competitiveness in the market. Until now, 
total number of employees at PV Drilling is 
1,944 people, in which the number of drilling 
manpower is 791 personnel, representing 
41% of total labor force.

Besides that, in 2014, PV Drilling has 
been deploying training and development 
program for Rig Management and Operation 
manpower. This program includes a 
series of systematic competencies-based 
training courses from low to high positions 
with purpose of enhancing their working 

PV Drilling has been 
awarded as Top 49 
Companies with best 
labor incentives in 
2015 and 2016.

PROMOTING INTERNAL STRENGTH 
(continued)

Training and developing drilling manpower

At PV Drilling, manpower is considered 
as a valuable asset. Operating in the core 
business of drilling and drilling-related 
services, the issue of training and developing 
drilling manpower is always placed on top 
priority over the past 15 years due to the 
fact that the Vietnam education system and 
labor market have not supplied sufficient 
personnel that posseses the skill and 
knowledge to undertake existing positions at 
PV Drilling. 

To systemize and implement training 
and development activities effectively, 
in early 2014, PV Drilling has developed 
and implemented Drilling manpower 
competencies development program and 
has gained some initial success. This is a 
combination of Succession Planning, On-
the-job Training (CBT), and Performance 
Appraisal approaches aiming at continuously 
training and developing manpower to assure 
the readiness and availability of qualified 
drilling manpower for all rig operation’s 
requirements in order to achieve operational 
excellence and enhance organizational 

management certified by Det Norske Veritas 
(DNV). The HSEQ system for rig operation 
is the framework for the company to orient 
enhancement of safety performance, labor 
efficiency, compliance with the existing law 
for all operation onshore and offshore.

Besides the development and improvement 
of ERP and HSEQ, PV Drilling continued to 
initiate and build up the professional risk 
management system abiding by certified 
international standards such as ISO 31000 
and COSO. The Enterprise Risk Management 
system (ERM) is expected to give an alarm, 
measurement indicators to forecast, 
prevent and give the solution to mitigate 
the risk timely. As the result, ERM will 
help PV Drilling to increase the operation 
performance, effectiveness; contributing 
toward the perception of staffs about risk 
and forming the risk culture across PV 
Drilling. Consequently, this will add value and 

enhance the PV Drilling’s image. Currently, 
the ERM project has been successfully 
applied at PVD Drilling Division (DD) and 
PVD Deepwater and will be initiated at 
other PV Drilling’s subsidiaries in upcoming 
periods with the purpose of improving the 
consolidated risk profile to prioritize and 
allocate resources most effectively.

According to the mid and long-term orientation, 
PV Drilling will concentrate on enhancing 
corporate governance system based on the 
IT foundation as well as training manpower 
in which focusing on developing successive 
personnel and highly techincal experts to take 
charge of the position that only foreign staffs 
are able to undertake. PV Drilling strongly 
believes that the firm corporate governance 
system on the basis of modern IT foundation 
will contribute to enhance PV Drilling’s 
reputation and competitive ability on the 
market. 

capabilities. The application of this program 
has helped to narrow down performance 
gaps as well as provided direction for 
participants in career development. 

Overcoming many obstacles over the past 15 
years, PV Drilling has been achieving great 
results in training and developing manpower 
to meet PV Drilling’s strategic objectives. 
PV Drilling will continue to promote and 
enhance the quality of manpower in order to 
aim at developing sustainably in the future.
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PV Drilling also 
concentrates on 
investing in many 
sophisticated 
equipment like 
Slickline, CNC, 
Torque, Directional 
Drilling equipment, 
etc.

The jack-up rigs are always ready to 
provide the best service to clients, 
satisfying requirements of oil and gas 
operators.

With the vision of becoming a reputable and 
reliable drilling contractor on the global 
scale, PV Drilling is always committed in 
bringing the highest service quality and 
added value to clients. PV Drilling’s great 
success over the past 15 years could be 
attributable to strategic investment decision 
which demonstrated the determination 
in PV Drilling’s orientation. After the 

Investment activities

PROMOTING INTERNAL STRENGTH 
(continued)

The machine and equipment that were 
invested by PV Drilling or joint venture 
between PV Drilling and other partners 
played a very important role in providing 
services and increasing the domesticalization 
rate of well technical services. Many services 
that were previously provided by foreign 
drilling contractors such as Schlumberger, 
Haliburton, Baker Hughes, BJ,... have 
been domesticalized with equivalent or 
better quality. PV Drilling’s several services 
acquired a significant portion of market share 
in Vietnam such as:
 · Drilling service: 60% - 80%
 · Tubular running service: 100%
 · Mud Logging: 100%
 · Slickline: 100%
 · Inspection: 100%
 · Threading: 100%
 · Oil spill response service: 90%

Improving existing service quality and 
developing new services are always placed 
at top priority at PV Drilling. Over the 
past years, many innovative and scientific 
study projects have been encouraged to 
implement via the employment of Science 
and Technology Fund. In addition, PV Drilling 
have been continuously understanding clients’ 
specification to come up with the bundled 
services to aim at minimizing clients’ time 
and expenses, creating strong connection at 
different projects. It is PV Drilling’s devotion 
and efficiency in providing services that 
gain clients’ trust and were offered bundled 
services for many large drilling campaigns 
over the past many years

equitation in 2006, receiving the approval 
and support from PetroVietnam, PV Drilling 
has put into operation the first Jack up 
rig - PV DRILLING I and the land rig - PV 
DRILLING 11 in 2007. In 2009, PV Drilling 
continued to acquire two additional Jack-
up rigs - PV DRILLING II and PV DRILLING 
III. This event is remarkable because it 
is the first time that two drilling rigs that 
belonged to the same contractor were 
named simultaneously. In 2011, in order 
to expand drilling market into deepwater 
segment, PV Drilling continued to invest in 
a semi-submersible TAD rig - PV DRILLING 
V. Until 2015, PV Drilling increased the 
number of rigs in the portfolio up to 6 
rigs via the investment of another Jack-
up rig, PV DRILLING VI. Regarding to the 
technical aspects, PV DRILLING VI could 
be considered as the most advanced rig 
generation and the updated version of the 
MOD V B Class Design of Keppel FELS. 
Besides the increase in the number of 
drilling rigs, PV Drilling also concentrated 
on investing in highly technical machine 
and equipment such as Slickline, CNC, 
Torque machine, etc. In addition, PV Drilling 
has been actively establishing facilities 
and shore base in Vietnam like PTSC 
Supply Base to ensure the logistics and 
operation support as well as form the basis 
for developing other new drilling-related 
services. Until the end of 2016, PV Drilling’s 
total asset has achieved above 23 billion 
VND compared to 2 billion VND at the end of 
2006. 
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Summary of PV Drilling’s governance structure

Undergone 15 years of development from a workshop 
that provided the repair service of 
drilling equipment and oil spill control service, PV 
Drilling is now a reputable drilling contractor. At present, 
PV Drilling possesses 4 premium Jack-ups, 1 Semi-
Submersible Tender Assist (TAD), 1 Land rig, as well 
as the sophisticated system of machine and equipment 
to support the diverse well technical services, from 
traditional to high technical services. Those reinforce  
PV Drilling’s competitive position in the region. The 
drilling and well technical activities are unique as the 
drilling rigs primarily operate in the environmental 
hazards such as offshore, harsh climate and encounter 
pressure from the prevention of explosion, blowout, 
and oil spill. As a result, in our strategy, PV Drilling 
deeply understands that the ensure of reputation and 
reliability of a drilling contractor requires not only the 
provision of high-quality services to customers but also 

the assurance of high safety and efficiency. In addition, 
the reputation and reliability maintaining also requires 
the best working environment for all employees with the 
ultimate purpose of minimizing all risks and negative 
impact on the environment. Specifically, under the 
context of significant fluctuation in oil price, these above 
issues are emphasized and integrated into PV Drilling’s 
sustainable development management model.

After 15 years, from a small workshop, 
PV Drilling now becomes a reputable 
drilling contractor in SEA region.

Report Period Report Domain Contact information
The content of sustainable 
development is integrated into the 
Annual Report 2016 with the fiscal 
year ending 31 December 2016.

The report domain is as 
followings:
- The Corporation, including   

    the Holding Company and   
    other subsidiaries.
- The presentation limit is   
   inside Vietnam domain.

Petrovietnam Drilling and
Well Services Corporation
- Location: 4th floor, Sailing Tower,  
  111A Pasteur, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City.
- Telephone number: (+84) 8 39142012
- Fax: (+84) 8 39142021
 
Any contributing ideas for the report or 
related questions, stakeholders please send 
email directly to the email address:
ir@pvdrilling.com.vn

The curator of report
construction:
- PV Drilling’s Vice President

Applicable standard
According to the need to satisfy the 
information requirement of related 
parties, PV Drilling decides to choose 
the criteria as “In Accordance” - Core 
option”

General information on the report

Report Assurance by third party

PV Drilling has applied international standard to 
disclose all the data in the report. In addition, some 
data on PV Drilling’s operation have been assured by 
the third party to ensure the accuracy, reliability, and 
comprehensiveness of the statistics. The assured 
information in the report includes:

 ·  Information on LTI, one of the important indicators for 
drilling contractors that has been certified by IADC.

 · Information on the management system HSEQ, which 
has been certified by DNV

 · The financial information, which has been audited by 
Deloitte Vietnam

THE TOPICS ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

VISION-MISSION

STAKEHOLDERS AT PV DRILLING

The reputable
and reliable
drilling
contractor

Clients
- PetroVietnam
- Shareholders
- Employees
- Government agencies
- Banks and business partners
- Suppliers
- Competitors
- Industry Association
- Local community

Developing
human
resources

HSEQ Investing and
developing
community

General Information on the Report

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
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Sustainable development strategy

Enhancing the corporate governance 
system 
Parallel to the investment and ownership 
of drilling rigs and modern equipment, PV 
Drilling also concentrates on constructing 
advanced corporate governance system, 
which is applied international standards 
and based on the modern and information 
technology, to meet the requirement into 
the international competitive environment. 
The management systems were 
implemented consistently throughout the 
organization such as ERP Oracle, Maximo 
(inventory control for rigs), RCM – Reliable 
Centered Maintenance, comprehensive 
risk management system (abiding by ISO 
31000 and COSO), as well as the system 
of international standard regulations and 
procedures. Those systems play an essential 
role in supporting the corporate governance 
process, boosting the service quality, and 
earning customers’ trust. 

Human resource development
After 15 years of development, PV Drilling 
has achieved certain successes with the 
total asset of more than 1 billion USD. 
However, the greatest asset that PV Drilling 
possesses is the human resource of over 
2,000 talented employees and management 
currently working for the corporation. 
This is a valuable asset, which plays a 
significant role in sustainable development. 
At PV Drilling, a wide range of human 
resource development programs has 
been organized. Clearly understanding the 
importance of top management for future 
development of the corporation, PV Drilling 
has been gradually applying program of 
succession management team, as well 
as providing training for management 

team, so that they are able to develop 
actively personal development plans and 
successive personnel development plans. 
In addition, the compensation and benefit 
policies are PV Drilling’s critical competitive 
advantage contributing significantly to the 
successful retaining of talents. Specifically, 
the training programs that focus on 
developing employees’ capabilities are 
highly emphasized. PV Drilling successfully 
organized and gradually improved the rig 
matrix-training program, which allows 
continuous training from low to top position. 
The training program enables PV Drilling to 
possess high-skilled drilling personnel to 
be ready for any sudden change in human 
resources. 

Health – Safety – Environment – Quality 
commitment
HSEQ system plays an important role 
in maintaining rigs’ efficiency to ensure 
the reputation of the corporation. This 
issue is also the priority in the business 
activities management. Until now, PV 
Drilling successfully integrated the 
quality management system ISO 9001, 
environmental management system ISO 
14001 and Health & Safety management 
system OHSAS 18001 into the HSEQ system, 
which were certified by Det Norske Veritas 
(DNV). At PV Drilling, the culture of Safety – 
Quality has come into existence and become 
accessible in order to avoid all accidents 
and risks that are able to cause damages 
to people, asset, and environment. The 
safety-quality culture comprises of the 
laws and regulations abiding as well as the 
application of preventing solutions in order 
to meet customers’ requirements with high 
service quality and continuous evaluation, 
improvement, and development.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
(continued)
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PV Drilling has relationship and interaction with many 
stakeholders, not only in Vietnam but also in Southeast 
Asia and all over the world. PV Drilling determines 
that stakeholders are the one that affect or be affected 
in a certain degree by PV Drilling’s activities. Our 
stakeholders can be classified as follows:
 · Direct groups are the one that have a direct influence 

on the business activities, environment, and society, 
including: major shareholder (PVN), clients primarily 
oil and gas contractors, PV Drilling’s employees.

 · Connection groups are the one that have an indirect 
influence on the business activities, environment, 
and society via their impact on the requirement of 
transparent information, business management, 
standards, industry regulations, etc.; including: 
shareholders, banks, suppliers, industry association, 

competitors.
 · Indirect groups are the one that have an indirect 

influence on PV Drilling’s business activities and 
solutions via the laws, sanctions, and community 
expectation; including government and relevant 
agencies, and community. In the day-to-day 
operation, PV Drilling has been actively connecting 
to stakeholders by meeting with investors and 
shareholders, organizing annual general meeting of 
shareholders, discussing with clients’ experts, signing 
contracts, presenting and reporting issues to related 
government agencies.

In addition, PV Drilling also connects to stakeholders 
via channels such as customer conference programs, 
discussion through documents, emails, emp 

Stakeholder Engagement

Stakeholders summary chart

Related parties
Connection to
stakeholders

Consulting content
and expected
feedback from
stakeholders

Expectation
satisfaction Core issues in 2016

Clients 
Oil and gas
contractors such as
Vietsovpetro, PVEP,
Lam Son JOC, Cuu
Long JOC, etc.
Drilling contractors:
manpower supply
service

Monthly/Quarterly
with clients
Customer conference
program
Customer
satisfaction survey
Reporting
documents for
clients

Safety-Environment
activities
Operating efficiency
Service quality;
Price, contract
terms; Reliability;
Technology;
operating
capabilities
Service quality
and quality of
drilling personnel;
professionalism in
providing services

Invest in international
standard HSEQ
system
Reinforce human
resource training
Repair and
maintenance
Build up modern
management
standards
Develop and expand
KPIs, to perfect the
management system
and enhance service
quality

Service Quality 
assurance

Initiate cost-re-
duction programs 
to share cost with 
clients

Industry  
Association
IADC organization
Vietnam Oil and 
Gas
Association

Quarterly/Annual
report
LTI report
Oil and gas industry
conference

Operating safety
Environmental
maintenance
Service quality

Maintain and
develop HSEQ
system
Study new services
Improve service
quality
Report transparent
information

Ensure safety and 
efficiency

Suppliers
Keppel Fels rig 
builder
Suppliers of tools 
and equipment

Bid invitation
Signing the provision
contract

Transparent system
for evaluating bid
Duration of service
provision
Operating efficiency
and professionalism

Transparent
information
Ensure the equity
between suppliers
Payment assurance
Programs for
building relationship
with suppliers

Collaborate closely 
and reduce input 
cost

Code of Conduct:

In 2015, PV Drilling establised the Code of 
Conduct to ensure our decision and action 
be in line with established values. This is the 
moral orientation applied to all employees.

Building the sustainable cultural environment
PV Drilling’s top management always takes into 
consideration the best interest of employees, 
society, and the environment in all business 
management activities, investment decisions, 
business plans, programs, and action policies. That 
includes the concentration on building a friendly 
working environment, creation of firm connection to 
customers, suppliers, investors, etc. to ensure the 
balanced interest of stakeholders; profound care of 
community via the organization of social security 
programs as well as relationship development with 
local communities and governmental authorities 
that PV Drilling has been pursuing for many years. In 
addition, PV Drilling also perfects the development of 
the Code of Conduct applied to the whole corporation. 
The Code of Conduct aims to ensure that employee’ 
actions and decisions must be consistent with the 
values and foundation of PV Drilling. This is the basis 
to affirm the culture and business conduct in the 
corporation.

All of the above issues are major contents in the 
strategy of sustainable development that PV Drilling 
has been building. The sustainable development 
strategy has been creating added value for the 
corporation thanks to the contribution and support of 
shareholders, Petro Vietnam, customers, partners, 
government organizations, and other stakeholders. 
PV Drilling’s top management highly appreciates the 
support and contribution of stakeholders that together 
with PV Drilling construct a future of sustainable 
development.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
(continued)
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In the context of the oil and gas market has many
fluctuations, deeply impacts on business operations, as 
well as the role of the drilling contractor toward industry 
and social activities, PV Drilling identifies material 
aspects to focus on solutions to ensure the efficient of 
operating rigs as well as maintaining the reputation, and 
to cross the challenges.

The evaluation of material aspects links to the core 
values of PV Drilling and meets the needs of the 
stakeholders. The evaluation is performed by the 
following steps:

Step 1: Determine the scope of evaluation
PV Drilling defined the boundary for the integrated report,
which includes all investors and other stakeholders 
impact or to be impacted, both positive and negative. It 
means that they can affect the value of PV Drilling, on the 
other hand, the activities of PV Drilling impact them.

PV Drilling updates periodically the evaluation of stake-
holders depending on movements and changes of inside 
and outside environment. This action ensures the correc-
tion of the assessment and classification of stakeholders. 
In the period of 2015 to 2016, PV Drilling evaluated and 
classified into 3 groups of stakeholders such as the table 
below:

Stakeholder
level

Stakeholder
groups Reason for ranking

1 Primary

Customers
Labors
Shareholders (including
Petrovietnam) and investors

Not only do they effect directly our business
activities, but PV Drilling also has a direct 
impacts on stakeholders

2 Secondary

Suppliers
Competitors
Partners
The government
Industry
Associations

They have the potential to affect the success of
PV Drilling, although PV Drilling has less 
directly impact on these stakeholders

3 Tertiary

Community
Press
Non-profit organizations

PV Drilling has least direct impact on these 
ones, although the reputation and position of 
PV Drilling can be affected indirectly by them

Financial reporting entity
(control and significant influence)

Reporting boundary for the integrated report
(risks, opportunities and outcomes)

Parent

Joint arrangements Investment (other forms)Subsidiaries

Employees Customers Suppliers OthersPartners Community

Evaluation of Identified Material Aspects
Related parties

Connection to
stakeholders

Consulting content
and expected
feedback from
stakeholders

Expectation
satisfaction Core issues in 2016

Partners: 
Vietcombank,
PVCombank,
BIDV, MBBank,
VietinBank,
Seabank, CitiBank,
HSBC, ANZ, DBS,
ANZ, Shinhan
Bank, Standard
Chartered Bank,
BNP Paribas,
JP Morgan,
Deutsche Bank...

Open bank accounts
and make use of banks’
services and products:
electronic payment
system, fund transfer in
Vietnam and overseas,
time deposit (VND
& USD), Swap USD,
foreign exchange, and
implementation of
derivatives tools.
Work with domestic
banks to settle the
investment capital for
rigs PV Drilling 11, PV
Drilling I, PV Drilling II,
PV Drilling III, PV Drilling
V, and PV Drilling VI.

Evident business
management system
Professional financial
management system

Enforce the statute
of revised financial
management,
updated in 2014
Apply the modern
management
standard
Construct the risk
management system.

Enhance corporate 
governance system

Petro Vietnam
Shareholders
Investors

Annual general meeting
of shareholders
Investor meetings
PV Drilling’s periodic
reports
Information
announcement

Evident information
Good business
management system
Business efficiency,
finance

Effective channels
for information
announcement
Dividend policy
to maximize
shareholder values

Maximize share-
holder’s value

Employees Meetings to hand over
shifts
Employees conference
Employees award
Programs to call for
employees’ participation
(Green day program)
Feedback from
employees survey,
interview, etc.

Working
environment
Salary, bonus, and
wealth fare
Training
Management and
successive personnel
Professionalism;
inquiring; creativity,
collective spirit;
honesty

Programs of
employees’ safety and
health
Salary, bonus, and
wealth fare policy
Talents development
and retaining
program
Succession planning
Employees evaluation
through the
construction of KPIs

Maintain high-
quality workforce

Government
Government
agencies related
to finance, stock,
tax, environment,
labor, science and
technology

Reports for these
agencies
Participate in
government’s meetings
Government’s
inspection
Achieve necessary
certifications to
ensure stable business
operation

Law-abiding
Required
certifications,
licenses
Support for
community
development

Study legal issues
Follow and achieve safety
and environment licenses
Conduct HSEQ activities
Social security

Study and pop-
ularize the legal 
requirements, 
especially Business 
law, stock laws

Competitors Participate in bidding
Participate in oil and gas
industry associations
Consulting agency’s
independent survey of
market study
Industry reports

Evident and fair
competition

Boost the image
and competitive
position through
the transparent
in operation
and information
announcement.

Study the 
co-operative 
opportunities and 
develop overseas

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
(continued)
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Table: PV Drilling’s material aspects

Value Drivers Objectives Material Focus Areas Rating Term
Reliable and
reputable drilling
contractor

Enhance operation capability, 
expand
market, develop high-tech services,
ensure the quality of customer 
services

Efficient management of rig operation 2 Long

HSEQ 2 Long

Improvement of IT system
(ERP the 3rd stage)

2 Short

Development of the Science and
Technology Fund

2 Mid

Financial 
resources

Ensure business operation efficiency Optimize and cut costs:
- Manage and operate rigs
- Human resources

1 Short

Optimize and cut costs:
- Administration
- Commerce

1 Long

Establishment of the Enterprise Risk
Management

1 Long

Human resources Make human resources become 
one of
the leading competitive advantages 
of
PV Drilling, enhance corporate 
image.
Construct culture and professional
working environmenthình ảnh doanh 
nghiệp, Xây dựng văn hóa và môi 
trường làm việc chuyên nghiệp,

Talent retention policy 2 Long

Training and development policy 2 Long

Succession Planning 1 Mid

Sustainable
relationship with
partners and
community

Contribute corporate culture 
towards humanism and 
professionalism

Corporate social responsibilities 3 Mid

Performing responsibilities and
obligation to government

3 Mid

Summary of major sustainable development 
strategy

1. Preserve the position of trusted and reputable drilling 
contractor by improving the operational capacity and 
ensuring customer service quality;

2. Ensure financial resources, enhance application of 
Science and Technology, focus on waste prevention solu-
tions and maintain effective business operations;

3. Developing human resources professionally with 
high qualified professionals is one of the competitive 
advantages, the most valuable assets of PV Drilling. In 

the current period, PV Drilling implements difficulty 
sharing solutions through salary reduction while 
ensuring a reasonable and fair level of income, 
simultaneously aiming to improve living quality, spirit, 
attitudes and work
environment to employees;

4. Maintain sustainable relationships with partners and 
communities, build sustainable human and cultural 
environment, improve the life of the community and 
concern environmental protection issues.

Step 2: Collect information from stakeholders
With the determination of evaluation limits on the report,
PV Drilling conducted to gather information from 
relevant parties through the following activities:
 · Review assessment and expectations of stakeholders, 

through the requirements, the results of work, and 
the feedback during the process of providing service, 
suppliers, stakeholders’ discussion;

 · Internally evaluate among departments, 
managersthrough meetings, reports, budget planing, 
etc;

 · Refer and review from reports of the state agencies 
through via inspections;

 · Examine the assessment report of customers, 
consulting organizations in during the process 
working with PV Drilling;

 · Study the forecast macroeconomy, oil and gas market 
reports of banking institutions, IHS, BMI, IADC and 
other independent analysis organizations.

Step 3: Identify material aspects
By assessments and the results of step 2, PV Drilling 
evaluates material aspects through the rating for each 
level of importance, including 3 levels:
1. Material issue: these issues are determined primary 
and will effect directly, immediately to the PV Drilling’s 
business activities;
2. Focused issue: these problems, which may occur in the
future or exist, will be potential directly effect operating 
results and reputation of PV Drilling;
3. Controlled issue: the current issues that are being 
monitored and managed by PV Drilling.

Step 4: Mapping and classifying aspects
With the core values of PV Drilling
Through value drivers which PV Drilling identified from 
the sustainable development strategy, including:  
1. The reliable and reputable drilling contractor 
2. Financial resources

3. High-quality human resources 
4. Strong relationship with partners and community, PV 
Drilling defines and categorizes key factors to ensure close 
link for PV Drilling’s

Step 5: Complete and improve
Board of Directors reviews and checks all contents to 
ensure the quality of reports reliable, clear, precise, 
show balance, timeliness and maintain under monitoring 
date for next reports. Simultaneously, PV Drilling 
continues to build and improve the monitoring indicators 
for the reports, the figures taken from internal operating 
procedures and plan to build other monitoring indicators 
to prepare for future
reports.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
(continued))

In 2016, PV Drilling’s BOM identified and 
evaluated key risks, thus formulating plans to 
mitigate negative effects in difficult time.
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BUSINESS OPERATIONS SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES

HSEQ

MAXIMO
       MAXIMO MIN-MAX MODULE

ORACLE APPLICATIONS
       FINANCIAL
       INVENTORY
       PROJECT
       PURCHASING   
       HUMAN RESOURCE
       BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
       ENTERPRISE PLANING & BUDGETING

ORACLE APPLICATIONS
       ORACLE APPLICATIONS SERVER
       ORACLE DATABASE

IDENTIFYING RISKS & HAZARDS
(IADC HSE CASES)

RCM (RELIABILITY CENTERED 
MAINTENANCE)

SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

DRILLING
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

APPLYING
ERP ORACLE

ĐANG TRIỂN KHAI

DRILLING SERVICE

CONDUCTOR/CASING/TUBING

MUD LOGGING/ SLICK LIN

TOOL RENTAL SERVICE

WELL INTERVENTION 

PERFORATIONS/ WELL TEST  

OTHERS 

DIRECTIONAL DRILLING
MEASUREMENT WHILE DRILLING 
LOGGING WHILE DRILLING 

WELL DESIGN & PLANING 

CEMENTING SERVICE

WELL HEAD

PVD Drilling Division
PVD Deepwater
PVD Overseas 

PVD Tubulars Management
PVD OSI
PVD Well Service
Vietubes

PVD Logging 

PVD Well Service
PVD Invest  

PVD Baker Hughes 
PVD Logging
PVD Expro 

PVD Logging
PVD Expro

H2S Safety Service (PVD Invest) 
OCTG (PVD Tubulars Management)
Inspection & Repair (PVD Offshore) 

PVD Bakerhughes 

PVD Bakerhughes

BJ - PVD  

PVD Tech  

SEA BED
WELL HEAD

Becoming the culture 
of enthusiasm,  
PV Drilling has 
focused on 
development of 
health, education 
& training and 
has integrated in 
sustainable strategy 
of PV Drilling 
development

VND 300 
BILLION
for social
welfare up to 
now

REPUTATION

SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL & COMMUNITIES

- The Best Oil and Gas Drilling Contractor in ASIA for 
2012, 2013, 2015
- Operation efficiency: > 98%
- The certifications of IADC:
+ PV DRILLING I: 10 years Zero LTI
+ PV DRILLING II: 7 years Zero LTI
+ PV DRILLING III: 7 years Zero LTI
+ PV DRILLING V: 4 years Zero LTI
+ PV DRILLING VI: 2 years Zero LTI
- Top 50 Best Listed Companies (Forbes)
- Top 50 The Largest Business Income Tax 2015
- Top 49 Good Enterprise for Laborer

- Comply and 
satisfy
environment 
regulations
in O&G industry
- Apply ISO 
9001:2008,
ISO 14001:2004 and
OHSAS 18001:2007 
to enterprises

ZERO
ENVIRONMENTAL
VIOLATIONS

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS
Providing bundled services through 
integrated services from beginning 
drilling to completion drilling the 
well, ensuring the accomplishment 
of the drilling campaign

6 MILLION
WORK HOURS  
WITHOUT A LOST-TIME 
INCIDENT IN 2015

INPUT VALUE DRIVERS

RELIABLE PARTNERS
- BAKER HUGHES
- BJ
- EXPRO
- MARUBENI ITOCHU
- CITRA SUMIT
- OIL STATES
- FALCON ENERGY

RISK FACTORS
- THE IMPACT OF OIL PRICE
- SAFETY IN OPERATIONS
- FINANCE
- COMPLIANCE
- LIMITED RESOURCES
,,,

1,970  EMPLOYEES 
PROFESSIONS & INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATIONS:
- BOSIET
- IWCF LEVEL 3, 4
- IADC
- H2S
,,,

FINANCE
- LEVERAGE
(30% EQUITY:70%BORROWING)
 - SHARE ISSUANCE

OTHER RESOURCES
- POWER: 3.5 MILLION
KWH/YEAR
- WATER: USING THE WATER
RECYLING TREATMENT AND
USES ONSITE SYSTEM

TRUSTED SUPPLIERS
- NOV
- KEPPEL FELS
- ARNO
,,,

BUSINESS OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

SUSTAINABLE
RELATIONSHIP WITH
PARTNERS AND
COMMUNITIES

HUMAN CAPITAL

THE REPUTABLE AND
RELIABLE DRILLING CONTRACTOR 
AND DRILLING-RELATED
SERVICES PROVIDER

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODEL
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Net profit margin

Return on Equity (ROE)

Return on Asset (ROA)

20022001

20022001
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37%

18%
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12%

6%
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17%

4%
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12%
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13%

7%
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24%
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5,000

351180

4323

131110

493

70

207

663

105

284

1,072

711

1,185

1,422

792

2,174

2,739

1,864

4,330

3,729

2,133

8,633

4,097

4,225

7,572

5,227

14,640

9,211

6,202

18,535

11,929

14,867

20,884
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6,992
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS (2001-2015)
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Stockholders’ Equity

Revenue
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2014

2013

2012

2011

TOP 500 LARGEST COMPANIES IN VIETNAM

TOP 10 PROMINENT EQUITIZED STATE COMPANIES 

THE BEST OIL & GAS DRILLING CONTRACTOR IN ASIA 

TOP 50 BEST LISTED COMPANIES IN VIETNAM

THE LABOR MEDAL OF FIRST CLASS HONOR 

TOP 50 COMPANIES WITH LARGEST TAX SUBMISSION IN VIETNAM

THE MOST ADMIRED ASEAN ENTERPRISE IN GROWTH - LARGE COMPANY 
CATEGORY AWARDED BY ASEAN BUSINESS AWARD COMMITTEE

THE BEST OIL & GAS DRILLING CONTRACTOR IN ASIA 

THE CERTIFICATE OF ZERO LTI (NO LOST TIME INCIDENTS)

TOP 50 BEST LISTED COMPANIES IN VIETNAM

THE BEST OIL & GAS DRILLING CONTRACTOR IN ASIA 

TOP 50 BEST LISTED COMPANIES IN VIETNAM 

TOP 50 COMPANIES WITH LARGEST TAX SUBMISSION IN VIETNAM

TOP 49 COMPANIES WITH BEST LABOR INCENTIVES 

TOP 500 LARGEST COMPANIES IN VIETNAM

GOLDEN PRIZE IN THE NATIONAL QUALITY RANKING IN THE CATEGORY OF 
LARGE SERVICE COMPANY

TOP 10 BEST ANNUAL REPORTS (2010 – 2015)

1st PRIZE IN SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES (2011-2016)

2016

2015

TOP BRAND

COMPANY WITH BEST LABOR INCENTIVES

TOP 23 COMPANIES WITH LARGEST TAX SUBMISSION IN VIETNAM

TOP 10 BEST ANNUAL REPORT

TOP 10 ENTERPRISES WITH MOST CONTRIBUTIONS TO HOSE 
DEVELOPMENT

AWARD FROM STATE SECURITIES COMMITTEE

TOP 100 SUSTAINABLE GROWING ENTERPRISES IN VIETNAM
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PV Drilling’s Board of Management shall commit to gather the synergy 
of every member and resources within our Corporation to overcome all 
challenges and cross the sea to elevate the true value of “The Pioneer of 
Vietnam Drillers”

CONFRONTING 
CHALLENGES

03
Overview of petroleum  and rig supply market in 

Report of the Board of Directors 

Report of the Supervisory Board 

Report of the Board of Management

Financial Highlights (2016) 
Charter Capital/ Shareholders’ Structure 

Subsidiaries

Outcomes of the Cost Optimization and Reduction Project in the year 2016
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The world’s oil market has experienced the 2016 with 
perennial concerns about unstable and a slow recovery 
of crude oil price. In the early 2016, statistics has showed 
that the average oil production in Q1 is 95.73mbbl/
day, having a surplus 2mbbl/day of the world demand 
(Source: OPEC). As the result of this huge over-supply, 
crude oil price has been collapsing and even fell to 
$27.36/bbl. (Brent oil) by the end of Jan 2016. The fact 
that price plunged sharply to the lowest level of recent 
decades has been leading to the significant decrease of 
oil & gas revenue in many countries, rising big concerns 
for political and economic instability. Such rich nations 
as Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, Russia to the developing 
nations such as Venezuela, Nigeria have all experienced 
the budget deficit and credit rating downgrade. To avoid 
further crisis, starting from Feb 2016, many multilat-

eral meetings and discussions amongst OPEC nations 
were held to reach an agreement on oil output freeze. 
This temporary solution, however, cannot solve out the 
imbalance between supply and demand, and has not yet 
created enough force for the momentum to the stable 
recovery of crude oil. Not until the end of the year has 
the oil industry witnessed a breakthrough event when 
OPEC agreed in the meeting on 30 Nov 2016 to slash 
output by 1.2mbbl/day from 1 Jan 2017. The oil price, 
consequently, has recovered impressively and reached 
$54.96/bbl. (increasing by 23% and 100% prior to Vienna 
meeting and the lowest price in Jan 2016 respectively).

Except for such brighter point in Vienna, the year 2016, in 
general, has brought more challenges than advantages 
for the industry. The turbulence and unstable of oil price 

has continuously been halting the oil & gas industry 
activities. Due to the negative forecast of price recovery 
in the near future, financial institutions become less 
interested in oil and gas projects. Consequently, oil com-
panies cannot spend much for investment or execution 
of their new projects due to the capital shortage,. As a 
result, many related projects, ranging from exploration, 
production, oil refinery… haves been deferred, stopped 
or cancelled. As such, the total aggregate expenditures 
of oil companies this year is about $360 billion, a sharp 
decrease of 17% and 45% compared to the previous year 
of 2015 and 2014 respectively (Source: Barclays). 

For the drilling market, the most headache problems of 
drilling contractors in 2016 are the shortage of contracts 

MARKET OVERVIEW FOR 2016 

2016 OIL AND GAS MARKET 
CONTINUED TO FLUCTUATE 
SINCE OIL PRICE, DAY RATE AND 
WORKLOAD OF SERVICES DROPPED 
DRAMATICALLY.

for drilling rigs and the serious decrease in drilling rig 
Day Rate. By end of 2016, the market has witnessed the 
number of idled jack-up rigs hit the 16-year high with 
total 232 rigs (of which 151 rigs in warm-stacked and 81 
rigs in cold-stacked condition). The average utilization 
rate of Jack-up rigs is 54.72% (Source: Rigzone) while 
the Day Date is $50,000 – $75,000/day (only accounts for 
40% of the price during 2013 – 2014).

In Southeast Asia (SEA), utilization of Jack-up rigs is 
plummeted to 33.9%.  There are currently 38 rigs have 
not had jobs yet, standby mainly in Malaysia and Indo-
nesia. Meanwhile, in Vietnam, there are only 6 rigs on 
contract (a significant decrease compared to 14 rigs on 
contract in 2015).
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
I. ASSESSMENTS OF PV DRILLING’S BUSINESS 
PERFORMANCE IN 2016
1. Difficulties and challenges in implementing 
business plan of 2016  
In 2016, the WTI crude oil prices decreased 
approximate of 11.5% compared with the price of 
2015, correspondently, the yearly average price was 
of $ 43.07 per barrel. Most of the drilling programs in 
Vietnam and other countries in the region have been 
suspended or delayed for the next years until the 
market recovered. This has created a negative impact 
on PV Drilling’s production and business activities. 
Many drilling rigs of PV Drilling have been out of 
contract and in a state of suspension for work. In 
addition, in comparison to the year 2015, the services 
price of drilling rigs has significantly decreased and 
even been lower than the operating cost of PV Drilling. 
Moreover, the prices of drilling related services have 
also drastically reduced, hence, many of Corporation’s 
subsidiaries have been currently struggling to seek for 
jobs, in which a few  have suffered a loss of earnings, 
significantly impacting on the revenue and profit targets 
of PV Drilling in 2016.

Beside, thanks to the efforts and great determination 
of the Corporation top management in seeking for 
the appropriate approaches, PV DRILLING I rig and 
some drilling related services have been awarded the 
contracts for providing those services in overseas. 
However, expanding the market to overseas still faces 
with a lot of difficulties and barriers such as the fierce 
competition of multinational and domestic rivals, tariff 
and non-tariff barriers aimed at protecting the trade, 
commerce, culture of the host countries. These are 
the great challenges for PV Drilling to maintain its 
production and business activities.

2. Strategic solutions implemented by the Board of 
Directors in 2016:
Facing with the above difficulties, with the aim of 
pursuing to the core tasks together with a great effort 
and determination, in 2016 the Board of Directors 
and Board of Management have focused on the 
implementation of a number of strategic solutions as 
follows:

Thoroughly implementing the cost optimization and 
reduction in the whole corporation; 
Promoting the business development to overseas.

Strengthening the risks evaluation and control on the 
coming investment projects;
Promoting the training and development of Vietnam-
ese competent workforces to gradually substitute the 
foreign experts for the purpose of cost reduction;
Enhancing the corporate governance  to ensure the 
efficiency of business activities;
Restructuring Corporation organization and resources 
aiming to an effective operation of the whole 
corporation. ; 
Continuously supporting the CSR activities aimed at 
sustainable development.

3. PV Drilling Business Performance of the year 
2016:      
The above positive solutions have created a foundation 
for PV Drilling to successfully accomplish Corporation 
Business Plan of the year 2016 which was approved by 
the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders (AGM).

No. Indicators Unit Plan 2016 Act. 
2016

% Plan/
Act.

1 Revenue VND 
Billion 5,000 5,360 107,2%

2 Profit before 
tax

VND 
Billion 170 268 157,6%

3 Profit after 
tax

VND 
Billion 100 129 129%

4
State 
Budget 
contribution

VND 
Billion 1,050 903 86%

4. CSR performance of the year 2016:
Despite having a lot of difficulties in business activities, 
PV Drilling still had a certain concern on the community 
and society by participating in CSR campaigns. Specif-
ically, in 2016, the Corporation has spent a budget of 
VND 12.5 billion supporting the programs of education, 
building schools in Quang Nam Province and SOS chil-
dren villages in Thai Binh Province, thereby, PV Drilling 
constantly reemphasized the Corporation’s commitment 
in creating the sustainable values to promote the overall 
well-beings of the community.

In 2016, PV Drilling achieved 
5,360 bil. VND in revenue 
and 129 bil. VND in NPAT, 
equivalent to increase 7% and 
29% compared to plan.

Unit: Bil. VND

II. REMARKS ON THE ACTIVITIES, REMUNERATIONS, 
AND THE EXPENDITURE OF THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS IN 2016
1. Remarks on the Board of Directors’ activities in 
2016:

PV Drilling’s Board of Directors is a united assembly 
with valuable knowledge, expertise and management 
experience, who are equal, integrity, and passionate 
for the growth of PV Drilling. The Board of Directors 
consists of 07 members including the Chairman, the 
Vice-chairman, 02 full time/concurrent members, 
and 03 independent members. 

The Board of Directors always complies with all 
policies, regulations of the Board of Directors, the 
Charter of PV Drilling, and the Enterprises Law in 
decision making to ensure that all of their decisions 
are made equally, transparent and fully compliant.

At present, functional departments of the Corporation 
have been acting as PV Drilling’s Board of Directors’ 
subcommittees to assist the Board in effectively 
handling all sectors involved.

The BOD has actively play its role and seriously taken 
its responsibilities, also identified the leadership 
directions in order to propose with positive measures 
and solutions in the development strategy of the 
Corporation, especially in the context of a sharp fall in 
oil prices prolonged until now.

In 2016, the Board of Directors has changed its 
personnel based on the recommendation of Vietnam 
Oil and Gas Group, a major shareholder and the 
General Meeting of Shareholders has adopted such 
change, in which Mrs. Ho Ngoc Yen Phuong has been 
elected as a member of the BOD substituting Mr. 
Tran Van Hoat as from 27th July 2016. 

2. Remarks on the Board of Directors’ meetings in 
2016
In 2016, PV Drilling’s Board of Directors held the 
quarterly meetings to discuss, exchange, unify and give 
timely direction and orientation on the Corporation’s 
business strategy. All of the meetings were organized in 
accordance with the Charter of PV Drilling as well as the 
Enterprise Law. Members of the Board of Directors have 
taken these meetings seriously as followed: 

No. Member of BOD Title
Number of 

meetings Rate Remark
1 Dr. Do Van Khanh Chairman 4/4 100%
2 Mr. Do Duc Chien Vice-chairman 4/4 100%

3 Mr. Pham Tien Dung Member cum the President & 
CEO 4/4 100%

4 Mr. Tran Van Hoat Member cum Vice President 2/2 100% Resigned from 27 
July 2016

5 Mrs. Ho Ngoc Yen Phuong Member 2/2 100% Appointed from 27 
July 2016

6 Mr. Le Van Be Independent member 4/4 100%
7 Mr. Duong Xuan Quang Independent member 4/4 100%
8 Mrs. Pham Thi An Binh Independent member 4/4 100%

Beside the quarterly meetings, the Board of Directors 
also collects the opinions from all members to settle 
the important issues in the form of written documents 
regarding to investment decisions, human resources 

development, organizational structures, influential 
decisions such as appointing key positions, modification 
and issuance of management regulations and internal 
policies, etc.

Ensuring the safe and efficient operation of  
PV Drilling’s drilling rigs;
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
(continued)

3. Results from operating of each member of the Board of Directors in 2016

No. Member of BOD Title Responsible field
1 Dr. Do Van Khanh Chairman Responsible for the general direction, in charge of strategy, 

business innovation of the Corporation
2 Mr. Do Duc Chien Vice Chairman Responsible for commercial, planning and investment, and 

the policy regime for employees of the Corporation
3 Mr. Pham Tien Dung Member of the BOD cum 

President & CEO
Directing management and general administration 
for sustainable development, legislation and business 
operations of the Corporation

4 Mrs. Ho Ngoc Yen Phuong Member of the BOD Responsible for financial and accounting supervision
5 Mr. Le Van Be Independent Member Responsible for financial and accounting supervision
6 Mr. Duong Xuan Quang Independent Member Provides independent assessment of capital management 

efficiency
7 Mrs. Pham Thi An Binh Independent Member Provides independent assessment of financial and 

investment efficiency

According to the assigned fields, the BOD’s members 
have actively and periodically monitored and sped 
up the Corporation’s progress in implementation the 
Resolutions and Decisions of the Board of Directors. 
In addition, the Members always actively exchanged, 
discussed to timely offer the guidance to the operation of 
the Corporation.

In 2016, the BOD also has approved and issued 19 
Resolutions and Decisions to direct the operations of 
the Corporation. All Resolutions and Decisions of the 

BOD were made with a firm and unified decision from 
all or most of the members of the Board on the basis of 
shareholders’ interest and the sustainable development 
of the Corporation, specifically as follows:

•	For dealing with the severe impact of the sharp fall 
in oil prices, the Board of Directors has established a 
Market-Downturn Respond Committee which consists 
of the Corporation top management, management of 
subsidiaries companies and management of Corpora-
tion divisions. This Committee’ scope of works were to 
deal with the following issues:

a) As for the remuneration of the Board of Directors 
in 2016:

b) As for the operation expenses of the Board 
of Directors in 2016:

For non-specialized members, the remuneration, 
not including monthly personal income tax, is VND 
10 million /person/month.

Compliance with the Regulations of the Board of 
Directors and the internal expenses Regulations of 
Petrovietnam and the Corporation.

For full-time members or concurrent position in 
the executive apparatus at the parent company/
subsidiaries: the remuneration is according to the 
salary regulations of PVN/the Corporation

 · Identifying, evaluating, forecasting and synthesizing 
the emerged issues related to the current market 
downturn that affect directly to the operation of 
Corporation and its subsidiaries.

 · Providing practical solutions for PV Drilling to 
overcome difficulties and challenges during this 
period.

 · Developing the action plans for those solutions and 
direct the use of the Corporation resources in order to 
implement those responding solutions.

 · Directing the implementation of solutions to ensure 
the safe operation of drilling rigs, approving the 
drilling rig rental rates in the context of the current 
market decline, directing the cost reduction to 
maintain the Corporation’s production and business 
activities and overcome the current difficult period.

 · Strongly seeking for the investment opportunities 
and promoting the development of services in 
domestic and international market, strengthening the 
competitiveness, ensuring the maximum utilization of 
drilling rig and services. 

•	For Corporate Governance: The BOD also has issued 
a guideline to drastically direct the implementation 
of measures to minimize the negative impacts / risks 
related to the production and business activities; 
Reviewing the operation costs (fuel, materials, 
services), cutting off foreign personnel, optimizing 
the current human resources; Strictly managing / 
reducing the permanent costs through estimation 
review work prior to the implementation; minimizing 
the over budget expenses. 

•	For the investment implementation: In 2016, the 
BOD has directed to suspend and/or extend all the 
investment projects which were  not really necessary 
or not have a prompt effectiveness to the Corporation, 
the investment approvals only were made for the 
projects which are necessary and urgent for the 
operation and have the return in instant. 

•	For the restructuring work: The BOD has also set up 
a Steering committee specialized in restructuring the 
Corporation to rearrange the jobs, functions, tasks, 
organizational structure and personnel in accordance 
with the demand in future time and the demand of 
human resources, in order to ensure the existence 
and development of the Corporation in the context of 
current market. 

•	For the development of services to foreign markets:
 · PV DRILLING 11 rig has completed the drilling 

campaign for Groupment Bir Seba (GBRS) in Algeria 

at the end of November 2016. At present, this rig has 
undertaken the oil well repair (work over) for GBRS 
from the midth of February 2017 lasting for around 90 
days..

 · The branch of PV Drilling in Myanmar has put into 
operation and worked with customers and partners 
in Myanmar, thereby, as a prerequisite for the signing 
of contracts to provide the jack-up drilling rig PV 
DRILLING I for Total Myanmar on 19 August 2016. 
Currently, PV DRILLING I has been drilling for this 
contractor from the beginning of November 2016 in 
block M5, M6 including 4 wells in Myanmar (around 
164 days for confirmation and 30-45 days for option). 
In addition, this branch is also studying, exploring 
the market to prepare for mechanical services of PV 
Drilling in this country.

 · PV Drilling has also provided a number of drilling 
related services such as mudlogging, tubular running, 
manpower, etc. for customers in Myanmar and Japan. 
Currently, PV Drilling has actively participated in 
bidding activities for the supply of drilling rigs and 
other services under the advantages of PV Drilling to 
customers and partners in the region.

•	For the shareholder relations and dividend payment: 
Fully collecting shareholders’ written opinions on the 
dismissal and replacement of members in the Board 
of Directors.

4. The Remuneration and operation expenses of the 
Board of Directors in 2016
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5. The transactions of PV Drilling’s related parties in 2016:

No. Name Title Beginning shares 
Ownership balance

Ending shares  
Ownership balance

Reason Transaction 
date

Amount Per (%) Amount Per (%)

1 Mr. Do Duc Chien Vice  Chairman 61,013 0,02 14,013 0,004 Sell 12/01/2016

2 Mr. Do Van Khanh Brother of Mr. 
Do Van Khanh - 
Chairman

0 0 4,000 0,00 Buy 16/9/2016

III. REMARKS ON THE OBSERVATION OF THE 
PRESIDENT & CEO AND MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
OF MANAGEMENT
A general assessment of the Board of Management’s 
activities in 2016:
 · All members of the Board of Management are 

credentialed, proficient in their appointed fields, and 
with extensive experience in managing significant 
projects and large corporation like PV Drilling;

 · The President & CEO has performed all assigned 
duties regarding to managing the Corporation and 
always successfully completed all assignments of the 
Board of Directors; 

 · The Board of Management implemented the operation 
of the Corporation in accordance with the Resolutions 
of the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders, 
the Board of Directors, and in accordance with the 
resolutions and policies of the law;

 · The Board of Management implemented a modern 
management system in order to ensure the safety and 
efficiency of the business operation;

 · The Board of Management understood all the 
advantages as well as the disadvantages of PV Drilling 
in 2016 and the years after. In turn, they flexibly 
managed the operation of the Corporation. At the 
same time, the Board issued internal documents to 
optimize costs, leverage and combine all available 
resources in order to provide the highest possible 
efficiency for the production and business activities of 
the Corporation;

 · In 2016, the Board of Management has been further 
expanding PV Drilling’s services to international 
markets and gained fruitful results while controlled 
business risks from the executive management team 
and middle-management team. 

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
(continued)

Salaries / Remuneration and Stocks owned by members of BOD in 
2016: 

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

2. Business Targets of the year 2017:  
As a result, the year 2017 is considered as an extremely As 
a result, the year 2017 is considered as an extremely chal-
lenging year for PV Drilling due to declining workload and 
price of both drilling and drilling-related services. However, 
PV Drilling top management shall make great efforts in 
managing and operating business activities aiming to fulfill 
the objective of non-loss in 2017.

Continuously restructuring the organization and 
resources in order to ensure the stable operation 
of the whole Corporation; Considering the method 
of splitting and merging with regard to the Joint 
ventures and Units; Listing the stocks of PVD Tech, 
PVD Training at an appropriate time;

Further seeking opportunities for providing the 
products and services outside the sector, especially 
the research and production of mechanical products 
in order to make use of resources from factories, 
workshops of the Units such as PVD Tech, PVD 
Offshore, Vietubes etc.;
 
Continuously enhancing the development of 
Vietnamese human resources substituting the 
foreign experts with the purpose of reducing costs;
 
Ensuring the safety for production and business 
activities; and maintaining the service quality

Name
Salary and 

Remuneration 
(Unit:1,000 VND)

Stock
(Unit: share )

Mr. Do Van Khanh 
Chairman 

713,930   9,192  

Mr. Do Duc Chien 
Deputy Chairman 

713,930   15,414  

Mr. Pham Tien Dung 
BOD Member cum President & CEO

699,579   153,868  

Mrs. Ho Ngoc Yen Phuong 
BOD Member

 58,164 

Mr. Tran Van Hoat 
BOD Member cum Vice President 

649,566 3

Mr. Duong Xuan Quang 
BOD Member

120,000  8,508 

Mr. Le Van Be 
BOD Member

120,000  7,652 

Mrs. Pham Thi An Binh 
BOD Member

120,000 0  

Total 3,137,006 252,771

6. Contract or Transaction with internal shareholder: 
In 2016 no transaction has been taken between 
PV Drilling with members of BOD, BOS, BOM and 
management team.

7. The execution of the policies of the business 
administration
PV Drilling has been abiding by all policies of the 
business administration and management of listed 
companies.

IV. THE OUTLOOK OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ 
OPERATION IN 2017
In 2017, it is forecasted that the world economic 
environment shall become much uncertain than in 
2016, while the domestic economy still has long-term 
structural problems, such as the issues on bank bad 
debts, public debts etc. The WTI crude oil price according 
to the forecast of the United States Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) will increase 17.6% than 2016, up 
to $ 50.66 per a barrel (Higher than $ 48.67 a barrel in 
2015). Oil prices, however, have remained in low level 
and the number of redundant drilling rigs in the world 
and in the region has remained in high level. The drilling 
rigs of PV Drilling will still be very difficult in seeking for 
jobs, especially rig PV DRILLING V will be in cold stack 
for a long time after accomplishing the contract with 
the Biendong POC. The discount pressure for renting 
drilling rigs and well drilling technical services remain 
unchanged due to the redundant issue of drilling rigs 
which has been not fully resolved. Competitions among 
the rivals will become more acute.

1. The Implementation Plan In 2017:
With the positive results coming from the 
implementation of orientations and solutions of 
management in 2016, the BOD will continuously 
further implement and innovate in 2017 to maintain the 
Corporation’s operations for long-term and sustainable 
development even in the current difficult times. The 
specific directions shall be as follows:

Continuously focusing on technical options in order 
to be capable of participating in exploitation wells, 
considering to take advantages of existing resources 
in the Corporation for providing technical services 
beyond the scope of traditional regions;
 
Continuously promoting the development of services 
into foreign markets and target the potential markets 
to prioritize the investment;
 
Organizing the operation in a streamlined and 
efficient manner, minimizing the operation costs to 
survive and compete when facing the sharp fall in oil 
prices.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD 

I.THE PERFORMANCE OF PV DRILLING’S 
SUPERVISORY BOARD  IN 2016
1. Activities of the Supervisory Board
In 2016, there are 3 members in the Supervisory Board:

The Supervisory Board always complied strictly with 
PV Drilling’s Supervisory Board Activities Regulation. 
The Board has performed their supervisory and control 
in accordance with the Supervisory Board’s Plan for 
year 2016 as approved by the AGM. Periodically, the 
Board conducts meeting and votes for the approval on 
the related matters such as Report for Shareholder’ 
Committee, Supervisory Board’s Assessment – 
Supervision plan, financial statement (Quarterly/
Annually), the execution of resolution, decision, 
procedures…and also contributes the advices in PV 
Drilling’s management activities.

Ms.  Nguyen Thi Thuy  Chief of Supervisory Board
Mr.   Nguyen Van Tu Member
Ms.  Pham Bao Ngoc Member

II. RESULTS FROM MONITORING OPERATIONAL AND 
FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES OF PV DRILLING  
• The compliance with Law and Regulations of 
Petrovietnam and PV Drilling
In general, PV Drilling operates under Enterprise 
Law, Charters, Regulation of Expenditure, Financial 
Regulation, Investment and Purchasing regulation, 
Regulation on raise, distribution and use of funds and 
profit allocation…and also focuses on implementing the 
cost optimization during the current challenging period. 

Member
Salary/

Remuneration
(Unit: VND mil.)

Number of 
shares 

(Unit: share)

Ms. Nguyen Thi Thuy
Trưởng BKS 559,697    46,344   

Mr. Nguyen Van Tu
Thành viên BKS 325,084    20,985   

Ms. Pham Bao Ngoc
Thành viên BKS ko chuyên trách 60,000  4,591 

Total 944,781  71,920 

Date Content Result

31/03/2016

- Evaluating the performance of Supervisory Board in 2015;
- Assessing Annual Financial report for year 2015;
- Approval activities of Supervisory Board in 2016 for GM;

  100% passed by all members of 
the Supervisory Board.

30/08/2016

- Evaluating Financial Statement Q2/ 2016
- Assessing Financial Statement of the first 6 months of 2015
- Passing the plan for Supervisory Board’s activities for the Q3, Q4 of year 2016.

   100% passed by all members of 
the Supervisory Board.   

28/11/2016

-  Assessing activities of Supervisory Board for Q3/2016;
- Evaluating Financial Statement Q3/2016
- Approving activities of Supervisory Board in Q4/2016

 100% passed by all members of 
the Supervisory Board. 

29/12/2016
- Assessing the activities of Supervisory Board for Q4/2016;
- Approving activities of Supervisory Board for year 2017.

 100% passed by all members of 
the Supervisory Board. 

Salary, remuneration and stocks owned by Supervisory members are 
details as the below table:  

• Consideration the solutions of  cost optimization and 
reducing operating expenditure:
Responding to the continuously sharp decline of oil price 
in 2016, PV Drilling has formed “The Market-Downturn 
Respond Committee” and implemented the project 
“Cost Optimization” to define, evaluate and synthesize 
the emerged issues the Corporation has been dealing 
with, from which come up with the appropriate solutions. 
Those solutions can be listed as: improving the technical 

2. Salary, remuneration and operating expenses of 
the Supervisory Board
Salary, remuneration and operating expenses in 2016 
of each member of the Supervisory Board are paid in 
compliance with the regulations of Petrovietnam Group, 
PV Drilling Corporation and the Resolution approved 
by the Shareholders’ Committee. Total income of the 
Supervisory Board in 2016 is 944 million VND.

norms system of consumption of raw material, fuel and 
materials; issuing the norms of mechanical operating 
and usage; strictly managing of operations expense; 
saving procurement investment by having a reasonable 
procurement plan; reducing event expenses by integrating 
multiple contents in one meeting, shortening programs, 
promoting the conference meeting system in lieu of face 
to face meeting. Besides, depending on the typical of its 
business, the Subsidiaries also deployed the optimizing 
production process; improved the efficiency of operating 
equipment; self-repaired and maintained machinery 
and equipment by using internal resources; promoted 
the collection of debt; cut off the labour; and employed 
local employees with equivalent qualifications and 
competencies to replace high-salary foreign employees. 

The Subsidiaries and PV Drilling departments have 
seriously implemented solutions for cost optimization and 
reduction. In 2016, PV Drilling has achieved the result of 
cost optimization project, saving about 396 billion VND as 
compared to 2015.  

• Investment and project management:  
Due to the current business difficulties, PV Drilling has 
strengthened the control activities, stated strongly the 
responsibilities, and quality of market study, established, 
assessed and approved the Feasibility report, 
suspended/delayed the less-important projects of PV 
Drilling and Subsidiaries.

Continue to monitor the implementation and finalization 
of investment projects such as ERP phase 3; Microsoft 
Licensing; ” Establishing the Enterprise Risk 
Management at PV Drilling” Project; Application of 3D 
VR – E-learning technology for training.

Overall, the legal procedures from the stage of 
introduction, planning to the stage of completion was 
fully applied and in compliance with current regulations. 
In addition, PV Drilling fully implemented the investment 
procedures and supervision in accordance with laws and 
directives and resolutions of Petrovietnam. 
 

•Commerce, services provision and business 
development:
The oil prices in 2016 maintained low and number of 
exploration plans declined, which led to the redundancy 
of drilling rigs. The supply of drilling rig has exceeded  
the demand that shaped the customer trend in term 

of preferring the new rigs with higher efficiency and 
safety. The rig rental price declined together with more 
disadvantage contract term given to the contractors, 
therefore, the fierce competition become more acute 
among the rivals. 

The drilling related and well services provided by PV 
Drilling subsidiaries have been facing with a lot of 
difficulties due to the suspension and delay of drilling 
campaigns of the clients, hence, their revenues and 
profits are decreased correspondtly.. Despite those 
challenges, PV Drilling still maintains its quality and 
safety in services provided to all progressing contract. 
PV Drilling has been following up the signed contracts, 
in the meanwhile,  actively seeking for the new contracts 
to ensure the works for their drilling fleet aiming to fulfil 
the approved business plan.

PV Drilling constanly approach the regional markets 
such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, Thailand and so 
on, closely working with customers and partners there 
to prepare for the penetration in these markets once 
opportunities comes . In addition, PV Drilling has also 
been approaching the clients in Middle East to seek for 
business opportunity in this area.

• Human resource, training and employee income:
The total number of PV Drilling’s employees as of 
31/12/2016 was 1,970, including 412 employees from the 
Corporattion Head Office. This number has reached 94% 
as compared to the approved headcount plan.

Employee average income in 2016 was 13.69 mil/
employee/month, reaching 63% compared to budget.

As oil price decreased in 2016, training activities also 
reduced due to unstable rig workload. However, number 
of training courses was maintained at 40% compared 
to the year 2015 thanks to the internal training. In 2016, 
PV Drilling conducted training for 1,600 employees with 
total cost of 11.5 billion VND, approximately of 46% 
approved budget.

• Renumeration in 2016
Total amount of PV Drilling salary fund approved by 
PVN according to Decision 182/DKVN-TCNS dated 24 
Jan 2017 was 147.7 billion VND. As of 31 Mar 2017, 
PV Drilling has paid 100% of the salary fund to the 
employees. As for the overtime, typical work allowances 
and offshore allowances are compensated base on the  
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Through evaluation,
the Supervisory Board agreed 
that the 2016 financial
statements gave a true and fair 
view of the financial
position of PV Drilling and in 
consistent with current
laws.

actual works and in accordance with PV Drilling’s salary 
regulation and goverment Law. 

The expatriates salary fund is determined base on 
the signed labor contracts, PV Drilling’s policy and 
accounted based on actual labor use. In 2016, total 
salary fund for expatriates is 160 billion VND for Head 
Quarter and 225 billion VND for whole Corporation. 

Salary fund for PVN representatives at PV Drilling was 
approved by Petrovietnam at 8.5 billion VND and as of 
31 Mar 2017 the total amount of payout was about 7.4 
billion VND.

•Implementation of Corporation regulations and 
policies:
PV Drilling has revised and supplemented internal 
regulations and policies in accordance with changes of 
State regulations and as required and guided by PVN 
such as the Science and Technology Fund, policy of 
expenditure on the use of the Science and Technology 
Fund, debt management policy, regulation on 
management of expense. 

PV Drilling has issued the Code of Conduct (COC) and 
is finalising the Anti-corruption and Bribery policy in 
order to improve corporate governance and ensure 
a transparent working environment and to meet 
international standards.

• Financial accounting and supervisory activities: 
Evaluating financial statements: the Supervisory Board 
evaluated the semi-annual Financial Statements and 
the 2016 Financial Statements as scheduled. Deloitte 
Vietnam Company Limited was selected to conduct 
the auditing of PV Drilling’s 2016 financial statements 
pursuant to the resolutions of the Shareholders’ Annual 
General Meeting dated 29 Apr 2016. Through evaluation, 
the Supervisory Board agreed that the 2016 financial 
statements gave a true and fair view of the financial 
position of PV Drilling and in consistent with current 
laws.

PV Drilling continued to implement and promote 
financial management towards  centralization, supervise 
financial activities under budget and long-term finanical 
plan.

Risk Management: the project The Enterprise Risk 
Managemet (ERM) project has reached a significant 
milestone through  implemeting the risk management 
processes at Head Office, PVD Drilling Division, PVD 
Invest and PVD Deepwater. Accordingly, the Risk 
Management Report system has provided the Board 
with sufficient information to identify, assess from which 
they will come up with the timely and effective risk 
response guidance throughout the whole Corporation. . 
In parallel with the official implementation of the system, 
the Corporation has also issued the organizational 
structure of the Risk Management System and the Risk 
Management Process guiding on how to operate and 
manage the system effectively.

• Restructuring:
The restructuring roadmap of PVD Tech has been 
implementing in compliance with the Official Letter 
082/DVK-TC sent to PVN on 02 Feb 2016 regarding 

Items Actual 2015 Budget  2016 Actual 2016 Variance (%)
Actual 2016/ 
Budget 2016 

Actual 2016/ 
Actual 2015

Consolidation 

Total revenue 14,444 5,000 5,360 107% 37%

Profit before tax 2,114 170 268 158% 13%

Profit after tax 1,664 100 129,4 29,4% 7,8%

Tax paid 2,810 1,050 903 86% 32%

Labor productivity (consolidation) 
by revenue (million VND/person/
month)

545 199 262 132% 48%

  (Unit: bil. VND)

• Business performance in 2016:
Key performance results:

the proposal of PVN in approving the postponement of 
restructuring of PVD Tech until the recovery of oil and 
gas market. 

The conversion of the joint-venture PVD - Oil States 
Industries (PVD - OSI) and PV Drilling - Expro 
International Limited were still delayed in accordance 
with Official Letter No. 390 / DVK-TC dated 29 May 2015 
sent to PVN requested on the approval of maintaining 
the operation of these two tier-III units because its 
providing services are in the value chain of the tier-II 
unit, which will support the completion and delivery of 
the technology transfer, contributing to the development 
of the Corporation.

• CSR activities
In 2016, PV Drilling has participated in several charity 
and social activities such as: participating in the Spring 
Festival of Sea Islands; visiting and giving gifts to poor 
people under the Spring Border program; giving gifts 
to pupils of Dang Ha School, Bu Dang District, Binh 
Phuoc Province; visiting and donating clothes to pupils 

of Primary School in Thuy Truong, Thai Thuy District 
and Dinh Phung Primary School, Kien Xuong District, 
Thai Binh Province; grants for pupils in Thuong Kiem 
Commune, Ninh Binh Province and support for PV 
Drilling employees with difficult situation.

Together with other organizations, the Party Committee 
and the Youth Union of PV Drilling continue to 
maintain many positive and meaningful activities 
to raise consciousness, labor spirit, and mutual 
affection. Launching the youth creative movement 
to raise the spirit of “saving and working effectively” 
to the Corporation Youth unions on the occasion of 
Youth Month; deploying “Youth Creation” activities 
to bring innovations and works that directly benefit 
the production and business activities; organizing 
volunteer activities; joining social trip with the Southern 
Government Office in Tay Ninh; successfully organizing 
charity fundraising night for people in the Central region 
affected by flood disaster.
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In 2016, the Board of 
Directors, the Board of 
Management performed 
actively, closely monitored 
business activities, made 
their efforts to implement 
the solutions to overcome the 
difficulties and challenges as 
a result of the decline in oil 
prices.

REPORT OF PV DRILLING SUPERVISORY BOARD’S  
(continued)

2016 was considered a year of more difficulties 
and challenges for the Oil and Gas industry. The 
downward trend of global oil price has prompted 
oil and gas contractors to shorten or suspend their 
drilling campaigns as well as to reduce workload to 
balance production in line with market conditions. As a 
company specializing in providing services to oil and gas 
contractors, these events have caused many difficulties 
affecting the operation of PV Drilling in 2016. Many 
drilling rigs had its contracts terminated early or even 
in the cold stack status and have no new contracts in 
the domestic as well as regional market. In addition, 
many other drilling contractors were willing to devalue 
the market when offered at even lower price than actual 
operating costs. This had a direct impact on PV Drilling’s 
business activities, resulting in a significant drop in 
revenue and profit of PV Drilling in comparison with 
2015. 

In order to cope with complicated market changes and 
ensure the completion of business plans, PV Drilling has 
proactively strengthened our budget control activities, 
implemented cost cutting methods, closely monitor 
signed drilling services contracts, seek new contracts to 
ensure work for drilling rigs, ensure quality services to 
fulfill business plans approved by Shareholders’ Annual 
General Meeting on 29 April 2016.

III. REMARKS ON THE OBSERVATION OF THE BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
OF PV DRILLING
1. Activities of the Board of Directors:  
The Board of Directors (BOD) of PV Drilling has strictly 
implemented the resolutions of PVD’s AGM, Resolution/
Decision of PVN Member’s Council. In 2016, BOD has 
also directed, monitored and supported the Board of 
Management in business management. 

2. Activities of the Board of Management of the 
Corporation:
During the business governance process, the Board of 
Management (BOM) has proactively sought jobs, closely 
monitored business activities, proposed solutions and 
make recommendations to the Board of Directors for 
matters to their approval. 

IV. REMARKS ON THE COORDINATION BETWEEN 
THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE AND THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS, PRESIDENT & CEO  
Activities of the Board of Directors, the Board of 
Management and the Supervisory Committee are abided 
by the Enterprise Law, the Charter of PV Drilling and 
under the direction of PVN through the representatives 
of PVN based on Resolutions, Decisions... The 
relationship between the BOD, BOM and the Supervisory 
Committee is coordination according to roles and 
responsibilities.

V. COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATION
1. Advantages
 · PV Drilling always receives the timely direction and 

support from PVN strengthening support service 
providers in the industry for research operations, 
exploration and exploitation of oil and gas.

 · PV Drilling has modern drilling rigs, advanced 
equipment and machinery to meet expectation of 
drilling contractors.

 · Experienced managers, technical staffs, employees 
of PV Drilling are mostly young, highly qualified and 
enthusiastic with their job. 

 · PV Drilling has strategic partners which are strong 
national and international corporation/companies. 
This is one of the important advantages for PV Drilling 
to seek investment opportunities as well as effective 
support in the development strategy of the Company.

2. Disadvantages 
 · Oil price in 2016 remained at a low level that led to the  

redundancy of drilling rigs supplied.. Rigs rental price, 
therefore, was  falling sharply and contract terms 
turned unfavorable to drilling contractors. 

 · The competition in providing drilling rigs and related 
services has become more and more fierce. The 
competitors with strong international experience and 
financial strength have made it difficult to PV Drilling 
in term of maintain the domestic market and services 
price;

 · The development of offshore services is difficult due to 
the high competition of MNC and domestic companies, 
barriers to protectionism, trade, tariffs, customs and 
culture of the host countries.

3. Recommendations 
PV Drilling needs to take measures to improve its 
business performance, increase revenue growth as 
well as manage capital sources to ensure optimal 
capital cost, efficient use of assets and quick recovery 
of debts. Beyond that, the support and sharing from all 
shareholders would be a great motivation for PV Drilling 
overcome the difficulties caused by oil price decline 
during this period.

VI. THE SUPERVISORY BOARD’S 2017 PLAN
In order to carry out the observation according to the 
Enterprise Law and the Charter of the Corporation, PV 
Drilling’s Supervisory Board plan for 2017 is details as 
following:
1. To supervise the management activities of BOD and 
CEO; 
2. To supervise the compliance of the Charter, 
Resolutions of AGM/BOD, resolutions, decisions, 
regulations and directions of the Petrovietnam Group/PV 
Drilling;
3. To verify the quarterly and annual financial statements 
of the Corporation;
4. To observe the implementation of the business 
production plan of PV Drilling in 2017;
5. To supervise the investment capital, cash flow 
management, compliance of Financial Regulation, 
internal regulations and profit distribution and 
appropriation and use of funds;
6. To supervise the implementation of salary, allowances 
and other benefits regulations for employee, managers 
in accordance with laws;
7. To observe the implementation of corporate 
restructuring;
8. To observe and monitor the setting of norms, 
implementation of cost optimization and result of cut-
cost in order to face with the current difficult economic 
condition which, fueled by declining oil price;   
9. To monitor the compliance management of 
investment projects, bidding and commercial activities; 
supervise offshore investment activities;
10. To prepare periodic observation reports according to 
the regulations;
11. Other issues.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

I. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE IN 2016 
Global economy has experienced an excessively volatile 
situation in 2016 as a result of Brexit event, leaking 
Panama Papers, Trump’s election as the 45th US 
President, and Fed’s increase in interest rate. Passing 
by the difficult period at the beginning of the year, world 
economy has shown drastically optimistic signals; 
however, global GDP only achieved a minimal growth 
rate of 2,9% in 2016. Major economies have gradually 
improved in which US economy grew by 1,6% with 
the unemployment rate at 4,6%. The second largest 
economy, China, still maintained a stable growth rate 
at 6,7%. The average growth rate of European Union 
attained 1,6% in 2016 and this area’s inflation rate was 
still under control.

2016 was such a challenging year of the oil and gas 
industry that the crude oil price continued to maintain 
relatively low. The significantly excessive oversupply, 
political unrest, and declining consumption demand are 
key factors contributing to low oil price. On Novermber 
2016, as an effort to prevent oil price from further 
decline, OPEC members negotiated and came to the 
decision of reducing oil production by 1,2 million barrel 
per day and the policy has been effective since January 
1st, 2017. This could be portrayed as a positive signal for  
not only the world economy but also for the oil and gas 
industry.

The drilling market also experienced a difficult year 
as many oil and gas operators postponed drilling 
campaigns, which negatively affected rigs’ demand. 
In addition, the number of oversupplied rigs in the 
Southeast Asia market (SE) amounted to almost 40 rigs, 
which resulted in an intense competition for job among 
rigs and created downward pressure on the day rate. 
The operating efficiency in the SE area declined from 
74% in 2015 to 49% in 2016. In Vietnam, the average 
number of operating rigs reduced from 12 rigs to 7 rigs; 
day rate and workload of both the drilling and drilling-
related services decreased 40%-60%. 2016 continued 
to be a challenging year for PV Drilling as the oil price 
maintained low and shown little signs of improvement. 
PV Drilling’s total asset at the end of 2016 achieved 
23.142 billion VND, a reduction of 7% compared to 2015. 
Revenue attained 5,360 billion VND and NPAT achieved 
129 billion VND, equivalent to a decline of 63% and 92% 
compared to the same period last year.
 

Being a corporation that solely concentrates on the 
core business of drilling and drilling-related services, 
a majority of PV Drilling’s activities heavily depend on 
the oil and gas operators’ dynamic exploration and 
production programs. In addition, more than 95% of our 
revenue originates primarily from local market, whereas 
the process of developing services oversea to reduce the 
dependency on the Vietnam market still encounters a 
great deal of difficulties. As a result, in upcoming years, 

besides the maximization of job opportunities in the local 
drilling market, PV Drilling will be actively bidding for 
works in regional markets such as Malaysia, Thailand, 
Myanmar, Indonesia, etc. as well as searching for 
potential opportunities to provide the technical services 
in foreign countries so as to gear towards the objective 
of expanding overseas and maintaining the sustainable 
development in the future. In the last quarter of 2016, 
PV Drilling officially supplied PV DRILLING I rig to Total 

Corporation in Myanmar for their drilling campaigns. 
Obviously, the fact that PV DRILLING I rig outperformed 
more than 30 competitors to win the contract from Total 
could be considered a great honor for PV Drilling. This 
event again clearly proved PV Drilling’s firm reputation 
and outstanding capability of service provision both 
in local and international market as well as marked a 
progressive advance and great success in the plan of  
developing services into foreign markets.
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II. FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

Declining in oil price caused oil and gas operators to 
reduce workload and request a much lower service 
price, together with competitive challenges and barriers 
relating to commerce, tax adversely impacted PV 
Drilling’s business performance in 2016. In order to cope 
with this challenging period, PV Drilling has established 
the “Responding to decline in oil price” team with the 
objective of generating cost-reduction solutions such 
as personnel, administrative, and other operating cost; 
extensively managing cash flow via controlling payables, 
reviewing credit limit, and negotiating to adjust the 
timing for supplier repayment. In addition, PV Drilling 
also established the Restructuring Team with the 

purpose of evaluating, forecasting, and summarizing 
challenges of both the parent company and other 
subsidiaries as a consequence of the declining drilling 
market; generating feasible restructuring solutions 
so that PV Drilling could overcome obstacles and 
develop sustainably into the future; simultaneously 
constructing specific plan for execution. With the 
continuous effort of the entire employee at PV Drilling, 
PV Drilling has successfully exceeded the plan approved 
by shareholders, adapted to the changing condition in 
the oil and gas market, and continued maintained safe 
financial ratios.

Financial indicators Unit 2015 2016 % Variance

1. Liquidity ratios
Current ratio Times 1,82 2,10 0,28
Quick ratio Times 1,60 1,85 0,25
2. Financial leverage
Total liabilities/ Total assets Times 0,47 0,42 -0,05
Total liabilities/ Equity Times 0,87 0,72 -0,15
3. Operational efficiency
Inventory turnover Times 10,09 5,03 -5,06
Revenue/Total assets Times 0,58 0,23 -0,35
4. Profitability ratios
Profit after tax/ Revenue % 11,5% 2,4% -9,1%
Profit after tax/ Revenue % 14,0% 1,4% -12,6%
Operating profit/Revenue % 7,2% 0,8% -6,4%
Operating profit/Revenue % 14,5% 3,4% -11,1%

Financial indicators Unit 2015 2016 % Variance

Total assets VND Billion 24,915 23,142 -7%
Revenue VND Billion 14,444 5,360 -63%
Operating profit VND Billion 2,093 181 -91%
Other profit VND Billion 21 87 320%
Profit before tax VND Billion 2,114 268 87%
Profit after tax VND Billion 1,664 129 92%
Dividend rate % 10%

Financial ratios

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
(continued)

• Current ratio:
In recent years, current ratio had been tightly controlled 
and secured at standard level, above 1 time. In 2016, 
this ratio kept showing improvement by generating 1.8 
times, far beyond safety threshold in financial regulation 
and international benchmark. The result was thanks to 
Treasury team, which was principally responsible for 
monitoring working capital, controlling the cash flow 
among subsidiaries, efficiently monitoring receivables 
and payables, actively forecasting cash flow on a periodic 
basis, adjusting the payment period for suppliers, and 
optimizing cash flow via such channels as cash deposit, 
Swap, demand balance for USD and VND.

• Quick ratio:
Besides the implementation of many cost reduction 
solutions, PV Drilling standardized both procurement 
process and storage procedure gradually to minimize 
inventory. In addition, the significant improvement in 
account payable maintained the quick ratio at a desirable 
level, 1.63 times.

• Liability/ Asset and Liability/Equity ratio:
Despite much challenges in 2016, the Liability/Asset 
and Liability/Equity ratio was still maintained at safe 
level. In 2016, PV Drilling only focused on investing in 
drilling equipment with a minimal amount of borrowing 
and postponing the initiation of unnecessary investment 
project. Moreover, PV Drilling completed the repayment 
of some borrowing contract for investment in PV 
DRILLING V (TAD). That caused the Liability/Asset to 
decrease 0.04 times and Liability/Equity drop 0.14 times 
compared to 2015.

In comparison with other companies in the oil and gas 
industry, Liability/Equity has been controlled effectively. 
That allows PV Drilling to overcome the challenging 
period, maintain the ability of debt repayment during the 
tough period.

•  Inventory Turnover ratio:
Due to the declining business performance of other 
subsidiaries, the number of purchase contracts for 
new equipment dropped significantly. That resulted in a 
lower inventory turnover ratio in 2016 in comparison to 
2015. To enhance inventory management and utilization, 
PV Drilling established Min-Max inventory level and 

adjusted the purchasing procedure PR/PO for rigs 
operation to monitor inventory more extensively and 
enhance business efficiency.

• Revenue/Total Asset:
Due to the declining drilling market, services’ price 
and workload of PV Drilling dropped significantly. The 
average number of operating rigs reduced from 12 rigs 
to 7 rigs; day rate and workload of both the drilling and 
drilling-related services decreased 50%-70%. All of 
these factors caused PV Drilling’s revenue to achieve 
only 5.360 billion VND, equivalent to a reduction of 
63% compared to 2015. Significant decline in revenue 
resulted in a lower asset turnover in 2016 in comparison 
with 2015. 

• Profitability Ratio:
The significant drop in oil price causing many oil and 
gas operators to stop or postpone drilling campaign 
negatively affected PV Drilling’s business performance 
as stated in the content of Revenue/Total Asset. That 
caused some profitability ratios such as Operating profit/
Revenue, Net Income/Revenue in 2016 to attain only 
2,5% and 2,1%. Such ratios as ROE and ROA in 2016 
declined significantly, in which ROE decreased 13% 
and ROA dropped 6,8% compared to 2015. Even though 
business performance in 2016 suffered tremendously, 

Member Number of shares
(Unit: share)

Mr. Pham Tien Dung
Member of BOD cum President & CEO

153,868

Mr. Tran Van Hoat
Member of BOD cum Vice President

3

Mr. Dao Ngoc Anh
Vice President

   17,798   

Mr. Trinh Van Vinh
Vice President

8

Mr. Nguyen Xuan Cuong
Vice President

3,164

Mr. Vu Van Minh
Vice President

 22,269 

Mr. Ho Vu Hai
Vice President

0

Total  197,110

Number of shares owned by BOM as of Dec 31, 2016
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III. ANALYSIS OF 2016 BUSINESS PERFORMANCE 
In 2016, PV Drilling continued to face many 
obstacles since many oil and gas operators 
stopped or postponed drilling campaigns 
due to the low oil price. That created an 
intensely competitive environment for the 
drilling service market as a result of excessive 
oversupply. In SEA region, rigs’ operating 

efficiency declined from 74% in 2015 to about 
49% in 2016. In Vietnam, the average number 
of rigs operating reduced from 12 rigs in 2015 
to 7 rigs in 2016. In addition, the workload 
and price of drilling-related services dropped 
significantly from 40% to 60%.

2016 Revenue   2016 Net Profit After Tax
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PV Driiling encountered a great deal of 
challenges as a consequence of the decline 
in the oil and gas market in general and 
the drilling market in particular. The sharp 
drop in oil price essentially made many oil 
and gas operators to stop/postpone drilling 
campaigns or just drill several committed 

wells. In addition, the tremendous oversupply 
in the drilling market caused jack-up rigs’ 
day rate to attain almost 70 thousands 
UDS/day, equivalent to a reduction of above 
50% compared to 2015. Moreover, the 
average number of PV Drilling’s owned 
rigs operating in 2016 amounted to only 2,5 

1. Drilling service

REVENUE

Bil. VND

2,685

PV Drilling initiated a wide variety of solution 
such as maintaining high service quality with 
respect to existing contracts, ensuring safety 
with high degree of efficiency in all activities, 
only investing in neccessary projects, 
reducing expenses significantly, effectively 
utilizing the Science and Technology Fund, 
initiating the Risk Management procedure to 
cope with existing risks to enhance business 
efficiency.  

 

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
(continued)

rigs in comparison to 4,7 rigs in 2015. The 
number of hired rigs reduced sharply to only 
1 rig operating in a short period (3 month) 
compared to 2,7 rigs of the same period 
last year. They are key factors adversely 
impacting the performance of drilling 
service in 2016, in which revenue achieved 
2.685 billion VND and loss before tax was 
112 billion VND, a reduction of 68% and 
109% compared to 2015. Drilling service’s 
percentage contribution to PV Drilling’s total 
revenue in 2016 attained only 50% compared 
to 60% in 2015; furthermore, this service 

barely contributed to PV Drilling’s overall net 
profit in comparison to almost 56% in 2015.
 
Although facing a great deal of challenges, 
PV Drilling’s owned rigs have been operating 
safely with a very high degree of efficiency. 
Specifically, all owned rigs achieved Zero LTI 
(no accidents causing Lost Time Incidence). 
The International Association of Drilling 
Contractors (IADC) certified PV DRILLING 
I of 10 consecutive years of zero LTI, PV 
DRILLING II and III of 7 consecutive years 

183
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of zero LTI, PV DRILLING VI rig of 2 year 
of zero LTI, and PV DRILLING V (TAD) of 
4 consecutive years of zero LTI. This is a 
remarkable pride for PV Drilling and the 
entire employee, especially those who have 
been working effortfully on offshore rigs.

In 2015, PV Drilling has successfully 
provided maintenance for 4 rigs PV 
DRILLING I, II, III, and the land rig with 
the total time duration of over 70 days. 
Therefore, in 2016, PV Drilling has not 
initiated any maintenance project for owned 
rigs, thus saving this expense compared to 
2015.

To cope with the current challenges, in 
upcoming years, besides the maximization 
of job opportunities in the domestic market, 
PV Drilling will actively participate in bidding 
in regional countries like Malaysia, Thailand, 
Myanmar, Indonesia, etc as well as seeking 
for chances to provide services oversea 
to expand into international market and 
ensure sustainable development. Especially, 
since Q4/2016, PV Drilling officially supplied 
PV DRILLING I rig to Total Corporation 
in Myanmar for their drilling campaigns. 
Obviously, the fact that PV DRILLING I rig 
outperformed more than 30 competitors 
to win the contract from Total could be 
considered a great honor for PV Drilling. 
This event again clearly proved PV Drilling’s 
firm reputation and outstanding capability 
of service provision both in local and 
international market as well as marked a 
progressive advance and great success in 
the plan of  developing services into foreign 
markets.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
(continued)

2. Well technical services

REVENUE

PROFIT BEFORE TAX

Bil. VND

Bil. VND

Revenue of the well technical services 
achieved only 667 billion VND, a decline 
of 69% compared to 2015. The NPBT only 
attained 103 billion VND, a drop of 75% com-
pared to 2015. Due to the impact of sharp 
decline in oil price, the oil and gas operators 
reduced activities or stretched the project 
timeline, which caused a great reduction 
in both the workload and price of the well 
technical services.

In 2016, the fact that drilling campaigns 
was initiated limitedly with short duration 
adversely affected the business performance 
of well technical services. Clients’ demand 
for such services as Mudlogging, Tubular 
running, MPLT, slickline, etc. declined 
significantly; the price for those services 
also suffered. Some services that PV had a 
high degree of self-performance like Tubular 
running, Technical service, Mud Logging 

dropped sharply due to low client demand, 
causing the gross profit reducing accordingly. 
They are key factors causing revenue of the 
well technical services to decline 40%-60% 
and gross profit decrease 50%-70%.

In the circumstance of declining workload 
in 2017, PV Drilling will continue to sustain 
services that have a high degree of  
self-performance such as Mud Logging, 
Slickline, Tubular running, MPLT, Technical 
service, etc. as well as implement a wide 
range of cost-reduction solutions to increase 
efficiency. In addition, PV Drilling will 
consider carefully new investment projects 
and only initiates when necessary as well as 
put great effort on seeking potential clients 
and developing other new services.

667

103

In addition, PV Drilling will continue to 
implement cost-reduction programs as well 
as optimize and effectively utilize resources 
to overcome challenges and take advantage 
of opportunities upon the recovery of the 
market. Especially for the drilling service, PV 
Drilling has reviewed carefully maintenance 
plan for rigs and other equipment to save 
cost. Moreover, PV Drilling rearranged the 
drilling manpower via the replacement 
of several high-title foreign expat by 
Vietnamese personnel and maintenance 
of a few personnel during the idle period. 
Furthermore, PV Drilling renegotiated salary 

and allowances with employees as well as 
reduce related expenses such as insurance 
and administrative expenses. Until now, rigs’ 
operating expenses have been monitored 
closely, assisting PV Drilling in overcoming 
the tough period.

Starting from January 1st, 2016, PV Drilling 
has revised the depreciation method from 
straight-line method to the method based 
on number of operating hours. That aims at 
reflecting more accurately the nature of core 
business in which drilling service’s revenue 
relies on rigs’ number of operating hours. 
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REVENUE

REVENUE

REVENUE

PROFIT BEFORE TAX

PROFIT BEFORE TAX

PROFIT BEFORE TAX

Bil. VND

Bil. VND

Bil. VND

Bil. VND

Bil. VND

Bil. VND

3. Manpower

4. Trading and Procurement

In 2016, the number of rigs operating in 
Vietnam amounted to only 7 rigs compared 
to 12 rigs in 2015. That inserted a negative 
impact on manpower service’s revenue and 
profit, in which revenue achieved only 608 
billion VND and NPBT attained 41 billion 
VND, equivalent to a reduction of 49% and 
67% compared to same period last year.

Under the circumstance of substantial 
obstacles in 2017, PV Drilling will continue 
to reduce expenses extensively, review 
personnel, optimize resources in a conscise 
manner, train and replace foreign staff 
by Vietnamese personnel to enhance 
competitive advantage and increase business 
efficiency.

Especially, PV Drilling shall promote the 
plan of providing manpower service in 
foreign markets. Specifically, PVD Offshore, 
a subsidiary of PV Drilling, has successfully 
supplied manpower to Japan market, which 
is famous for its strict requirement. The 
success in manpower provision to Japan 
market enhanced PV Drilling’s reputation 
and excellent service quality and clearly 
demonstrated PV Drilling’s strategy of 
expanding oversea.

Trading and procurement service’s revenue 
and NPBT achieved 943 billion VND and 43 
billion VND respectively, a reduction of 35% 
and 24% compared to 2015. In 2016, PV 
Drilling did not obtain contracts for providing 

large tubes and valve to Bien Dong POC 
and other clients due to the fact that clients 
stopped initiating drilling campaigns as a 
result of declining oil price.

943

210

608

43

5

41

5. Workshop 

Workshop activities were adversely affected 
in 2016. This service’s revenue in 2016 only 
achieved 210 billion VND and profit before 
tax amounted to 5 billion VND, a reduction of 
55% and 95% compared to 2015.

With respect to the repair and inspection, 
since several rigs stopped operating since 
the end of 2015, the demand for inspection 
declined sharply in 2016. Coming to 2017, PV 

Drilling shall put great effort on expanding 
market for this service to take advantage 
of new opportunities because the domestic 
market has not shown any optimistic signals.

Regarding to the engineering and fabrication, 
revenue in 2016 declined significantly 
compared to 2015 primarily due to the 
decrease in activities for NOV. In addition, this 
service suffered great loss in 2016 because of 
low revenue and high fixed cost.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
(continued)

IV. 2016 INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Investment activities at PV Drilling had been reviewed 
carefully with the purpose of optimizing project 
efficiency and customizing to the distinct situation 
of each subsidiary. Specifically, PV Drilling has 
been intensively studying the market; reviewing and 
approving the Feasibility Study Report, postponing 
unnecessary projects of both parent company and 
subsidiaries during the tough period.

In 2016, PV Drilling only invested in machine and 
equipment that were neccessary in business activities 
such as drilling strings for rigs and initiated projects 

transferred to 2016 like: Constructing the Enterprise 
Risk Management Project, purchasing Microsoft’s 
software license, developing ERP – phase III, project of 
applying 3D VR-ELearning into training activities.

In the enduring reduction of oil price, in order to optimize 
investment expenditure, PV Drilling actively boosted 
science and technology projects and encouraged high 
technical projects by using science and technology fund. 
In 2015, PV Drilling implemented some related projects 
such as: CNC Automatic Grinding Machine for Drilling 
Tools, etc.
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E. REVISING MANAGEMENT POLICY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL-RELATED RESPONSIBILITY 
Revision of Management Policy
In 2016, PV Drilling has been intensively reorganizing 
business structure to optimize activities and prepare 
resources upon the recovery of the oil and gas market. 
Specifically, PV Drilling established the “Responding 
to decline in oil price” team to reduce expenses and 
monitor services’ efficiency. Besides the “Responding 
to decline in oil price” project, PV Drilling also 
established the Restructuring Team to restructure some 
subsidiaries and optimize resources in a concise, quality, 
and professional manner.

With respect to the development of corporate 
governance system based on IT, PV Drilling continued 
to complete the ERP - Phase III for boosting the speed 
of information transmission to support the BOM timely 

for such activities as managing the business operation, 
controlling expenses closely, and assessing the business 
efficiency. In addition, PV Drilling has been successfully 
applying the Hyperion tool to automatize the planning 
activites, monitoring the planning process, and abiding 
by international safety standards like ISO 9001:2004, ISO 
14001:2008, and OHSAS 18001:2007.

Besides the development and improvement of ERP 
and HSEQ, PV Drilling continued to initiate and build up 
the professional risk management system abiding by 
certified international standards such as ISO 31000 and 
COSO. Currently, the ERM project has been successfully 
applied at PVD Drilling Division (DD) and PVD Deepwater 
and will be initiated at other PV Drilling’s subsidiaries 
in upcoming periods with the purpose of improving 
the consolidated risk profile to prioritize and allocate 
resources most effectively.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
(continued)

Environmental-related Responsibility
“Sustainable Development” is always PV Drilling’s 
commitment to move towards. In order to achieve this 
target, our environmental issues are managed by the 
ISO 14001:2004 management system, which is always 
improved continuously. Besides, the saving energy, 
wastes discharged reduction and an effective wastes 
management are implemented all of our premises.

In oil and gas drilling, oil spill caused by blow-up 
incident is considered at very high risk. It may cause 
environmental pollution to the extent of unpredictable 
disaster, especially if the incident occurred out of 
control. In order to ensure the capability as well as the 
readiness of the responding equipment and forces, oil 
spill trainings and exercises are regularly conducted by 
PV Drilling, to meet with the internal and customer’s 
requirements. Scale, scope and content of training or 
exercise are extensively built up according to defined 
response strategy, in the form of equipment deployment, 
tabletop exercises and shoreline cleanup practice. In 
addition, with respect to the management of material 
sources, storage and usage of chemicals for the purpose 
of surface treatment, surface coating, waste water 
treatment and mud logging and karota measuring 
serives, etc are strictly controlled according to the 
Corporation’s safety rules and the legal requirements on 
environmental protection.

In 2016, total water usage in PV Drilling was 23,986 m3, 
which was supplied by Ba Ria Vung Tau Water Supply 
Company and Ho Chi Minh City Water Supply Company 
directly or through Downstream Port / Dong Xuyen 
Industrial Zone / Phu My Industrial Park to supply for the 
workshops/bases in Ba Ria Vung Tau. In order to protect 
the environment, the Corporation has recycled used 
water  in the Mechanical Workshop. Herein, water which 
is used to wash the drill rods is brought back to the 
filtered tank with a volume of 60m3 to recycle.

Total electricity consumption of the Corporation was 
2,320,759 KWh.

In June 2016, PV Drilling also organized many activities 
to respond to the “World Environment Day” on June 5th 
2016. PV Drilling HO and all subsidiaries implemented 
many activities and sent report to the HSEQ Department 
for processing, including: announcing to the entire 
employee about the “ World Environment Day” with 
the content “Nature Call and Our Action” to enhance 
people’s consciousness of environmental protection, 
get into habit of protecting environment, avoid using 
and commercializing the wild animal, etc via email, 
video clip, conference/internal training; putting standee 
and slogan about the “Nature Call and Our Action” at 
office, workshop; as well as cleaning the environment 
at office and workshop. As a result, PV Drilling 
collected and processed 2.35 m3 waste; planting 35 
new trees; cleaning 260m3 drain. All of these above 
activities contributed significantly to the environmental 
protection and emhanced employees’ consciousness of 
environmental protection.

Furthermore, in 2016, PV Drilling continued to organize 
environmental events: inspecting environment for 
several business activities and initiating the program 
“Green Office” to improve working environment, 
enhance the appropriate utilization of resources, and 
reduce emission to the environment. In 2016, PV Drilling 
initiated and applied the online environmental data 
reporting management system to enhance the extraction 
of data, review operating efficiency and degree of energy 
consumption.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
(continued)
Typical Financial Indicators (2016)

PROFITABILITY RATIOS

TOTAL DEBT INTEREST COVERGAE RATIO

SOLVENCY RATIOS

ROE Current Ratio 

Interest Coverage Ratio

ROA

Total debt/EBITDA

Quick Ratio

5%
0,4

0,8
1,2

1,6

2,0

2,4
2,8

3,2

10%

15%

1,18

1,02

1,32

1,15

1,82
2,10

1,60
1,85

1,53
0,99

1,68

5,44

11,50

22,38

12,88

1,45

22,4%

2,3%

22,7%

10,8%

14,0%

1,4%

7,2%

0,8%
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1,0

25%

Revenue EPS (VND/share)

Current asset Current liabilities Net asset

% variance % variance

Non-current asset Non-current liabilities

NPAT % variance

REVENUE

TOTAL ASSET TOTAL LIABILITIES NET ASSET

NET PROFIT AFTER TAX EPS
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2015
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2013 2013 2013
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2014 2014 2014
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2016 2016 2016

2016 2016
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25%

42%

28%

-31%
21%

-11%

-37%

-94%
-92%

40%

-31%

-63%

14,867

20,884

14,444

5,360

1,883

2,419

1,664
6,785

5,996

3,729

224

9,868

11,713

13,304
13,475

129

6,817 3,246

8,211 4,5119,452

6,925

7,967

6,765

16,325 6,421

16,704 7,10113,852

4,667

13,525

4,860

(*) The ownership percentage of organizations besides PVN, foreign organizations, domestic organizations and individuals all all less than 5%. In addition, PV Drilling 
does not have inter-ownership stock.

CHARTER CAPITAL/ SHAREHOLDERS’ 
STRUCTURE

SHAREHOLDERS’ STRUCTURE
(Updated list of shareholders as of 09 November 2016)

(*): Including shares owned by PetroVietnam, which has been restricted within 3 years since 18 July 2013 to 18 July 2016 and 34.680.000 shares that have not been 
adjusted as well as 3,050 shares of employees that have not been adjusted due to updated ID.,       
  

Number of shares Ratio
DOMESTIC  263,186,028 
Petrovietnam (State shareholder)  193,179,459 50,40%

Other organizations  9,941,137 2,59%

Individuals  60,065,432 15,67%

FOREIGN  120,080,132 
Organizations  115,180,841 30,05%

Individuals  4,899,291 1,28%

TOTAL  383,266,160 100,00%

LIST OF MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS Number of shares Ratio
Petrovietnam (State shareholder)  193,179,459 50,40%

CHANGE IN SHARE CAPITAL

TREASURY SHARES DIVIDEND PAID
Unit 

Number of treasury shares as of 01/01/2016  416,000 

Number of treasury shares in period:  -   

Number of treasury shares as of December 31 2016  416,000 

Please refer to charter Audited financial statements, section Equity for more details of Shareholders’ structure, change in share capital, page 196

Shares

Number of common shares issued to public   383,266,160 

Number of common shares in circulation  382,850,160 

Number of restricted common shares (*)  54,835,107 

Number of transferable common shares   328,015,053 

Par value (VND/share) 10,000 dong

Description Date of issue Number of shares 

Initial Initial Public Offering 28/11/2006  68,000,000 

Lần 1 Dividend by stock and new common share issuance 11/7/2007  9,519,730 

Lần 2 New common share issuance 7/8/2007  1,340,000 

Lần 3 New common share issuance 22/08/2007  31,280,000 

Lần 4 Dividend by stock with ratio 20% / par value 26/06/2008  22,027,774 

Lần 5 Merge PVD Invest into PV Drilling 14/10/2009  25,716,285 

Lần 6 Dividend by stock with ratio 10:3 8/1/2010  52,624,426 

Lần 7 Private placement 13/08/2013  38,000,000 

Lần 8 Issuance of shares by ESOP 15/11/2013  2,000,000 

Lần 9 Dividend by stock with ratio 10% / par value 23/12/2013  25,020,480 

Lần 10 Dividend by stock with ratio 10% / par value 18/09/2014  27,544,655 

Lần 11 Dividend by stock with ratio 10% / par value 25/08/2015  45,392,909 

Lần 12 Dividend by stock with ratio 10% / par value 09/11/2016  34,799,901 

Total  383,266,160 

Dividend 2015 Ratio Date of payment
/ Date of issue

Stock payout ratio 10% 09/11/2016
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PVD
DRILLING DIVISION 

ADDRESS 

CORE 
BUSINESS

CHARTERED 
CAPITAL

OWNERSHIP

PVD
INVEST

PVD
OFFSHORE

PVD
LOGGING

PVD WELL
SERVICES

PVD
TRAINING

PV DRILLING 
BAKER - HUGHES

VIETUBES

      

  

_ _ 130 80 80 28,9 20 3,7

100% 100%100% 100% 100% 51,8% 51% 51%

PVD
TECH

200

97%

PVD
EXPRO

6,3

51%

PV DRILLING 
OVERSEAS

66,7

80%

PVD
DEEPWATER

 
764

100%

BJ - PVD

5

49%

PVD TUBULARS 
MANAGEMENT

KCN Phú Mỹ 1, 
Huyện Tân Thành 
Tỉnh BR -VT

3,5

51%

PVD
OSI

5

51%

3rd Floor, 
111A Pasteur, 
District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

Manage and 
operate the rig 
fleet of PV Drilling 
Corporation (PV 
DRILLING I, II, III 
& 11) and the 
leased rigs.

Supply manpower 
and qualified 
technical services 
for exploration…

Drilling 
Manpower Supply 
Service, 
Inspection, 
Maintenance and 
Workshop Service 
and Oil Spill 
Response 
Service…

Provide advanced 
technology 
services in 
Drilling 
Operations for the 
Oil and Gas 
Industry including 
Mud Logging, 
Slick-line & 
Cased Hole 
Logging, Well 
Testing and 
Provision of 
Geological 
Specialists…

Provide well 
technical 
services, tool 
rental, tubular 
running, manage 
pressure drilling, 
solids control…

Manage and 
operate the 
advanced 
technology 
Semi-Submers-
ible Tender Assist 
Drilling Rig (TAD).

Engineering and 
manufacturing 
equipment skid; 
providing Surface/-
Subsea wellhead and 
mudline rental 
services, providing 
full range of 
Conductor services 
and trading services 
for oil and gas 
industry.

Training, 
certification for 
petroleum, 
manpower supply 
and technology 
and marine safety 
equipment…

Supplying a wide 
range of services 
such as 
directional drilling 
and logging while 
drilling, drill bits, 
electric logging, 
liner hanger…

Provision of oil 
country tubular 
goods (OCTG) and 
total tubular 
management 
(TTM) services for 
Oil and Gas 
Companies.

Provision of coiled 
tubing service, 
cementing 
service, 
stimulation 
service, hydraulic 
fracturing service 
and fluid filtration 
services…

Investing, 
operating the 
modern offshore 
rig PV DRILLING 
VI, aiming for 
potential markets 
in the region and 
beyond.

Threading, 
processing, 
repairing, restoring 
(including: 
threading, thread 
inspection, tubular 
unclogging, 
magnetic particle 
test, pressure test, 
tubular cleaning 
and coating) 
casting tubes, 
drilling collars, 
drilling pipes, 
conducting pipes 
and accessories for 
oil and gas 
industry.

Provision of 
exploration well 
testing, production 
well clean-up, 
subsea test tree & 
subsea lubricator, 
surface PVT 
sampling and 
bottom hole 
sampling, sand 
control at surface 
for exploration and 
production and 
early production 
services.

Manufacturing, 
supplying and 
threading of API 
and proprietary 
connectors.

22rd Floor, Green 
Power, 
35 Ton Duc Thang 
Street, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

43A Street 30/4, 
Ward 9, 
Vung Tau City, 
Ba Ria Vung Tau 
Province

10th Floor, 
111A Pasteur, 
District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

12A Floor, 
Vincom Center, 
47 Ly Tu Trong 
Street, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

5th Floor, 
111A Pasteur, 
District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

8th Floor, 
Green Power, 
35 Ton Duc Thang 
Street, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

10th Floor, 
111A Pasteur, 
District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

65A, Street 30/4, 
Thang Nhat Ward, 
Vung Tau City, Ba 
Ria Vung Tau 
Province

65A, Street 30/4, 
Thang Nhat Ward, 
Vung Tau City, Ba 
Ria Vung Tau 
Province

9 Temasek 
Boulevard # 
31-00 Suntec 
Tower 2, 
Singapore

Street 11, 
Dong Xuyen 
Industrial Zone, 
Rach Dua Ward, 
Ba Ria Vung Tau 
Province

Street 11, 
Dong Xuyen 
Industrial Zone, 
Rach Dua Ward, 
Ba Ria Vung Tau 
Province

Road No.1, Dong 
Xuyen Industrial 
Zone, Rach Dua 
Ward, Vung Tau.

billion VND billion VND billion VND billion VND billion VND billion VND  million
US dollar

 million
US dollar

 million
US dollar

 million
US dollar

 million
US dollar

 million
US dollar

 million
US dollar

SUBSIDIARIES
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Due to the severe impact of the imbalance 
in crude oil supply and demand and the 
redundancy of drilling rigs in the region 
and the world, in 2016, Drilling division 
rigs that were on contract with clients are 
only equivalent to 1.78 Jack-up rigs, 0.47 
Landrig rig, and 0.24 hired rigs.

In 2016, despite of having applied rig 
operating cut-cost policies, under DD’s 
proficient rig operation management 
as well as the strict implementation of 
cost-optimizing solutions, operating 
efficiency of on-contract rigs are still 
maintained over 98% as previous years. 
Revenue reached 67.8 million US dollars 
(USD), profit before interest expenses, 
depreciation and tax (EBITDA) is 6 million 
USD. This result excluded 5.1 million 
USD Provision for Doubtful debt expense. 
However, after deducting depreciation 
and interest expenses, DD’s loss before 
corporate income tax was recorded at (7.3 
million USD).

The highlighted profit before interest 
expenses, depreciation and tax (EBITDA) 
of 6 million USD above were mainly 
due to the thorough implementation of 
cost-cutting measures that had been 
planned since the middle of year 2015. 
As estimated in 2016, the company had 

cut down 3.4 million USD in the cost 
of operating drilling rigs and general 
and administrative (onshore) expenses 
compared to the budget.

In 2017, although crude oil prices are 
expected to continue to rise, their stability 
and growth remain unpredictable under 
the influence of many other political 
and economic factors. Therefore, E & 
P activities will not be able to make 
remarkable recovery in the short term. 
For the drilling rig market, according 
to IHS statistics by the end of 2016, 
there are about 232 jack up rigs not 
working. As long as the problem of 
oversupply of drilling rigs is not yet 
solved, the rig renting day rate could not 
rebound as expected. In this challenging 
circumstance, Drilling Division has built 
some options of rig operating costs in 
which the rig renting day rate falls to $ 
70,000 / day, $ 60,000 / day, $ 50,000 / day 
as well as stack scenarios in the short 
term (warm stack 1-3 months), long term 
(extended stacking). Drilling Division has 
also considered and reported the issues 
between Extended stack or Cold stack 
to help the Board of Management make 
the decisions that are in line with the 
long-term development strategy of the 
Corporation.

PVD DRILLING DIVISION WAS ESTABLISHED IN 2007. UNTIL PRESENT, THE DIVISION 
POSSESSED A DYNAMIC AND COMPETENT RIG CREW WITH PROVEN-TRACK FIELD 
EXPERIENCE AND HIGH SPIRIT OF INNOVATION, WHICH ENABLES IT TO CONFIDENTLY 
OPERATE ONE OF THE MOST ADVANCED RIG FLEET IN THE WORLD. PVD DRILLING DIVI-
SION ALWAYS STAYS COMMITTED TO PROVIDING OUR CLIENTS WITH THE BEST QUALITY 
SERVICES IN TERM OF EFFICIENCY, SAFETY AND COST OPTIMIZATION. 

100%

Office
 3rd Floor, Sailing Tower, 111A 

Pasteur, Ben Nghe Ward, 
District 1, Ho Chi Minh City

Core Business
Manage and operate 

the rig fleet of PV Drilling 
Corporation (PV DRILLING 
I, II, III & 11) and the leased 

rigs.

Mr. NGUYEN XUAN CUONG
Vice President, PV Drilling

Director, PVD Drilling Division

PVD Drilling Division

OWNERSHIP

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)
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SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)

Established and developed  from the 
merge of the two PV Drilling divisions, 
Drilling Services Division and Oil Spill 
Response Services Division, PVD Offshore 
Services Company Limited (PVD Offshore) 
has presently continued bountifully 
supplying products and services according 
to international standard satisfying all 
stringent requirements from its clients.

Over decade of operations, PVD Offshore 
always commits to offer its clients a 
range of high quality products and 
services pertaining to the three core 
services asDrilling Manpower Supply 
Services; Inspection, Repair, Maintenance, 
Fabrication and Workshop Services; 
and Oil Spill Response Services. Thanks 
to qualified workforce and consistently 
up-to-date facilities, PVD Offshore has 
well prepared to encounter unexpected 
difficulties and challenges to keep moving 
forward.

The dramatic reduction in crude oil price 
in 2016 created tremendously severe 
impact on oil and gas industry and PVD 
Offshore was also not able to avoid 
such negative effects. The company 
confronted a drastically  decrease in 
workload of all three core services, 
human resources  redundancy due to 
the result of cutbacks or entire halt 

drilling programs of the clients.
Nonetheless, the company did achieve 
encouraging year-end outcomes of 
production and business with VND 409 
billion of turnover and VND 66 billion of 
profit before tax.
In addition, PVD Offshore also launched 
marketing campaigns to overseas and 
received positive signals for further 
extending the services. 

In 2017, the crude oil price on the world 
market is showing a certain uptrend, 
however, due to features of the market 
as well as the industry in Vietnam, it is 
supposed that its upturn will possibly 
come later. Therefore, the labor excess 
and job deficiency are considered as a 
short-term obstacle that the company 
is encountering with. On the other hand, 
the company also experiences a number 
of difficulties in provision of products and 
services in other industries as invested 
equipment are all highly specialized.

PVD Offshore will make an attempt to 
strengthen business relationship to 
foreign partners in order to overcome 
those difficulties and expand manpower 
supply market share. Furthermore, 
the company will also liaise with other 
companies outside the industry seeking 
for new business opportunities to mitigate 
the entire dependence on oil and gas 
industry and maintain its sustainable 
development.

ESTABLISHED SINCE 2007, PVD OFFSHORE HAS BEEN PROVIDED 3 PRIMARY SERVICES 
INCLUDING: MANPOWER SUPPLY; INSPECTION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE, 
FABRICATION OF DRILLING EQUIPMENT; OIL SPILL RESPONSE SERVICE. IN RECENT 
YEARS, PVD OFFSHORE HAS MAINTAINED A STEADY DEVELOPMENT TEMPO, 
OCCUPYING AND EXPANDING A SOLID MARKET SHARE IN PROVIDING SERVICES FOR 
BOTH DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS OPERATING IN VIETNAM.

Mr. TRAN THANH TAN
Director, PVD Offshore

PVD Offshore

100%
OWNERSHIP

Office
43A, 30/4 Street, Ward 9, 

Vung Tau

Core business
Manpower Supply; Inspection, 

Repair and Maintenance, 
Fabrication of Drilling 

Equipment; Oil Spill Response 
Service

Chartered Capital
130 billion VND
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 · With more than 10 year experience 
providing the Hi-Tech services for Oil 
and Gas Industry in Vietnam, PVD 
Logging has developed successfully its 
core businesses as the Mud-Logging, 
Slick-line, Cased-Hole Logging, 
Production Logging, Well Testing and 
provision of Geological Consultants. 
In 2016, to cope with the of the oil and 
gas industry, PVD Logging urgently 
focused on deploying the reduce 
costs project, improving internal 
competencies, and strengthening 
the R&D. The typical points of those 
solutions can be mentioned as follows: 

 · Implementing the Asset Management 
Software (AMS); setting up the 
periodically maintenance for 
equipment; narrowing down technical 
problems occurred in operation;

 · Launching the data acquisition and 
processing system of Mud-Logging 
services. This system has tested 
successfully at lab and on rigs, expected 
to be completed the final test before 
putting in service in 2017. 

 · Conducting research and design the 
advanced Gas Trap with constant 
Volume and Temperature from the 
success of the Constant Volume 
Degasser (CVD);

 · Setting up the Competence Standard 
System (CSS) for the Mud-Logging 
services aiming to standardize the 
internal competencies and develop 
career paths for company employees.

In the recent circumstance while most 
of the oil and gas companies freezing 
their exploration plan, PVD Logging has 
been providing stably its core services 
of Slick-Line and Production Logging 
to the clients. These services have 
still maintained the high efficiency 
and generated the most profit for PVD 
Logging in 2016. This success comes 
both from the strategic vision of Director 
Board and the great efforts of the team 
leaders in making the impossible things 
into possible.

Overcoming the challenges of 2016, with 
the most efforts of all employees, PVD 
Logging has achieved profit and revenue 
respectively of 52 billion VND and 295 
billion VND. 

Base on the predicted challenges of the 
year 2017, PVD Logging will focus on 
restructuring the company, leveraging 
optimally and economically internal 
resources aiming to fulfill company’s 
goal in term of ensuring profit, effective 
human resources and equipment  in 
order to have initiative advantage once 
the oil and gas market is recovered in the 
coming years.  

ESTABLISHED IN 10/2004, PVD LOGGING SPECIALIZE IN PROVIDING HIGH-TECHNICAL 
SERVICES IN THE OIL AND GAS E&P ACTIVITIES. DURING ITS ESTABLISHMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT, PVD LOGGING HAS SUCCEEDED IN SUPPLYING FOR THE FIRST TIME 
SERVICES WHICH ARE NOT ASSISTED BY SUBCONTRACTORS) SUCH AS:  PROVISION OF 
GEOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS (2005), MUD LOGGING (2007),WELL TESTING AND SLICKLINE 
(2008). THOSE ARE ALSO THE COMPANY’S CORE SERVICES.

Mr. LUONG VAN CUONG
Director, PVD Logging

PVD Logging

Office
10th Floor, Sailing Tower, 
111A Pasteur, Ben Nghe 

Ward, District 1,  
Ho Chi Minh City

Core business
Well Testing, Provision of 

Geological Consultants Mud 
Logging, perforation, MWD, 

Slickline Service

Chartered Capital
80 billion VND

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)

100%
OWNERSHIP
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The oil price crisis continues to affect 
PVD Well Services in 2016 when oil and 
gas companies cut back and delay their 
drilling programs. The well technical 
services market decreases not only in 
scope of services but also in pricing.

In the difficult market conditions, PVD 
Well Services has successfully completed 
all service contracts in a safe, quality and 
high performance. Especially, PVD Well 
Services has reaffirmed its capability by 
successfully providing special technical 
solutions to some extremely difficult 
wells with high complexity from Rosneft, 
Cuu Long JOC, Bien Dong POC, Hoang 
Long Hoan Vu JOC, etc. The year 2016 
significantly remarked a milestone in 
safety when PVD Well Services reached 
2.2 million Zero LTI hours (Zero Lost 
Time Injury) since 2007. We have also 
been building the API Q2, a new quality 
management system and aim to put on 
live by the 4th Quarter, 2017. 

As the downside of the oil price plunge, 
PVD Well Services has been facing 
fiercely competition in tendering for 
new contracts. Not only that, customers 
always desired for huge discounts to 
the existing contracts. In order to be 
competitive in very low service price 
environment, PVD Well Services has 
aggressively cut any operating costs as 
we can to survive without sacrificing 

quality of services. With flexible and 
insight strategies, PVDWS has been able 
to maintain 100% of the domestic market 
share for our core services. In fact, in 
2016, PVDWS successfully achieved our 
business objectives with revenue of VND 
333 billion and profit after tax of VND 27,6 
billion.

The market in 2017 is forecasted to 
be even more difficult. The oil & gas 
companies such as ENI, KNOC, Rosneft, 
Mitra, BDPOC… continues delaying their 
drilling programs further. As the 2017 
domestic market has only about 15 wells 
to be drilled, there won’t be enough work 
for us. In addition, the competition will be 
more intense when foreign rivals have set 
the factor “work at any cost” over “profit” 
making the service price far below break-
even point.

In order to get over the situation, PVD 
Well Services will have to continue 
reducing manpower, working hours, 
cutting operational costs whilst 
proactively participate in tenders both 
domestically and internationally to 
find any opportunities expanding our 
services overseas such as Myanmar, 
Brunei, Philippines, PNG, Thailand,…. 
We will also focus on completing the 
API Q2 system to be on live so that to 
improve service quality, reputation and 
competitive advantages. 

FOUNDED IN 2007, PVD WELL SERVICES IS NOW HIGHLY RATED AS ONE OF THE 
LEADING SERVICE COMPANY IN THE OIL & GAS INDUSTRY IN VIETNAM, SPECIALIZING 
IN PROVIDING WELL TECHNICAL SERVICES SUCH AS DRILLING TOOLS RENTAL, CASING 
AND TUBING RUNNING, MANAGED PRESSURE DRILLING AND FILTRATION SERVICES.

Mr. NGUYEN VIET BOT
Director, PVD Well Services

PVD Well Services

Office
12Ath, Vincom Center, 47 Ly 

Tu Trong Street, District 1,  
Ho Chi Minh City

Core business
Drilling Tool Rental, Tubulars 

Running, Managed Pressured 
Drilling (MPD), Solid Control

Chartered Capital
80 billion VND

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)

100%
OWNERSHIP
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The year 2016 marked a significant 
milestone on PVD Deepwater developing 
history with the excellent completion of 
the first project of PV DRILLING V Rig 
(TAD) at Hai Thach - Moc Tinh field of Bien 
Dong POC . The project has performed 
for five years with a total of 16 drilling 
wells in deep water and offshore areas 
with extremely complicated and difficult 
geological conditions.The success of 
this project not only proves PV Drilling’s 
capacity on mastering the technology, 
but also significantly contributes to 
Vietnam oil and gas industry’s mission in 
terms of protecting national sovereignty 
over the seas and islands.  At the end 
of the project (November 3, 2016), PV 
DRILLING V achieved Zero LTI (without 
lost time incident) for four consecutive 
years, and Zero Environment Impact for 
six consecutive years certified  by IADC. 
The efficiency of the rig in 2016 reached 
to 96.7%, and averagely 96.1% in  the 
whole project. In 2016, PVD Deepwater 
gained 1,319 billion dong revenue and 
241 billion dong profit after tax, exceeding 
33% as compared to the budget. During 
the project execution, the Company 
has actively and effectively deployed 
the training program for Vietnamese 
employee developing the high qualified 
management and technical teams, 
substituting foreign expats by Vietnamese 
competent employees on some important 
positions aiming to completely master the 
advanced technology of TAD rig, improve  
business efficiency and ready  for the 
upcoming projects.

Recently, PVD Deepwater has confronted 
many challenges and difficulties when 
the oil and gas industry still not show 
any signs of recovery and the potential 
projects are still delay. PV Drilling and 
PVD Deepwatertop management actively 
prepared the scenarios to respond to the 
possible delay of oil and gas development 
plans using PV DRILLING V rig for the 
time being to the year 2019 and even later, 
moreover, the solutions of preserving 
equipment system and retaining high 
qualified staffs are planned as well. 
At the present, PV DRILLING V rig has 
been brought to PVMS wharf for regular 
maintenance and inspection after five 
years continuously working offshore. 
In addition, cost-effective solutions, 
optimizing maintenance and repair of 
equipment system, and staffs allocation 
were intensively, scientifically and 
effectively deployed.

In alighment with the corporate target of  
“Expanding the market to  overseas “, PVD 
Deepwater will boost the researches on the 
possible investment and cooperation with 
the international partners and business 
development in the new sea zones to 
maximize the effectiveness of TAD rig. In 
order to get more job opportunities for the 
TAD rig, PVD Deepwater needs tp invest a 
new but smaller DES drilling equipment 
to meet  various drilling programs. In the 
context of many difficulties and challenges 
in the oil and gas industry, PV Drilling is 
considering to convert the existing DES 
drilling equipment to meet the new one 
that is able to meet market demands and 
maximize the cost savings.

Mr. TRINH VAN LAM
Director, PVD Deepwater

PVD Deepwater

Office
5th Floor, Sailing Tower, 

111A Pasteur, Ben Nghe 
Ward, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City

Core business
Provision of Deepwater 

Drilling Rigs and Supporting 
Services for Oil and Gas 

Production

Chartered Capital
764 billion VND

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)

With the achievement of Hai Thach - Moc Tinh 
project, the growth and confidence of company  
workforces , the determination in innovation to 
develop and overcome the challenges of the top 
management, PVD Deepwater will make efforts 

to overcomes the challenges  of the year 2017 by 
constantly optimizing financial targets, ensuring 
service quality , fulfilling company strategic goals 
and  grasping the new opportunities. 

AT THE END OF THE  DRILLING PROJECT FOR BIEN DONG POC, PV DRILLING V RIG 
ACHIEVED ZERO LTI WITHOUT LOST TIME INCIDENT FOR FOUR CONSECUTIVE YEARS  
AND ZERO ENVIRONMENT IMPACT FOR SIX CONSECUTIVE YEARS CERTIFIED BY IADC . 
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE RIG IN 2016 REACHED 96.7% AND AVERAGELY 96.1% IN THE 
WHOLE PROJECT.

100%
OWNERSHIP
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   The year 2016 wasconsidered as a 
difficult year of oil and gas industry, 
facing to the tough market,  the fierce 
competition among the rivals.  PVD Invest 
made efforts to maintain its marketshare. 
In 2016, besides continoustly providing the 
core services as Professional Manpower, 
Mud Cooling system, H2S Safety system, 
GTS, Vales Management & Technical 
services, in 2016, PVD Invest has taken 
over the Solid Control services from 
its sister company and successfully 
provided this services for Vietsovpetro, 
HoangLongHoanVuJOC, which generates 
more than 550 billion VND  revenue for the 
company .

In parallel with the development of the 
core services, customers are always 
the top concern of PVD Invest. With all 
the relentless efforts, PVD Invest has 
created a significant impress in providing 
services to the clients such as: TNK, Mitra 
Energy, Idemitsu, Vietsovpetro, PVEPPOC, 
CuuLongJOC, Petronas, Carigali, 
Premier Oil, HoangLongHoanVu JOC, 
PhuQuocJOC,… For those endless efforts 
and professionalism  in services provided,  
the clients has has evaluated PVD Invest 
as a RELIABLE partner in execution their  
exploration drilling campaigns, oil field 
development and production . This will be 
the motivation for PVD Invest to overcome 
the current difficult stage. 

AFTER 6 YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT, FROM A MODEST START OF PROVIDING ONLY THE 
SERVICE OF PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER, PVD INVEST HAS BEEN CONTINUOUSLY 
AFFIRMING ITS POSITION AND EXPANDING THE SCOPE OF SERVICES TO CATER TO THE 
DEMAND OF MANY E&P CAMPAIGNS IN VIETNAM AND THE REGION.

Mr. TRINH VU ANH
Director, PVD Invest

PVD Invest

100%
OWNERSHIP

Office
22nd Floor, 

Green Power Building, 
35 Ton Duc Thang Street, 

District 1, Ho Chi Minh City;

Core business
Provision of Professional 

Manpower, Oil and Gas 
Technical Equipment and 

Services

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)
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Founded in 2006 – as a subsidiary of 
PV Drilling, PVD Trading and Drilling 
Technical Services Joint Stock Company 
(PVD Tech) – with two billion VND charter 
capital - operating in three main core 
businesses which consists of: Engineering 
Design and Manufacturing processing 
mounted equipment/ skids; Oilfield 
Technical Services and Trading & After-
sales service in oil and gas industry. 

The year 2016 was considered as the 
difficult year to PVD Tech in particular and 
for all the oil & gas companies in general 
due to facing with numerous challenges 
coming from the long term downtrend of 
the crude oil price. Several oil operators 
have stopped and/ or postponed the 
drilling and exploration projects. These 
have affected double to company business 
activities due to the market was narrow 
down, the work volume decreases that 
lead tothe reduction of service prices , 
the fiercier competition among service 
providers.. Although there were a lot 
of difficulties and challenges, PVD 
Tech has accomplished most of the 
business goals of the year 2016 with the 
revenue and gross profit respectively 
of 1,179 billion VND and 17.7 billion 

VND. These achievements were also 
highly appreciated by PV Drilling top 
management. 

Determining the prestige and quality 
are the key factors of r the sustainable 
development, PVD Tech has been 
continuously innovating, enhancing 
the service quality , acquiring advance 
technologies and  implementing 
information technologies in management 
systems, etc….In addition, PVD Tech has 
also concentrated on service development 
throughout the co-operation with major 
reputed partners such as Oil States, GE, 
Baker Hughes, Halliburton, FMC, etc. 
Moreover, PVD Tech has been exploring 
and expanding the engineering design 
and manufacturing service to overseas 
market, specifically in the countries such 
as Australia, Norway, Brunei, Myanmar… 
In PVD Tech we identify the primary 
ingredient that made up the company 
success is the dedicated and outstanding 
human resources who incessantly pursue 
knowledge and developing services, 
together we continuously achieve further 
success contributing to bright future of  
PV Drilling in international market.

PVD TRADING AND DRILLING TECHNICAL SERVICES JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (PVD 
TECH), ESTABLISHED IN 2006,  IS AMONG THE LEADING SUBSIDIARIES OF PV DRILLING 
OPERATING IN THREE MAIN CORE BUSINESSES WHICH CONSISTS OF: ENGINEERING 
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSING MOUNTED EQUIPMENT/ SKIDS; OILFIELD 
TECHNICAL SERVICES AND TRADING & AFTER-SALES SERVICE IN OIL AND GAS 
INDUSTRY.

97%

Mr. DANG XUAN MANH
Director, PVD Tech

PVD Tech

OWNERSHIP

Office
8th Floor, 

Green Power Building,  
35 Ton Duc Thang street, Ben 

Nghe Ward, District 1,  
Ho Chi Minh City.

Core business
 Well technical service; 

Design, Fabrication and 
Manufacturing of  

high-tech equipment; 
Trading, Maintenance and 

Logistics services

Chartered Capital 
200 billion VND

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)
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In recent years, PVD Training, with 
continuous efforts, was proud to be a 
leading training provider in Vietnam 
providing vocational training and 
international certification in both safety 
& technical training. In addition, PVD 
Training is the only one training provider 
in Vietnam has accreditation of the 
international organizations such as: 
IWCF (International Well Control Forum) 
and OPITO (Offshore Petroleum Industry 
Training Organization - UK) 

In globalization trends and regional 
development, with the diversification 
of training products by co-operating 
with oversea partners to provide both 
safety & technical topics including: Rig 
Inspection, Dropped Objects, Subsea 
Pipeline Engineering, Gas Conditioning 
& Processing, ROV… PVD Training has 
gradually affirmed its strong prestige in 
the region, attracting a large amount of 
students from many countries around 
the world such as: USA, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, UK, Egypt, Australia, 
Japan, Russia, etc. …. In 2015, PVD 
Training is honored to be voted as a 
worldwide standardized training center 
by international magazine AI. In 2016, 
PVD Training awarded “Company of 

The Year” – The Leading Drilling Well 
Control Training Centre – by Business 
Worldwide Magazine in London - United 
Kingdom. This recognition is a huge 
encouragement for PVD Training team to 
continue providing the top-rated service 
to clients all around the world. In line 
with new trends, PVD training also focus 
on promoting different type of trainings 
and development, which includes online 
training, open training, On-site training in 
Workshops, Rigs, Vessels… 

Beside training activities, PVD Training is 
focusing on developing Manpower Supply 
& Technical services. PVD Training has 
been successfully won many manpower 
& technical services contracts in Vietnam 
& overseas, which is very important, 
contributing to affirm PV Drilling 
reputation in the domestic market as well 
as the region, especially in recent difficulty 
period.

The instability of oil prices in 2016 has 
greatly affected the business result of PVD 
Training, but with the sensibility to grasp 
the trend and determination of the board 
of directors together with unanimity and 
professional working method of the entire 
staffs, PVD Training has completed its 
production & Business mission, exceeding 
the target of both revenue & profit in 2016.

FOUNDED IN 2007, PVD TECHNICAL TRAINING & CERTIFICATION J.S.C IS A SUBSIDIARY 
OF PETROVIETNAM DRILLING AND WELL SERVICES CORPORATION. ITS BUSINESS 
CATEGORIZED INTO THREE CORE SERVICES: TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION; MANPOWER 
SUPPLY AND TECHNICAL SERVICES. 

51,8%

Mr. BUI THANH VAN
Director, PVD Training

PVD Training

OWNERSHIP

Office
Road No.1, Dong Xuyen 

Industrial Zone, Rach Dua 
Ward, Vung Tau

Core business
 Training, certification for 

petroleum, manpower supply
and technology and marine 

safety equipment…

Chartered Capital
 28.9 billion VND

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)
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PVD Tubulars Management Ltd., Co. (PVD 
Tubulars) is a Joint Venture between 
PV Drilling (51%) and Marubeni-Itochu 
Tubulars Asia Pte., Ltd. (49%), specializing 
in supply of Drill-Pipe, Casing, Tubing, 
Coupling (OCTG) with wide range of 
different connections (from API to 
Premium connection) and providing 
Procurement Agent Service and Total 
Tubular Management Services (TTM 
services) for all Oil & Gas Companies 
operating onshore, offshore and deep-
water areas in Vietnam and South East 
Asia.

Since establishment in 2008 to present, 
with continuous endeavors and great 
development in its business scale, capital 
and manpower, PVD Tubulars has risen 
up to be a well-known, capable and 
reliable Contractor for provision of Oil & 
Gas equipment for many big Oil & Gas 
projects in Vietnam. Up to year 2015, 
PVD Tubulars, with footprints spreading 
around Vietnam, has been accounted for 
approximately 80% OCTG market share 
in Vietnam. So far, PVD Tubulars has 
signed and executed successfully many 
high-valued commercial contracts to 
supply OCTG to all Oil & Gas Companies 
(Operators) operating in Vietnam. We are 
rated as the most reliable and high quality 
OCTG supplier and services provider in 
Vietnam.

Currently, our modern workshop and 
storage yard invested by PVD Tubulars 
with 30,000 square meter in Phu My I 

Industrial Zone, Tan Thanh district, Ba 
Ria Vung Tau province have met most 
of needs and demands of Operators 
in term of storage yard, maintenance, 
fabrication and refurbishment of OCTG 
products. In addition, we have proudly 
initiated and developed successfully 
Procurement Agent Service that we are 
on behalf of our esteemed customers to 
arrange full of the necessary procedures 
required by law to purchase the requested 
OCTG. The procedures shall consist of 
invitation Bidders to Tender, evaluation 
and selection of the best Bidder as per 
strictly required criteria approved by 
the customers and Contracting with 
the successful Bidder. Followed by the 
Procurement Agent Service, we shall 
provide our exclusively effective Total 
Tubular Management Service (TTM 
service) that all activities relates to 
OCTG including storage yard, manpower, 
inventory management, maintenance, 
transportation, etc. will be provided in one 
package only. This service will help the 
Operators save plenty of time and costs. 
As a result, 100% customers used our 
TTM services satisfied and gave us a high 
rating feedback.

In 2016, there are a lot of difficulties for 
our business due to the bad economic 
conditions in Vietnam and in the world. 
Especially, the PVD Tubulars’ business 
has been affected very badly because of 
the significant dropping and low scale 
of crude oil price in Vietnam particular 

PVD TUBULARS MANAGEMENT IS A JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN PV DRILLING (51%) 
AND MARUBENI ITOCHU TUBULAR ASIA PTE., LTD. (49%). ESTABLISHED IN 2008, PVD 
TUBULARS MANAGEMENT SPECIALIZES IN PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY OCTG SERVICES, 
TUBULAR PRODUCTS, CASINGS, SPECIAL CASING CONNECTORS AND OTHER TUBULAR 
TRADING AGENCY SERVICE FOR ONSHORE, OFFSHORE AND DEEPWATER E&P 
ACTIVITIES.

51%

Mr. BUI TRUNG KIEN
Director, PVD Tubulars Management

PVD Tubulars Management

OWNERSHIP

Office
Phu My 1 Industrial Zone,  

Tan Thanh, Ba Ria -  
Vung Tau province 

Core business 
Provision of OCTG service

Chartered Capital 
3.5 million US dollars

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)

and the world in general since year 2014. Moreover, the 
competition in OCTG market in Vietnam is increasing 
dramatically with many Vietnam and foreign companies 
participating in this market. This has caused much more 
competitive and difficult for us to obtain every single 
Contract to supply the OCTG. On the other hand, due to 
our narrow scope of services provision, PVD Tubulars 
has also faced a limitation in expanding to other services 
in Oil & Gas market. 

Although there have been so many mentioned 
difficulties, PVD Tubulars has constantly endeavored and 
maintained successfully our OCTG tendering activities to 
supply casing, tubing and all related products & services 
to all the Operators in Vietnam. Our sale revenue in year 
2016 is 411 billion Vietnam dong with 9 billion Vietnam 
dong after-tax-profit regardless of bad receivables and 
general provisions.
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PVD Overseas is the strategic subsidiary 
of the Corporation with the mission to 
bring PV Drilling’s offshore rigs and 
premium services to participate in 
the international arena. Eestablished 
in Singapore on April 4th 2013 on the 
background of cooperation with reliable 
partners in Singapore, PVD Overseas has 
gradually built up a solid infrastructure, 
facilities  and a competent crew to become 
the international drilling contractor and 
drilling-related service provider. 
PVD Overseas currently owns and operate 
the jack-up PV DRILLING VI – the latest 
rig in PV Drilling’s rig fleet. PV DRILLING 
VI has been built in Singapore and 
completed on schedule in March 2015. 
The rig commenced its first operation in 
4th of March 2015and until now, after 2 
years of operation, PV DRILLING VI has 
maintained an excellent record of safety 
and operation with the average efficiency 
of 98% and zero lost-time incident. The 
Rig has been certified 2-year LTI-free 
operation by the International Association 
of Drilling Contractors (IADC) and current 
become the most favorable rig among the 
fleet of PV Drilling. 

In 2016, the market or oil and gas 
services, particularly the drilling segment, 
has taken a significant toll due to the 
oil price crisis and the oversupply of 

rigs on the regional and global scale. 
Surpassing all the outlook assessment 
and prediction, the market declined at 
an overwhelming speed, causing huge 
impact to the business performance of all 
the companies in field. With the extreme 
effort to minimize the detrimental 
effect from the crisis, PVD Overseas 
has overcome all the adversities and 
successfully provided the drilling services 
for KNOC, Vietsovpetro and Hoang Long 
JOC, brought back the benefits of cost 
and time savings for clients. However, 
due to the limited number of drilling 
campaigns, the rig utilization rate in 
2016 has decreased considerably to 48%, 
thus, dragged the revenue down to 180 
billion VND, , equivalent to only 28% of the 
revenue in 2015.

It is obvious that the past year has 
witnessed the worst crisis in decades 
dragged the oil and gas industry down 
to the bottom. However, recent market 
outlook is giving a lot of positive signals 
showing the potential recovery of oil in 
the upcoming years . In 2017, crude oil 
price is expected to maintain its rising 
tendency, and from 2018 onward, the 
market shall soon return to its normal 
track of development. Many E&P project 
which have been postponed during the 
past years shall be triggered again in 

PV DRILLING OVERSEAS, A JOINT VENTURE OF PV DRILLING, WAS ESTABLISHED 
IN SINGAPORE IN 2013 WITH THE STRATEGIC MISSION TO PROMOTE INVESTMENT 
IN BUILDING, MANAGING AND OPERATING A MODERN FLEET OF OFFSHORE RIGS, 
TARGETING AT POTENTIAL CLIENTS IN THE REGIONAL AND GLOBAL MARKETS.

80%

Mr. DINH QUANG NHUT
Director, PVD Overseas

PVD Overseas

OWNERSHIP

Office
No. 9 Temasek Boulevard 

# 31-00 Suntec Tower 2, 
Singapore

Core business
 Investment in Rig 

Construction; Operation and 
Management of Jack-up 

Drilling Rig  PV DRILLING VI;

Chartered Capital 
66.7 million US dollars

SUBSIDIARIES  
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order to prevent the production decline in many existing 
reservoirs. With such expectation, the management 
and staffs of PVD Overseas shall continue to exert the 
best effort to operate the rig with the highest level 
of safety, strictly implement cost-saving policy, and 
simultaneously, seek new opportunity in the international 

market in order to maintain the work for PV DRILLING VI 
on a frequent basis.
With a firm foundation built on PV Drilling’s years of 
experience, PVD Overseas is confident to achieve the 
assigned business targets in 2017 and shall stay ready 
for further development in the upcoming period. 
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PVD-Baker Hughes Co. Ltd is a joint 
venture between Baker Hughes and PV 
Drilling, established in 2011. From its 
inception, PVD Baker Hughes has been 
constantly growing and satisfactorily 
distributing the Exploration and 
Production services such as: Directional 
Drilling and Measurement While Drilling, 
Coring, Wireline, Liner Hanger, Fishing, 
Drill Bit, Artificial Lift, Smart Completion, 
Well Production Technologies, Geological 
Science including Geomechanics and Well 
Development Consulting services.

In 2016, despite the market condition of 
the oil price remaining low, which led 
to the deferment and termination of a 
number of domestic and foreign projects, 
PVD-Baker Hughes has showed its strong 
commitment to the oil and gas industry in 
Vietnam through the efforts in retaining 
its highly skilled human resources and 
further investment in new equipment, 
in order to provide to customers the 
highest quality services with the most 
competitive price. The company’s revenue 
in 2016 was 684 billion VND, and although 
lower than 2015, it is still an encouraging 
number in current market conditions. 
PVD-Baker Hughes believes that with our 
experiences and advanced technologies, 
we would provide a tremendous support 

to the oil companies in minimising 
their operation time, maximising the 
exploitation of the reservoirs with the 
lowest cost as possible.

At the moment, PVD-Baker Hughes is 
offering several leading technologies 
which are of customers’ choice, especially 
two of which have brought optimum 
efficiency to clients in their operation. 
The first one is FASTrak service which is 
capable to take multiple formation fluid 
samples with high quality during drilling 
(Sample While Drilling). Second one is 
INTeX (Integrity Explorer) service which 
evaluates cement bond quality with a wide 
range from very light weight cement to 
heavy weight cement, in air filled borehole 
condition or well with heavy drilling fluids 
environment that eliminates the effect of 
micro-annulus (the micro air gap between 
casing and cement).

The current conditions of the oil and gas 
industry have constantly placed PVD 
Baker Hughes under great pressure due 
to oil companies decline and postpone 
their operations. Together with that, the 
plunge in oil price has also pressurized 
clients to reduce cost. PVD-Baker Hughes 
has processed stages to reduce the 
operation expenses in many ways, such as 

PVD BAKER HUGHES, A JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN PV DRILLING (51%) AND BAKER 
HUGHES NEDERLAND HOLDINGS B.V., OFFICIALLY ESTABLISHED IN 2011. FROM ITS IN-
CEPTION, PVD BAKER HUGHES HAS BEEN CONSTANTLY GROWING AND SATISFACTORILY 
DISTRIBUTING THE EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION SERVICES SUCH AS: DIRECTIONAL 
DRILLING AND MEASUREMENT WHILE DRILLING...

51%

Mr. VU VAN MINH
Vice President, PV Drilling

Director, PVD Baker Hughes

PVD - Baker Hughes

OWNERSHIP

Office
10th Floor, Sailing Tower, 

111A Pasteur Street, 
Ben Nghe Ward, District 1, 

Ho Chi Minh City 

Core business 
 Directional Drilling and 

Survey, MWD, LWD, Drill Bits, 
etc. 

Chartered Capital
20 million US dollars

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)

negotiating with the suppliers to reduce 
prices as well as retrenchment internal 
expenses. 

Although the challenges in current 
circumstances are very different in 
comparison with the previous downturns, 
we strongly believe that with our creativity, 
our breakthrough in technology and 
technical solutions, together with the 
strong cooperation between PVD - Baker 
Hughes and other companies in the oil 
and gas industry would empower us 
to overcome the current difficult and 
challenging period.
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Market share:  In Vietnam, BJ PV Drilling 
takes 90% of market share for Coiled 
tubing services, hydraulic fracturing 
services and 60% for cementing services.

Business result:
In 2016, the company as services provider 
in market is faced with significant difficult 
due to the Operator is stop or postpone 
its exploration and production drilling 
activities. Additional, the services pricing 
is reduce significantly cause by the work 
activities is very low. These lead to the 
negative impact on 2016 business result in 
compare with the same period of previous 
years.

However, BJ PV Drilling is best effort 
to optimize the organization and cost 
control and maximize utilization of both 
its equipment and personnel, focus on 
improving the services quality, safety 
to minimize the Non-Product Time for 
equipment below 1% per year. Besides, BJ 
PV Drlling is receiving the trust from the 

list of top customers in Vietnam such as 
Vietsovpetro, Hoàng Long Hoàn Vũ JOC, 
Murphy, Cửu Long JOC, Biển Đông POC, … 
based on the successful projects which BJ 
PV Drilling have provided during the past 
years.

Although revenue in 2016 is significantly 
drop caused by negative affected from 
market conditions but company is still 
kept the leader in providing cementing 
and stimulation services in Vietnam.

With the dynamic and innovation spirit of 
all employees in providing services and 
self-management the new technology for 
stable developing.

We are in trust that with vision “Unceasing 
Creativity - Unceasing Development”, the 
company shall archive more and more 
success in maintenance its operations 
during the difficult period 2016-2017 and 
try the best to archive its goal in 2017 to 
distribute its part in Corporate’s success.

BJ – PV DRILLING WAS ESTABLISHED IN 2006 SPECIALIZING IN PROVISION OF 
CEMENTING SERVICE, WELL STIMULATION, COILED TUBING, HYDRAULIC FRACTURING, 
FILTRATION SERVICE,ETC. CURRENTLY IN VIETNAM, BJ PV DRILLING TAKES MOST OF 
MARKET SHARE FOR COILED TUBING SERVICES, HYDRAULIC FRACTURING SERVICES 
AND 60% FOR CEMENTING SERVICES.

49%

Mr. PHAM DUC HINH
Deputy Director, BJ - PV Drilling

BJ - PV Drilling

OWNERSHIP

Office
 PTSC Logistics Base, 65A 

Street 30/4, Vung Tau

Core business
 Provision of Cementing 

Service, Well Stimulation, 
Coiled Tubing, Nitrogen 

Service, etc.

Chartered Capital 
5 million US Dollars

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)
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Established in August 2008, PVD-Expro 
team has been making all  their efforts 
to gain the highest achievements in 
production and business activities. is the 
first joint venture to provide professional 
Well Testing and Early Production Services 
for oil and gas companies in Vietnam 
market.

With the motto of “Safety and Quality”, 
PVD-Expro has supplied Well Testing 
service to almost “Big” Oil & Gas 
Companies in Vietnam such as PVEP POC, 
JVPC, Vietsovpetro, Petronas, Hoang Long 
– Hoan Vu, Vietgazprom, LukOil, Lam Son 
JOC, Cuu Long JOC ... and the team has 
been highly appreciated and trusted by the 
clients.
 
PVD-Expro now is proud to build 4 Well 
Testing Teams, which are recognized 
the most skilled and  professional, in 
comparison with others companies (both 
domestics and foreign) providing the same 
services in Vietnam, even foreign .  The 
services of instantaneous and continuous 
inspection, adjustment, follow-up and 
record of pressure multi-parameter, 
temperature, surface oil flow, managing 
urgent cases and safely ending testing 
process are all undertaken by young 
Vietnamese engineers.  The build-up of 
professional team to replace previous 
foreign experts makes a significant 
contribution in reducing personnel cost, 
providing stability in the organisation, 
creating pro-active business to reach 
to sustainable development for the 
enterprise.

The past 2016 was an extremely tough 
year to PVD-Expro in the scene of drilling 
market in Vietnam nearly closed due to 
oil price crash.  The company applied very 
strict saving policies in line with positive 
efforts of all employees in order to cut 
cost as much as possible while it still 
guaranteed safety and quality continuance 
at the highest level.                   

2017 is forecasted with continued 
difficulties, PVD-Expro team PVD-Expro 
Company commits to all agree, determine 
and consistent with the specific objectives, 
in order to overcome the crisis and head to 
a brighter future:
 · Continuing to implement measures to 

minimize costs;
 · Maintaining professional and safe ser-

vice for clients;
 · Sending offshore experts to work on 

PVD-Expro projects;
 · Maintaining the domestic market, espe-

cially with the clients that the Company 
has provided services;

 · Approaching and introducing testing 
services to new clients in Vietnam;

 ·  Marketing and providing Cyclone De-
sander services to clients in Vietnam.

With the support and trust of the Vietnam 
Oil and Gas Group, PV Drilling Corporation 
as well as its clients in Vietnam, together 
with the efforts of each member in PVD-
Expro, we believe that 2017 will be a 
landmark year, marking the turning point 
and creating the premise for the better 
years to come, as the drilling market is to 
flourish along with crude oil price recovery.

PVD EXPRO IS A JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN PVD LOGGING (51%) AND EXPRO 
INTERNATIONAL B.V (49%). ESTABLISHED IN 2008, PVD EXPRO IS THE PROFESSIONAL 
PROVIDER OF WELL TESTING AND EARLY PRODUCTION SERVICE FOR OIL AND GAS 
OPERATORS IN VIETNAM. PVD EXPRO CURRENTLY HOLDS AROUND 80% OF THE 
LOCAL MARKET SHARE IN WELL TESTING WITH SOLID FACILITIES AND A HIGHLY 
EXPERIENCED CREW.

51%

Mr. NGUYEN DUC MINH
Director, PVD - Expro

PVD - Expro

OWNERSHIP

Office
 65A Street 30/4,  Thang Nhat 

Ward, Vung Tau

Core business
Provision of Advanced Well 

Testing and Early Production 
Service for Oil and Gas 

Industry;

Chartered Capital
6.3 million US Dollars

SUBSIDIARIES 
(continued)
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Vietubes was established in 1995. 
Main lines of business are threading, 
processing, repairing, restoring casing 
tubes, drilling collars, drilling pipes, 
conducting pipes and accessories for oil 
and gas exploitation, exploration drilling 
industry, etc. PV Drilling has invested 
into Vietubes since 2012 with total of 
investment capital up to 4,3 million USD 
(accounting for 51% of investment capital 
of Vietubes).

Vietubes is the only hi-tech OCTG threader 
in Viet Nam, fully qualified for threading 
premium connections such as API 
(API-5CT, API-7-1, API-6A), VAM, NSPJ, 
JFE, TenarisHydril, Hunting… Vietubes 
is equipped with modern machines and 
equipment. Its current capacity of 50,000 
tons of OCTG per year, has satisfactorily 
met the demands of oil and gas 
exploration and exploitation activities in 
Vietnam as well as for exports to the other 
countries in the region.

In commonly difficult background of the oil 
and gas industry, Vietubes’ production and 
business activities in 2016 was influenced 
because volume of work and price rates of 
services were declined considerably.

Services such as new threading of 
OCTG, this is Vietubes’ main line, or 
repairing casing tubes and manufacturing 
accessories have been heavily influenced 
due to severe competition of price. This 
leads to low turnover and profit, even  
non-profit in some services.

In the face of this situation, Vietubes 
has taken drastic measures to cut down 
operating expenses, reduce wages, 
increase internal training, actively create 
work, employ local workers, contribute in 
reducing local unemployment rate. Even 
in the very difficult circumstance, Vietubes 
always abides tax obligations, contributes 
to the state budget and implements local 
social security policies.

The year 2017 is expected to continue a 
challenging year for oil and gas industry 
of Vietnam and all over the world. In order 
to face and overcome the challenges, 
Vietubes’ Board of Directors has 
determined to increase searching work, 
minimize management and production 
costs, arrange and reduce staff to meet 
actual work demands of company.

VIETUBES WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1995 TO PROVIDE THREADING SERVICE, INSPECTION 
AND MAINTENANCE FOR CASINGS, FABRICATION OF JOINTS, COUPLINGS, AND OTHER 
COMPONENTS FOR E&P ACTIVITIES, ETC. PV DRILLING OFFICIALLY ACQUIRED 51% 
OWNERSHIP IN VIETUBES WITH THE TOTAL INVESTMENT OF USD 4.1 MILLION IN 2012.

Mr. THAI HUY DUNG
Director, Vietubes

Vietubes

51%
OWNERSHIP

Office
Road No.11, Dong Xuyen 

Industrial Zone, Rach Dua 
Ward, Vung Tau

Core business
 remium threading of all 

grades of tubing and casing 
including integral joints; 

Manufacturing couplings, 
subs, crossovers, blast joints 

in oil and gas activities, 
Precision machining for 
large-sized components

Chartered Capital 
 3.7 million US Dollars 

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)
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The year 2016 was considered as a 
very difficult year for the oil and gas 
industry all over the world in general and 
Vietnam in particular. Most of the drilling 
campaigns in Vietnam has suspended 
or early terminated, which resulted of 
negative impact on PVD OSI’s business 
activities, a provider of threading, 
machining various Connectors for 
exploration & exploitation petroleum. 

In view of the above,  PVD-OSI has 
deployed the maximum costs reduction, 
specifically, cutting off 30% of company 
workforce and50% wages of the retained 
employees, removing unsuitable services, 
extending  the depreciation duration of the 
fixed assets. Besides that, the company 
still commited to maitain the quality 
product through the extension of API Q1 
and ISO 9001:2008 certification. It is a 
huge opportunity for PVD-OSI to uphold 

its competitive ability for the partners, 
contractors inland and outland, not only 
in machining connectors but also in other 
products in oil and gas & other industries.

Under the oil price crisis, the gross 
revenue of PVD-OSI for the year ended 
2016 is only 14 billion VND, achieving 27% 
comparing with the year 2014 and 42% 
comparing with 2015. 

In order to reach the target of revenue and 
profit in 2017, a big challenge year for oil 
and gas industry, PVD-OSI will constantly 
innovate its management and  operation 
system, concurrently, reduce production 
cost up to minimum including set out 
the maximum working days for most 
employees (18 days/ month), increase 
the depreciation time, cut down costs of 
services, … The Board of Directors and all 
of employees commit to make efforts to 
fulfill business plan of 2017. 

ESTABLISHED IN 2011, PVD-OSI IS A JOINT VENTURE BETWEEN PVD TECH (51%), A 
SUBSIDIARY OF PV DRILLING AND OIL STATES INDUSTRY (ASIA) PTE, LTD. (49%). 

Mr. NGUYEN VAN THANH
Deputy Director, PVD - OSI

PVD - OSI

51%
OWNERSHIP

Office
Road No.11, Phu My 1 

Industrial Zone, Tan Thanh, 
Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province

Core business 
 Sản xuất, chế tạo, ren, tiện,

sManufacturing quick 
connectors, Providing 

Threading Service, Repair and 
Maintenance of Connectors in 

Oil and Gas Activities
Chartered Capital

5 million US Dollars

SUBSIDIARIES  
(continued)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PROJECT
Since the end of year 2014, the global economic 
turmoil together with the political changes and the 
development of shale technology have driven the oil 
prices fall further in long term. In this circumtance, 
the Oil & Gas contractors had to suspend their E&P 
projects which lead to the significant reduction in 
number of well drilling as well as the price of drilling 
related services.

In order to tackle this challenge, PV Drilling’s BOD has 
implemented the Cost Optimization and Reduction 
Project in order to examine internal resources, cutback 
operating cost while still ensuring operation safety 
and effectiveness. This would enhance governance and 
overcome challenges as well as accomplish business 
goals and maintain sustainable development. The BOD 
has stated that this project will be the first priority 
throughout PV Drilling.

EXECUTED ACTION PLANS
The Project was executed and managed by Internal 
Audit Division and Finance Division systematically 
from Corporate level down to Business unit level; such 
implemented solutions are as follow:

1. Commercial solution
 · Negotiate with suppliers and providers for lower price 

or to get more discount rate;
 · Prioritize purchasing goods and services  within PV 

Drilling’s subsidiaries;
 · Consider to purchase from local supplier instead 

of importing while ensuring material quality, and 
renegotiate with current suppliers for discounted 
price.

2. Inventory management
 · Continue to complete and develop the bill of material 

(BoM) based on practical experience to improve 
the effectiveness of controlling usage volume and 
raw material comsumption. This is also the basis to 

construct the Min-Max level in Inventory management 
to optimize inventory and successfully manage capital 
and cash flow;

 · Strictly conduct stock take to have solutions ready 
when needed. Review, re-classify and identify backlog/
unnessesary inventory to distribute and transfer 
among BUs for effectiveness and to avoid illiquid 
capital;

 · Avoid purchasing new items which can be reused 
through repair while still ensuring quality as required 
by clients.

3. Human resources management
 · Utilize Vietnamese employees with capable knowledge 

and skills instead of expats to save on personnel cost. 
Renegotiate salary and benefit with existing expats;

 · Consider to organize personnel structure for 
simplification and effectiveness, limit recruitment, and 
arrange concurrent in work place;

 · Postpone recruitment and stimulate internal 
headcount transfer to balance resources and reduce 
hiring cost in year 2016;

 · Strictly manage training cost and cut all long term 
unnecessary courses, encourage on the job training to 
improve employee’s skills.

4. Operating management
 · Optimize business processes; improve efficiency of 

drilling rigs and machinery and equipment. Organize 
production chain to maximize machinery capacity 
and reduce energy consumption;

 · Continue to adjust and supplement economic 
technical norms of consumption of raw materials, 
fuel and materials; labor and salary norms; mining 
norms and use of machinery and equipment to 
accommodate current condition and situation;

 · Strengthen the implementation of self-repair and 
self-maintenance of rig machinery and equipment; 
self-perform work items, use human resources 
of local suppliers for maintenance and repair of 
machinery and equipment according to standards 
required by contractors;

THE PROGRESS OF OPTIMIZATION AND REDUCTION OF 
OPERATING EXPENSE

 · Promote research and innovation initiatives, 
technical innovation, reorganize manufacture 
processes in order to maximize the capacity of 
machinery and equipment, reduce energy waste, 
and improve service and product quality.

5. Administrative cost
 · Increase online conference meeting to reduce travel 

costs and per diems. Implement internal and external 
communications via email; reduce unnecessary 
procedures in order to enhance time and cost 
efficiency. Limited hospitality party, and  restrict 
combining conference meeting with sightseeing trip;

 · Administrative cost supporting day to day work was 
cut such as cost of taxi, telephone, etc. 

 · Organize bidding and selection of office service 
suppliers such as office stationery, airfare, car 
rental... for both Corporation and Business units. The 
Corporation will sign Co-operative Contracts in order 
to receive the best service and prices; plan travel in 
advance to get the best air ticket price and restrict 
using business class;

 · Minimize unneccesary printing and photocopying; 
re-use paper for printing and photocopying reference 
or unimportant documents; restrict purchasing 
unnecessary equipment.

6. Investment cost
 · Implement and strictly comply with bidding process to 

select the best suppliers in terms of price and quality 
of products and services;

 · Invest in domestic equipment instead of imported 
equipment, accelerate progress of important 
projects and strengthen inspection and supervision 
to avoid scattered investment, slow progress, 
inefficient capital accumulation;

 · Enhance scientific and technological research and 
technical innovations; take advantage of the Science 
and Technology Fund to invest in machinery, high-
tech equipment to enhance business efficiency.

With the solutions and results mentioned above, the 
Cost Optimization and Reduction Project has played an 
important role in improving business results in 2016. 
This is also an opportunity for PV Drilling to review 
and re-assess all available resources to maximize and 
improve business efficiency under current challenges 
and to create the potential for development for 
PV Drilling to “Together We Strive - Redefine Our 
Future”. 

TOTAL 
REDUCTION  
396  Bil. VND

Reduction of 34,3 bil. VND  
in investment cost

Reduction of 82,5  
bil. VND in 
administrative 
expenses

Reduction in 
78,4 bil. VND 
in repair and 
maintenance 
expense

Reduction of  
63,5 bil. 
VND in  
outsourcing 
expenses 

Reduction 
in 159,7 
bil. VND 
in human 
resource 
expenses

Reduction 
of 11,7 bil. 
VND in raw 
materials, tool 
and supplies 
expense
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The prospect in 2017 might seem tough but we do believe ahead 
us are not just obstacles but opportunities as well. We shall 
confront all adversities with great determination and solidarity, 
and push ourselves to any possible extent in order to meet the 
expectation of our Shareholders.

04
Market Foreast 2017

Risk Management Activities

Strategy and business plan 2017 

Expanding the markets to overseas

Plan to optimize and reduce production and business expenses in 2017

Preserve sustainable value - Maintain service quality
   HSEQ Activities
   Ensuring Manpower Competency
   Completing Enterprise Risk Management System
   Corporate Social Responsibility Activities
   Sustainable relationship with the Government
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CHINH PHỤC THỬ THÁCHCHINH PHỤC THỬ THÁCH

In 2017, the global demand for crude oil is predicted to amount 
to 95.56 million bbl./day, increasing 1.15 million bbl./day over the 
average number of 2016 (Source: OPEC). In such context, the total 
supply would be considerably affected subject to the compliance to 
the production downsize agreement in Vienna. Among doubts for 
the feasibility of this agreement, analysts and marketers still viewed 
this move as a positive signal from all the players, particularly Saudi 
Arabia, Iran, and large non-OPEC countries like Russia to end the 
oil crisis during the recent years. Therefore, crude oil is expected 
to recover in a sustainable manner within the upcoming year. 
Accordingly, price for a barrel (Brent) might be stabilized in the range 
of 60$ - 70$ for the period of 2017 - 2020 (Source: World Bank). 

With the brighter potential of recovery for crude oil, E&P spending 
on global scale shall follow the same pattern to rise after 2 year of 
decline, increasing around 5% in 2017 (Source: Barclay). The oil and 

The day rate for jack-up rigs 
remained at 50,000 - 75,000 
USD/day in 2017.

95,56

MARKET FORECAST FOR 2017

In 2017, oil demand is estimated at

mil. barrels/day

gas drilling industry, thus, can take advantage of this trend and regain the 
momentum for a strong return as well. Currently, the number of  
cold-stacked rig continues to increase. The possibility for these  
cold-stacked to resume operation is minimal due to the costly expenditure 
for maintenance and re-activation. Moreover, a large number of old rigs 
shall be fully decommissioned due to the dominance of new-generation 
ones in the market, specifically 65 rigs in 2017, and 147 rigs until 2019. 

Meanwhile, shipyards all over the world are building around 105 new  
jack-ups and intend to deliver 76 rigs within 2017. However, drilling 
contractors are more inclined to delay the delivery schedule in waiting 
for a more hectic market. These factors will considerably help to ease 
the impact of rig oversupply and the drilling industry may find 2017 a bit 
less crowded. Day rate fixture in 2017 for standard jack-ups shall remain 
within $50,000 – $75,000/day.
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RISK MANAGEMENTS ACTIVITIES 

The year 2016 was considered as a challenging year of 
the oil and gas industry in general and  
PV Drilling in particular, the sharp decline of oil price 
led to a drastical demand decrease of drilling rigs 
and drilling-related services. The current business 
environment imposes emerging as well as potential 
risks with various impact and likelihood affecting the 
Corporation’s business objectives. Therefore, the Board 
of Directors (BOD) has proactively put the ERM System 
into practice to develop Top Risk Portfolios in PV 
Drilling and propose timely and effectively action plans 
to mitigate risks:

1. Strategic risks
At PV Drilling, BOD has established the clear strategic 
plans throughout the Corporation. To ensure the 
accomplishment of strategic plans, BOD has identified 
the strategic risks and imposed action plans to mitigate 
those risks. These action plans are essential to PV 
Drilling in the current circumstance of unpredictable 
world economy and politics, decline of oil price and 
fierce competitions. The solutions for mitigating those 
strategic risks are as follows:
 · Establishing appropriate strategic development 

plan and target by focusing corporate resources in 
providing drilling rigs and related drilling services;

 · Restructuring the Corporate; developing plans to 
respond to market’s changes; 

 · Establishing value chain to gain competitive 
advantages and add value for clients;

 · Enhancing the corporate governance; applying 
international standards and practices in management 
in order to optimize the internal resources;

 · Promoting the Corporate’s image and brand in both 
national and regional industry by maintaining the 
professionalism at work.

2. Oil price risks
Since middle of the year 2014, the oil price crisis 
has significantly impacted on the global oil and gas 
industry in general and on the Corporation in particular. 
To overcome this threat, PV Drilling’s BOD has 
implemented strategic solutions such as:
 · Reassessing operating procedures to optimize and 

utilize internal resources effectively throughout the 
Corporation;

 · Implementing the Cost Reduction project to cut 
administrative and operational expenses but still 
ensure the financial indicators and strategies meet 
shareholders’ expectation;

 · Proactively monitoring the market’s fluctuation and 
looking for new drilling contracts in the region to 
maintain the rig’s operation create initiatives for PV 
Drilling to expand market;

 · Continuously strengthening Science and Technology 
development activities by applying the new technology 
and invention/new solutions to improve service quality 
and improve productivity and safety work.

The decline of oil price had led to numerous business 
risks; however, the BOD also considers this obstacle as 
an opportunity of PV Drilling to re-assess and optimize 
resources in operation. Beside optimizing and cutting 
cost, the BOD also decided to apply new technology in 
management (ERP Oracle Phase III), Enterprise Risk 
Management, Anti-bribery and Corruption policy…to 
enhance thevalue and image of PV Drilling and also to 
sustain the development of PV Drilling when the market 
is  recovered.

3. Rig Operating Safety risks
Safety risk is a particular risk in Oil and Gas industry. PV 
Drilling has always identified and classified rig safety 
risk as top risk as drilling operations at offshore oil fields 
or arid desert are always faced with severe weather 
and geographical conditions. Changes in the geological 
wells, as well as technological factors in the industry 
always create operational risks. Any of these risks could 
lead to the suspension of drilling activities, damaged or 
destroyed drilling equipments and machineries; injuries 
even fatal to human life and consequently oil spills, 
castatrophic explosion that damages the environment, 
brand and reputation of the Corporation. To prevent and 
mitigate these risks, PV Drilling has implemented the 
below solutions: 
 · Applying and constantly improving the HSEQ 

Management System in accordance with international 
standards certified by numerous prestigious 
organizations such as the American Petroleum 
Institute (API); other quality management standards 
such as ISO 9001:2009, ISO 14000:2004, Health and 
Safety OHSAS 18001:2007. Participating and complying 

with the regulations of the International Association of 
Drilling Contractors (IADC); 

 · Strictly managing and synchronizing service quality in 
all stages of the service supply chain such as: drilling 
manpower service, testing and maintenance drilling 
equipment service, oil spill response service…

 · Employing advanced management software such 
as MAXIMO for asset management, procurement 
and inventory management, and creating periodic 
maintenance programs to manage thousands of items 
used for daily drilling and other services, ensure the 
stability of the supply chain to respond quickly to 
material requests for operational activities;

 · Using the Asset management system and Reliability-
centered Maintenance to optimize operation and safety 
of equipment and assets;

 · Establishing insurance policy and purchasing 
insurance for employees and assets each year.

Ensuring operating safety and focusing on risk 
management have helped PV drilling to achieve 
success and gain trust among clients. Achievements 
such as consecutive years of Zero LTI of PV Drilling’s 
rigs, “Best drilling contractor in Asia” awarded by World 

Finance as well as the recognition of clients have been 
a great motivation for PV Drilling to further expand in 
the regional and global market. 

4. Financial risks
PV Drilling business model is structured with multiple 
subsidiaries and Joint-ventures which leads to the 
requirement of intensive investments in equipments 
and rigs, thus incurring various risks related to 
financial activities, budget and planning activities, 
cash flows in context of constantly fluctuated interest 
and exchange rates. This is a challenge for the BOD to 
forecast market economy and use financial instruments 
effectively to address finance risks. The solutions to 
manage financial risk which have been implemented 
and will continue to be carried out including: 
 · Strictly applying procedures and budget planning 

system through structuring and constantly completing 
management of accounting reporting system from 
BUs level to Corporate level, using ERP Oracle EBMS;

 · Reviewing and updating the Financial Management 
Policy to be compatible with current business 
activities of the Corporation; developing standards 
and norms for centralized financial management 
and determining the key financial indicators;
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 · Using the centralized treasury system to manage 
funds circulated to BUs, departments, divisions 
to promptly meet the requirements of operational 
and business process, optimize cash flow, minize 
opportunity costs and improve profit from financial 
activities;

 · Using USD as the accounting currency in the whole  
Corporation to eliminate losses caused in foreign 
exchange causetransactionsin paralle, negotiating 
with customers forcontracts signing with payment in 
USD Frequently updating changes in exchange market 
and interest rate to provide early warning and propose 
countermeasures through the use of derivative 
instruments such as Interest Swap, Option… to secure 
USD when needed. 

5. Competitive risks from globalization  
Economic globalization and firming free trade areashave 
become popular on over the world and Vietnam is not 
exception.. These trends not only provide opportunities 
but also pose challenges for domestic enterprises such 
as: Government protection policies (tax, institutional 
incentives) are removed; financial transparency; fierce 
competition by foreign rivals; strict regulations on 
quality, price, employment; talent drain, etc. Recognizing 

this problem, the BOD has implemented solutions to 
capitlize these opportunities as follows: 
 · Identifying and focusing on core values and 

competitive advantages of PV Drilling such as 
providing professional drilling services and drilling-
related services, application  of advanced science 
and technology in the Oil and Gas industry; 

 · Participating in seminars with government 
agencies to contribute ideas for policy development, 
management mechanism and related legal 
documents; 

 · Reviewing business activities and adjusting them 
in accordance with the local regulations and signed 
trade agreements; 

 · Changing the strategic development orientation 
associated with ensuring social security, 
environmental protection and sustainable 
development. 

6. Geopolitical risks
The tension related to territorial and resources disputes 
in the East Sea recently has become more acute 
since nomutual agreement has made over several 
negotiations. This leads to the risks of military and 
political security for natural resources exploitation, 

TOP RISKS  AT PV DRILLING
(continued)

especially oil and gas exploration in the East Sea. From 
these potential risks, PV Drilling has set out its strategic 
solutions as follows:
 · Researching and developing its services at the 

regional countries  such as Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Thailand, etc;

 · Updating and monitoring the security and political 
situation in the region to obatin early warnings and 
promptly response to bad situations; purchasing 
rig insurance for incidents arising from war risks, 
property losses…

7. Taxation risks
Vietnam is an emerged country  where the  reforms are 
usually made to catch up with the developed countries, 
hence, the tax policies are always updated and revised 
to adapt its developing needs. Determining that the 
taxation risks have intensive impact on business 
activities, PVD BOD has provided several actions to 
mitigate risks as follows:
 · The tax team proactively researches and updates 

changes related to tax policy detailing in each services 
suppliedto Divisions/Subsidiaries to mitigate tax risks;

 · Actively proposing  the government for the revise 
of tax policies which are not adequate to the typical 
characters of the oil drilling activities,that aims to 
create a fair environment among local and foreign 
enterprises;

 · Working with tax consultancy to determine the specific 
roadmap for changing business activities in line with 
changes in Tax policy and ensuring the contribution to 
the State budget.

8. Compliance risks
As a state owned join stock companyworking  in oil 
and gas exploration industry which mainly related 
tothe national resources, the Corporation is governed 
by various Vietnamese legal documents, policies and 
regulations of the Petro Vietnam Group, Securities 
Department and especially by its internal regulations, 
procedures and policies. Therefore, compliance 
risks are always concerned by the BOD in managing 
business activities. The effective solutions to ensure 
compliance at PV Drilling are as follows: 
 · Internal Audit Division with highqualification and 

experience has supported the BOD in term of  
review and evaluatethe compliance and operating 

management in the whole corporation to ensure the 
effective operation;

 · Internal Audit Division - ERM Function  carries out 
the periodic assessments on business, financial, 
accounting and tax risksto review government 
policies from which proposes the corrections and 
preventions if any. . Those activities are to ensure 
the legal compliance and effective operation in the 
whole corporation, thereby utilize effectively internal 
resources in line with its current target.

 · Legal Division has responsibility for review and initial 
on the drilling contracts, domestic and foreign trade 
contracts to ensure the compliance with Vietnamese 
law and foreign regulations; 

 · HSEQ Division has responsibility forassessing 
and ensuring the compliance with safety policy in 
operation, regulations, standard in accordance with PV 
Drilling, applicable Vietnamese law and international 
standards;

 · In addition, the Corporation has issued Company 
Code of Conduct to improve the awareness and 
behavior of employees, form professional culture 
and environment, and prepare for expansion into the 
regional and global market.

With the positive perspective, PVD BOD has defined 
the current downturn is also a chance for PV Drilling 
to identify the top risks which may affect to company 
business activities, thereby providing effective action 
plans for promptly respondand preserve its core values. 
Morover, this will be a right time to review the company 
internal resources, strengthen the management system, 
and restructures the Corporation aming to to improve 
the service quality, expand  its market to the regional and 
global market toward the sustainable development.
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REINFORCEMENT OF WELL TECHNICAL SERVICES, 
ENHANCEMENT OF “BUNDLED SERVICES” WITH 
SUPERIOR ADVANTAGE IN EFFICIENCY AND COST 
REDUCTION FOR CLIENTS ARE TWO IMPORTANT 
STRATEGY THAT PV DRILLING FOCUSES IN 2017.

In 2017, the global demand for crude oil is estimated 
to reach 95.56 mbbl/day, increasing approximately 1.15 
mbbl /day over the number of 2016 (Source: OPEC). Oil 
supply, on the other hand, will remain a variable which 
depends significantly on the extent of the countries would 
honor the Viennese agreement in Nov 2016. According to 
World Bank, crude oil price (Brent) might receive a push 
to the range 55 – 60 USD/bbl.

In Southeast Asia (SEA), according to IEA’s assumption, 
the status of this region might shift from oil exporter to 
a heavy importer in a foreseeable future if the member 
countries hesitate to make proactive moves in E&P to 

find new reservoirs and apply advanced technology to 
increase oil productivity. With the current operation, the 
total production in SEA shall drop from 3.2 mbbl/day in 
2015 down to 2.5 mbbl/day in 2020 (Source: IEA). On such 
base, the market might witness the return of many E&P 
projects in countries like Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, 
Cambodia, etc… from 2017 onward.

Regarding the market in Vietnam, low oil prices as well 
as the shortage of investment funding have put most of 
the activities in the oil and gas industry to a halt, causing 
huge impact to the business performance of the local 
oil and gas service providers, particularly to the drilling 
segment of PV Drilling. Aside the weak demand for rigs, 
drilling contractors have to confront serious decline of 
rig fixture and service rate. Due to harsh competition 
as a direct result from the recent crisis, price and rate 
for rigs and other services have decrease far below par 
and became a chronic burden even when crude oil has 
recovered significantly from the bottom in 2016. The past 
year also saw an extremely low number of approved 
wells in Vietnam which has rendered PV Drilling unable 
to maintain frequent jobs for the whole fleet. Except 
for 1 jack-up rig and 1 semi-submersible TAD rig, the 
remaining fleet was only mobilized for a few short-term 
programs. In 2017, it is estimated that the revenue from 

Based on forecast until 2020, Vietnam will 
become a energy importer. Therefore, drilling 
campaigns should be encouraged to create a 
brighter picture in 2016 and 2016.

STRATEGY AND BUSINESS PLAN IN 2017

rig operation shall not see much improvement and 
might be insufficient to cover the operating expenses. 
Considering all related market factors, PV Drilling set 
the target for revenue at 2,300 billion VND and expect a 
loss of approximately 470 billion VND.

To overcome the challenges of the market in the 
upcoming period, PV Drilling has been implementing 
a pro-active business strategy which shall focuses 
on consolidating the domestic market share and 
intensifying the business development in overseas 
areas, particularly in Southeast Asia. In 2017, the whole 
Corporation shall focus all effort and resources to 
implement the following action plans: 

Operate safely and efficiently the rig fleet, maintain 
rig effieciency and clean record of Zero Lost Time 
Incident (Zero LTI): 
 · Optimizing maintenance activities, effectively 

managing and utilizing inventory. Respectively to 
stand-by rigs, maintenance tasks must ensure rig’s 
readiness to return to work at all time.

 · Negotiating with clients in goodwill and full-scale 
cooperation, connecting scattered and short-term 
wells of different operators into one long-term 
campaign to maximise the savings and efficiency.

 · Promoting marketing activities, seeking opportunities 
to provide drilling rigs in the regional area, particularly 
the potential ones in Malaysia, Myanmar, Brunei; 

 · Developing the services of core business, promoting the 
Bundled Services and highlighting the advantages in 
term of cost-saving and effectiveness.

 · Intensifying cost-control activities, optimizing the 
operating expense, enhancing corporate finance and 
governance function, surveiling procurement activities.

 · Re-structuring the human resource, heading toward a 
leaner organization while maintaining the operational 
efficiency of the rig fleet. Develop candidates for senior 
positions from internal source, strengthening in-depth 
training activities for junior local crew in order to 
undertake the application of advanced technology in 
service performance.

 · Synchronizing the risk-management function into the 
management system, working out solutions against 
unfavorable conditions of the market and raising the 
awareness to all staffs. 

Restructure and develop a lean workforce focusing 
on quality, professionalism and efficiency
To tackle the challenges due to the oil price crisis, PV 
Drilling has put together a restructuring plan to merge 
subsidiaries, departments, divisions, production units 
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STRATEGY AND BUSINESS PLAN IN 2017 
(continued) 
whose functions are being overlapped. The goal is to 
streamline the current headcount and improve the 
business performance. The action plan shall include:
 · Executing in-depth review on the organization of all 

corporate level. 
 · Focusing on internal trainings to reduce cost but still 

maintaining the competency of the human resource.
 · Rationalizing headcount
 · Enhancing the effectiveness of internal 

communication, disseminate the Business Code of 
Conduct to all staff in order to ensure PV Drilling’s 
core values to be preserved and promoted at all times.

Persistently pursuing professionalism in providing high 
quality services to clients, PV Drilling is confident that, 
despite the limited resources in 2017, we can create 
the competitive edges to support the development, 
particularly when crude oil price get back on normal 
track in the upcoming period.

Optimize business expenses 
To cope with the threat of low oil price, PV Drilling has 
established the “Response Committee against the 
Decline of Crude Oil”, constructed various scenarios and 
prepared relevant remedies which include cost reduction 
and austere spending policy. Intensive review has been 
conducted down to each work scope and function to 
push savings to the utmost level.

In 2016, the “business expense reduction” project has 
been strictly executed on the whole corporate scale and 
brought back a savings of 396 billion dong.

PV Drilling has implemented tight controls on expense 
and cash flow, restructuring all bank loans to ensure 
a healthy liquidity for maintaining the business 
development in 2017. Besides, PV Drilling has assigned 
the following specific tasks to the Response Committee 
to ensure the sustainable development in the upcoming 
time:

 · Conducting assessment and analysis of the obstacles 
from the market, the difficulties of subsidiaries and 
the Corporation in the outlook of the drilling industry.

 · Assessing the relevance and effectiveness of 
the restructuring plan and the arrangement of 
organization of every division, subsidiary within the 
current situation and development strategy of the 
Corporation. 

 · Re-arranging the functions and missions, 
organizational structures, workforce allocation to 
match the operational demand of each subsidiary, 
each service line and the realistic requirement of the 
market.

 · Implementing practical re-structuring solutions to 
eliminate any detrimental impact on the current 
business operation and the brand name of PV Drilling 
and every subsidiary

Enhance the capability of corporate finance 
management
The Risk Management Project:

 · Officially putting the Risk Management System go-live 

on the whole corporate level.

Savings of 160 
billion VND from 
HR and Trainings 
activities

         Savings of      
        154 billion  
        VND from   
         Business   
       operation  
      activities

      Savings 
  of 82 billion 
 VND from 
Administration  
  and Management     
       activities

TOTAL 
REDUCTION 

OF 396 
BILLION VND

 · Deploying and cooperating to execute all action plans 

against corporate top risks.          

 · Continuing to integrate the risk management function 

for other projects.

Min-max adjustment in Maximo, inventory optimization 
Completing the adjustment of Min-Max level in inven-
tory management, revising PR/PO workflow for rig fleet 
operation.
ERP Oracle Phase 3 (BI +HP) - Go-live HP for the budget 
plan 2017 and BI for management report 2017.
 
Promote the utilization of Science and Technology 
Funds for initiatives deployment  

Considering science and technology as the primary 
momentum for sustainability, PV Drilling has taken 
advantages of the Science and Technology Fund to invest 
in advanced infrastructure and facilities. Particularly 
during the recent crisis, the utilization of such 
significant resource has been promoted to a greater 

extent for investment project aiming at enhancing the 
business efficiency, preserving shareholder’s capital 
and accumulating reinforcement to catch up with the 
recovery of the market. 
Besides, to timely respond to the fluctuation of the 
market, PV Drilling always stays ready for expanding 
its business scale, improving the infrastructure and 
machinery. In recent years, PV Drilling continued to 
actively cooperate with financial institutions, investors, 
shareholders and potential partners to find investment 
opportunities for enlarging the rig fleet and other 
facilities. Simultaneously, PV Drilling also put forward 
the utilization of science and technology fund for R&D 
projects, training activities with the target to integrate 
the latest technology into the daily operation of PV 
Drilling. 
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THE SERVICE DEVELOPMENT IN OVERSEAS HAS BEEN INITIATED 
IN 2016 WITH SUCH SERVICES AS MANPOWER, TRAINING IN 

MYANMAR, JAPAN

The oil industry downturn has lead to the decline in 
demand for offshore drilling rig and thus caused a 
sharply decreasing on rig rental rates. While drilling 
market remains depressed around the world, the rig 
PV Drilling I impressively overtaken other 30 rigs of 10 
companies across the world to win the contract with 
Total E&P Myanmar. On August 19th 2016 in Yangon 
(Myanmar), PV Drilling officially signed the contract for 
provision of the rig PV Drilling I for the drilling campaign 
of Total E&P Myanmar. This event is considered as 
a memorable milestone in PV Drilling’s business 
operation when first delivered a jack-up drilling rig to 
perform service in other regional area, maintaining 
strong reputation of PV Drilling among drilling 
contractors in the industry. This is also a remarkable 
success of the investment and development strategy in 
Southeast Asia region, thus taken as a pride and also a 
great encouragement for PV Drilling to move forward. 
The bigger the opportunity, the bigger the challenge,  
PV Drilling has also confronted many challenges during 
the progress of entering oversea market. 

To operate a drilling rig outside Vietnam, the rig 
efficiency depends mostly on planning operation 
and other forces in the host country. Being well 
aware of this, Drilling Division arranged a strategic 
planning for preparation work followed by monitoring 
implementation quality. Repair and maintenance for 
major equipment was performed as soon as drilling 
contract with Cuu Long JOC end, beside that, inspection 
for PV Drilling I was also planned for execution during 
this time in order to ensure the drilling campaign for 
Total is carried out continuous and thorough. Beside 
that, necessary adaptions were conducted to satisfy 
specific requirement from Total. Drilling Division 
also searched for partnership that providing services 
(catering, logistics and crew change) in Myanmar. Once 
contract was signed with these partners, a logistics base 
was established at Ranong (Thailand) for equipment 
storage solution during the drilling campaign. 

The soil condition at operating location is fairly uniform, 
except at the port leg, the soil condition is weaker than 
the rest. Deep penetration is expected then preloading 

EXPAND MANPOWER SERVICE OVERSEAS

Provision of Drilling Rig in Myanmar

operations were performed with extreme caution. Slow 
to Moderate progressive rate of penetration is expected 
during preloading due to little increase of soil strength 
with depth. TEPM drilling operations also represented 
to PV Drilling I crew the first time casing drilling taken 
place onboard with more and more experience together 
with valuable lesson learnt. In addition, it is required to 
employ local workforce (38 employees) to adapt with 
training routine and human resource development 
practice of the host country. Most of these employees are 
lack of language skill and experience working offshore, 
which may impact on rig operation performance and 
HSEQ. On the other hand, due to the disadvantages of 
the local labor, PV Drilling has to retain a large number 
of Vietnamese employees that resulted in a significant 
increase of cost for crew change, which had an effect on 
operation cost efficiency.   

Logistics work which support rig operation is also 
involved concern and costly. The location of the rig and 
logistic base are under governing and monitoring of 
both governments, thus all the boat to rig required in 
the customs procedures for import/export equipment 
leading to the time and cost effective.   

Although encountered many difficulties and challenges, 
the rig PV Drilling I commences the campaign for Total 
E&P safely with high efficiency as a result of proper 
preparation as well as professional practice of the 
operations team, based on experience gained during 
Algeria project, along with proficient and dedicated 
employees working offshore enhanced by support from 
the safety management system. Rig operation efficiency 
has achieved 98.7% for average of the first two month 
of the drilling campaign. Each new step along the new 
challenges is all valued experience that contributes to 
PV Drilling’s future sustainable development.       

The entire team of PV Drilling I in particular and 
PV Drilling in general has been strive to optimize 
human resources, reduce operating costs, possessing 
competitive edges with the attempt to exert the best 
effort to overcome all the challenges in the market 
downturn period in order to maintain premium services 
quality for clients. PV Drilling shall continue pursuing 
the vision of becoming the international and reliable 
drilling contractor in the industry; solidify the brand PV 
Drilling – Pioneer of Vietnam Drillers. 
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The work volume arose from the domestic industry’s 
demand in the previous years was always enough for 
over 700 company labors, and even the company had 
to outsource to adapt the temporarily growing needs 
at some point of time. Due to serious downturn in the 
world oil crude price in 2016, a large number of drilling 
campaigns was cut back, which  resulted in the severe 
job deficiency.

Not surrendering the difficulties and challenges 
occurred recently, the company took the initiative to 
looking for jobs in regional market and has achieved 
several initial successes in providing the drilling crews 
to work on geothermal land-rigs in Japan through 
cooperating with Japanese  partner from June of 
2016. Being aware of an enormous potential market, 

however, Japan market has  the stringent requirements 
for not only experience, skills, specialist knowledge 
but also for a high discipline, PVD Offshore’s board 
management deliberately picked out the outstanding 
crews to participate in this contract with the prime 
purpose of delivering the best performance, creating the 
prestige for PVD Offshore to approach and  participate 
in this market. Hitherto, the drilling crews provided 
by PVD Offshore have received the positive comments 
from Japanese client in term of their competencies, 
experience as well as discipline. Base on this 
achievement, PVD Offshore will continuously promote 
the manpower supply services in Japan market. t. In 
addition, PVD Offshore also makes an attempt to develop 
this service in Middle East by participating in bids, 
agencies and so on.. PVD Offshore looks forward to the 
opportunities to penetrate this potential market.

EXPAND MANPOWER SERVICE OVERSEAS 
(continued)

EXPAND MANPOWER SERVICES TO OVERSEAS 
MARKETS

The right and adequate business strategy focusing on 
development of three core services as Engineering 
Design & Manufacturing; Rental of Wellhead/ Mudline 
Suspension system; OCTG and manpower supply is a 
critical factor has helped PVD Tech overcome the current 
market difficulty, maintained production activities and 
consolidate its internal resources to oppose numerous 
challenges coming from the long term downtrend of oil 
price. .     

The above was Proen bycompany success in expanding 
the services of providing highs skilled manpower to 
the regional market. This was a significant progress of 
PVD Tech in such a tough context. In details, in 2016, 
the company provided totally 264 employees consists of 
engineers, technicians, workers… working for the fabri-
cating and maintenance projects in Singapore, Norway 
and Australia which generated the revenue of USD2.37 
millions for the company.. This achievement has brought 
the great encourage for  the whole company employees 
and was a milestone marked the success of the Com-
pany in providing the services to overseas market which 

has been targeted during last three years. 
This success helped the company open the door to the 
international market, however, bring the challenges 
to company as well, due to working overseas, besides 
the high requirement in term of  knowledge, working 
experiences and skills of the employees, fluent English 
communication, high discipline and level of adaptation to 
the working environment, weather are also  the needs.  
Nonetheless, with the great determination and base on 
the above achievement, PVD Tech will make efforts to 
meet the clients’ requirements. 

In year of 2017, PVD Tech will constantly execute the 
same projects for the foreign customers. By the end 
of February 2017, the company has signed four (04) 
Contracts with the totl contract value approximate of 
USD765.000 for some well-known clients in Norway 
and Singapore such as Baltec, NOV, Total Air Pollution 
Control Pty Ltd. While the domestic market has not 
recovered yet, these achievement will be  the motivation 
for PVD Tech development and significantly contribute to 
the development of PV Drilling Corporation. 

MANUFACTURE  & MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
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In the internationalization trend today, ‘export’ is not 
only a strategic orientation but also a vital responsibility 
to maintain and ensure sustainable growth, minimizing 
risks for production and business activities. Although 
the concept of “export training” is a relatively new 
to developing countries, this is gradually become an 
integral part of PVD Training’s development strategy 
“Beyond vision, Transcend the sea” as well as Vietnam 
oil and gas industry during the recession of the current 
petroleum industry. In recent years, with continuous 
efforts, PVD Training, a subsidiary of PV Drilling, proud 
to be a leader training provider in Vietnam providing 
vocational and certification training program which is 
recognized by international petroleum industry in the 
areas of safety and technical training. PVD Training 
is also the only center in Vietnam accredited by 
international organizations OPITO and IWCF (UK) for 
offshore safety training and well control. 

Anticipating rapid internationalization trend, PVD 
Training, without exception, is one of the pioneer in 
the oil industry which brought training services abroad 
through projects with linked foreign training partners 
from Singapore, Malaysia, Myanmar, Iran, Norway, the 
UK, Australia, Brunei ... “Beyond vision, Transcend 
the sea” strategy has been at PVD Training long-term 
strategic plan, from deploying innovative solutions, 
professionalism training programs, competitive pricing 
to service quality , in response to the general quality 
standards in the service sector within and beyond the 
oil and gas industry. In 2015, PVD Training is honored to 
be voted as a worldwide standardized training center by 
international magazine AI and “Company of The Year” 
– The Leading Drilling Well Control Training Centre – 
by Business Worldwide Magazine in London - United 
Kingdom in 2016. 

“EXPORT TRAINING”

Within last year, PVD Training is honored by the 
International Organization for Standardization (IWCF) 
for its recognized training and certification program for 
Well Intervention engineers along with the certificate 
and training program for Well Control Engineer (Level 2, 
3, 4).  PVD Training is also proud to be the first Training 
provider in Viet Nam provided Vietnamese trainers who 
has certified by the IWCF International Organization to 
conduct all of levels of IWCF Well Control program. This 
is also an important mark that further contributing to 
the development of the human resources in Vietnam 
oil and gas industry, which in line with the quality of 
international lecturers.

The investment in equipment and models to improve the 
quality of training is also very necessary, therefore PVD 
Training has strongly invested in two models DrillSIM 20 
and DrillSIM 50 in 2016 with in line with its strategic plan 
of transcend the sea”

Currently, PVD Training services has received a lot 
of attention and support from domestic and foreign 
customers. Typically, in 2016, the number of IWCF 
courses held increased dramatically with a passing rate 
of participant is 90-100%. The proportion of foreigners’ 
participant of international contractors make up has 
attended about 50% of the total number of participants.

In addition, PVD Training continues to focus on 
developing new training and diversification services 
with hundreds of self-study courses (Petroleum Open 
Learning-POL), Online Simulation Training, on-site 
training in Rigs, Vessels, and Workshop... Continuing to 
gain certification for new training programs that meet 
market demands of international organizations such as 
OPITO for Major Emergency Management, Banksman 
& Slinger ... and many advanced training topics which 
including Rig Inspection, Dropped Objects, Subsea 
Pipeline Engineering, Gas Conditioning & Processing, 
ROV ... The diversification of training types and topics 
is  the advanced solution that offers a wide variety of 

options for all levels from management to staff, while 
enhancing the quality of human resources in the oil and 
gas industry, the drilling industry in both domestic and 
foreign markets. 

With 9 years of establishment and development, the 
company has experienced many difficulties. However, 
with the efforts in research and innovation, the 
improvement of facilities as well as the investment 
in resources and people, PVD Training has achieved 
certain successes in the country as well as within the 
region. PVD Training has built and affirmed its brand 
name, which is trusted by many customers, partners 
in the industry and other sectors, both national and 
international wide. Overcoming difficulties, challenges, 
success in increased investment, developing abroad, 
winning projects for training services, providing short-
term human resources are importance and significance 
that further demonstrated PVD Training is not only 
recognized in the country but also within the region. 
Proud to be part of the pioneer team in the oil and gas 
drilling industry in Vietnam, the efforts of PVD Training 
has contributed significantly to the brand name of PV 
Drilling in the international market.

In 2016, PVD Offshore, 
PVD Training, and PVD Tech 
have achieved great results in 
developing services overseas. 
In 2017, PV Drilling continues to 
encourage providing services 
outside Vietnam.

EXPAND MANPOWER SERVICE OVERSEAS 
(continued)
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PLAN TO OPTIMIZE AND REDUCE PRODUCTION 
AND BUSINESS EXPENSES IN 2017

Year 2017 continues to be seen as a more challenging 
year for the oil and gas industry. Although surplus 
supplies in the world market are projected to decline 
in 2017, there is still a lot of uncertainty about the 
recovery of oil price in the short term. Facing these 
difficulties and challenges, the BOD continues directing 
to strengthen financial management, implement cost 
optimization and reduction and comprehensively across 
all cost items and streamline resources to maintain 
production and business activities and fulfill the 
assigned objectives. Specific solutions include:
- Continue to deploy solutions to optimize cost of 
production and business activities implemented in 2016 
focusing on 4 key groups:

• Rig operation cost management:  Operation cost 
reduction is a solution for PV Drilling to sustain in 
the period of low rig rental price and extended idling 
period through the following solutions:

 · Stringent control and reduce  cost of purchasing 
materials and equipment for drilling rig;

 · Self-repair and self-maintenance of machinery and 
equipment; repair and restore damaged equipment/
systems instead of outsourcing or purchasing new 
ones;

 · Strengthen inventory management by consolidating 
and reviewing the minimum / maximum level of 
material inventory; coordinating, and prioritize 
internal transfer between Business units within the 
Corporation to maximize internal resources.

• Human resources cost: the BOD has carefully 
considered when making decision to cut salary and 
other expenses related to human resources. Moreover, 
this solution also demonstrates unity, solidarity and 
willingness of all employees to share difficulties with 
PV Drilling. The solutions are as follow:

 · Review staff workload and cut down on working hours 
in accordance with the amount of work to reduce 
salary cost;

 · Continue to avocate the replacement of high-wage 
foreign staff by Vietnamese staff with equivalent 
qualification but lower salary cost;

 · Stop recruitment and postpone employment contracts 
of idling staff; arrange concurrent position to optimize 
human resources.

• Commercial cost:
 · Continue negotiating with suppliers of goods/services 

to reduce purchasing prices or to increase payment 
discount rates in the circumstance where oil price fall 
is affecting the entire oil and gas industry;

 · Look for competitive suppliers to purchase raw 
materials; utilize internal resources to manufacture 
products instead of purchasing finished goods to save 
cost;

 · Take advantage of the Science and Technology 
Development Fund to invest and purchase necessary 
assets. Focus on research and innovation projects in 
science and technology to prepare for development 
potential when the market thrives again.

• Administrative cost:  Maintain the current optimization 
solutions and continue to cut expenses such as: 
gift expenses, hospitality party expenses, cellphone 
expenses, transportation expenses, etc. In addition, the 
Corporation also communicates and promotes the saving 
culture to all staff.

- Restructure the Corporation in accordance with the 
Decision No. 01/12/2016 /QD-HĐQT dated 19/12/2016 of 
the Board of Directors to change and adjust the business 
model in accordance with the current market, help 
PV Drilling to overcome difficulties, challenges and 
maintain sustainable development in the future. The 
restructuring is centered around the following: 

• Organizational restructure
Focus on the organizational structure throughout the 
Corporation and Business units. From there, assess 
the effectiveness of each management model as well 
as the role of each function in the value chain of each 
Busines unit. Accordingly, models, departments or 
functions which are no longer suitable with the current 
conditions will be adjusted, removed or restructured 
to reduce management and operation costs while still 
ensuring business objectives.

The organizational restructure has been carried out 
through a unified and strictly controlled roadmap 
to ensure its relevance and the continuation of 
production and business activities of the Corporation 
and its Business units as well as PV Drilling’s 
reputation.

Optimize current insfrastructure
Since most Business units have offices in Ho 
Chi Minh City and warehouses in Vung Tau, the 
restructure will review the utilization rate of these 
infrastructures to plan for internal use, reduce rental 
costs and optimize the efficiency during the current 
difficult times. 

Human resource restructure
As one of the key tasks of the Restructuring Project, 
human resource restructuring is carried out at each 
department and function to review all personnel’s 
work efficiency and then make adjustments in 
line with business objectives. In addition, the BOD 
pays close attention to the training of Vietnamese 
employees to replace foreign personnel and the 
posibility of combining internal resources among 
Business units to carry out services.  

Re-assess principal services
Under the restructuring program, principal service 
of each BU will be re-evaluated for its effectiveness 
to have solutions such as: replacement, transfer 
to specialized units or to consider developing new 
services meeting market demand.

Facing with slow recovery in oil prices as well 
as unpredictable market movement expected in 
2017, the optimization and cost reduction are vital 
tasks to help PV Drilling to overcome difficulties 
and maintain operation; paving a foundation for 
PV Drilling to continue to assert its position as the 
Pioneer of Vietnam Driller.
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1. HSEQ Overview  
Being an international drilling contractor, PV Drilling 
is dealing with numerous risks, especially the risks 
of health, safety, environment and service quality 
(HSEQ). Hence, since establishment and throughout 
15 years of development, HSEQ activities are always 
put on the top priorities of PVD, not only this is the first 
criteria of an international drilling contractor but also 
its performance can impact directly to the corporate’s 
reputation. Addition, the excellent HSEQ indicators will 
be a competitive advantage, especially in the current 
context of globalization. 

A strong HSEQ management system is a unified 
and synchronized system from the head quarter to 
its subsidiraries. PV Drilling is proud of its success 
in building an effective HSEQ management system, 
creating its reputation in Vietnam and regional market.

This integrated system is ensured the consistence in 
principle of PVD HSEQ policy and widely spreads out to 
all the employees.

2. Advantages and disadvantages of HSEQ activities 
In recent years, the drastically fall in crude oil price 
has brought a lots of difficulties to PV Drilling in terms 
of maintaining and improving the effectiveness of 
HSEQ-MS. Confronting to those difficulties, PVD has 
established an owned HSEQ strategy which utilizes the 
internal resources. The most notably of this strategy is 
to establish the new HSEQ management system at each 
subsidiary which is supported by HSEQ Division instead 
of outsourced firms;

The below is the core principle of PV Drilling’s HSEQ 
Policy, which has been established since the first 
issuance:“Every hazard and risk, which could lead to 
the harm to people, damage to company and/or the 
environment, can be prevented or alleviated.” 

This golden principle has demonstrated the 
determination of PV Drilling top management toward 
a safe operation without incidents harming to human 
being, assets and environment. 

PV Drilling’s HSEQ-MS is an integration of  3 systems 
as ISO 9001: 2008 for Quality Management; ISO 14001: 
2004 for Environmental Management and OHSAS 
18001: 2007 for Occupational Health and Safety 
Management.

In addition, the advance training programs for 
Vietnamese employees who have com-petencies 
replacing the expatriates for the high postions on 
offshore rigs such as Tool-pusher, Barge Captain, 
Chief Me-chanic, Chief Electrician, Chief ET, Safety 
Training Coordinator ... are also promoted in the whole 
corporation.

The above training strategy is proven to be efficient as all 
the new promoted person-nels are doing their jobs well 
and gain high appreciation as well as credibility by the 
clients. 

In 2016, at both corporate’s and subsidi-ary’s 
management review meetings, PVD top managements 
strongly committed to maintain and improve the 
effectiveness of the HSEQ-MS for the upcoming years. 

Health-Safety-Environment & Quality Management 
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The high HSEQ performance of year 2016 is the great 
encouragement not only for HSEQ staffs but also for the 
corporation, especially in the context of oil price slump. 
Moreover, it is also a highlight in PVD HSEQ activities. 

In 2016, the objective of free lost-time in-cident (Zero 
LTI) operations was achieved by the entire PV Drilling’s 
fleet and on-shore facilites. This is one of the most im-
portant criteria of an international drilling contractor. For 
instance, PV Drilling I jack-up rig reached the milestone 
of 9 consecu-tive years Zero LTI; PV DRILLING II and PV 
DRILLING III both made 7 years Zero LTI achievement; 
PV DRILLING V and DRILLING VI  respectively achieved 4 
years and 2 years safe operation without any LTI. Not to 
mention, in 2016, all of well services and production of 
PVD also achieved this safety record.

3. HSEQ Orientation and Commitment of PVD top 
management. 
 
In 2017, the HSEQ orientation of PVD is to maintain zero 
lost time incidents (Zero LTI). 
In order to achieve this objective, PV Drill-ing strongly 
commits to carry out a well inspection/audit program as 
well as en-hance the internal HSEQ training. 

In addition, according to the client’s drill-ing plan, the 
number of times of changing drilling rigs from stacked 
status to opera-tion and vice versa will be the highest 
to date. Meanwhile, the readiness and capaci-ty of the 
equipment and the risks of failure will greatly depend on 
the rig maintenance during warm or cold stacked. 

 Those require PV Drilling maintaining a crew during 
stacked time with a lowest cost while ensuring the 
sufficiency to keep the rigs in the best conditions, which 
will be ready for operation upon requested as well as 
response emergency situations oc-cured.
Besides, the integrated HSEQ-MS will be revised in 
accordant with the requirements of new versions of ISO 
9001: 2015 and ISO 14001: 2015. Expectedly, all of those 
re-vised documents will be finished and certi-fied by a 
prestigious certificated firm at the end of this year.

The HSEQ innovations and solutions shall be 
encouraged and promoted in the whole corporation. 
improvements could be found in the development of 
management system documentation, human resources 
and train-ing, or the application of information 
technology for management. 

4. HSEQ resources 
In recent years, HSEQ staffs have been improving both 
in competencies and professions through internal and 
external training courses. 

Despite the recent decrease of oil and gas industry, 
PV Drilling HSEQ team with more than 50 members 
strongly commits to fulfill HSEQ’s goals. In terms of 
improving the competency, along with organizing the 
internal training courses, seminars and other experience 
exchange via HSE channel, newsletter, emails and so on, 
PV Drilling HSEQ staffs are encouraged to continuously 
develop themselves through their daily works. 

Can say that these above solutions have enhanced the 
effectiveness and efficiency of HSEQ activities at PV 

MAINTAIN SUSTAINABLE VALUES - UPGRADE SERVICE 
QUALITY (continued) 

Drilling. In addition, the success of establishing safety 
culture in the whole corporation, in which states out  
Safety is a Must and Responsibility of each employee 
is highly appreciated by the Corporation’s Board of 
Management and Clients. 

Confronting the new challenges of the year 2017, HSEQ 
team strongly commit to fulfill the duties, to accomplish 
the targets in order to keep PV Drilling’s reputable image 
in the regional and international markets

5. HSEQ key activities
Over 15 years of development, PV Drilling has been mak-
ing new strides towards the corporate goals of safety 
operation and sustainable development. 

In 2016, the HSEQ key activities imple-mented by PV 
Drilling are as follows: 

 · Safety campaigns:  PV Drilling organized the quarterly 
safety campaign to raise the safety awareness at all 
drilling rigs and production facilities of the corporation. 
Each campaign is focused on a key safety topic in rig 
operation, such as: protection of property integrity, 
occupational disease, environmental protection and 
prevention of slips, trips and falls. The information is 
communicated through media like videos, posters, 
presentations and discussions at weekly safety 
meeting.  

 · Inspection and audit program: More than 50 programs 
related to HSEQ internal and external inspection/
audit   were conducted in 2016 at PV Drilling. Resulting 
from these programs, good points as well as non-

conformances were widely shared amongst the 
subsidiaries to further improve on HSEQ management 
activities, ensuring the achievement of HSEQ goals for 
the entire Corporation. 

 · Implementing IT in HSEQ management: In order to 
improve efficiently magement and usage HSEQ-MS, 
legal and technical documents such as manuals or 
instructions, a document control system of PV Drilling 
have to be deployed at the internal portals, available at 
both onshore facilities and offshore rigs. In 2016, JSA 
Application was successfully upgraded and applied 
to all PV Drilling rigs. Also, the occupational health 
management application is under-construction and 
will be deployed in early 2017. 

 · Improving service quality:  To ensure the highest 
service quality, PV Drilling always commits to maintain 
a comprehensive quality management system.
Solutions and tools have been developed and applied 
to optimize the resources ensuring the adequate 
supplies for both production and business activities, 
such as: KPIs, Maximo inventory management 
program and Optimize Spare System. 

 · Risk Assessment and Environmental Impact 
Assessment: This is one of the integrated procedures 
of OHSAS 18001: 2007 and ISO 14001: 2004 
management systems. Based on the assessment 
outputs, the neccesary measure controls are set 
up in place to mitigate the assessed risks as low as 
tolerable, to ensure job can be done safely and to 
minimize the resources used as well as the emissions 
to the environment.  
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 · PVD Observation Card Program: Oservation cards 
program has been successfully implemented for years 
at PV Drilling and delivered the practical effects in 
terms of safety operation enhancement. It has also 
contributed significantly in building the Corporation 
safety culture. Whenever an unsafe factor or condition 
is observed, anyone on site has the right to request 
for a temporary stop to exchange his/her concerns, 
then the person in charged must immediately react 
to eliminate the identified hazard before resuming 
to work. With this empowerment, the employee 
is expected to gradually develop a safe response 
mechanism, being more sensitive of unsafe factors, 
thus can be more active in protecting themselves, 
co-workers from being harmed as well as protect 
the environment. As a result, it makes the employees 
participate in the HSEQ management activities at 
anytime, anywhere.The total number of PVD Card 
in 2016 recorded at 28,564 Cards in which 95% from 
offshore drilling rigs, the working platform with high 
risks.  

 · Lost Time Incident Frequency Rate and Total 
Recordable Incident Frequency Rate

 · One of the most important indicators is the 
actual hours of safe working, deter-mined by the 
period of time, counted from the time that the 
most recent lost time in-cident has taken place 
to the time of re-porting. This indicator the safer 
operation is which means the safety has been well 

maintained for years. 
 · LTIFR (Lost Time Incident Frequen-cy Rate) 
indicator is calculated by multi-plying the number 
of LTIs by 1,000,000 and divide by total manhours. 
This is very important critieria to compare the 
safety indicator between Drilling Contractors 
ac-cording to IADC incident statistics pro-gram 
reporting guidelines. 

 · TRIFR (Total Recordable Incident Frequency Rate) 
is calculated by multi-plying the total number of 
recordable inci-dents by 1,000,000 and divide by 
total manhours. This indicator is required to be 
reported to the International Association of Drilling 
Contractors (IADC). In contrast to the indicator of 
safe worked hours, the lower the indicators LTIFR 
/ TRIFR mean the safer operation. In 2016, at PV 
Drilling, the LTIFR and TRIFR are respectively 0.00 
and 0.37; These indicators for offshore drilling 
rigs are respectively 0.00 and 0.88 which are much 
better than the numbers of IADC for Asia-Pacific 
region.

Safety indicators
 · The safety indicators are usually only the incident 

records in general. However, PV Drilling has always 
recorded all the direct and indirect safety data for 
an effective management, such as: the number of 
incidents, the number of near-miss incidents, the 
number of HSE trainings and the number of internal 
and external audits, etc.

Year
Office

man-hours Onshore Offshore Totalg
2012 1,957,340 facilities rigs 6,017,960

2013 1,929,276 man-hours man-hours 6,091,526

2014 1,305,906 1,069,876 3,486,874 5,862,656

2015    1,574,214    1,197,945    3,326,970 6,099,129

2016 1,444,090 826,729 1,130,464 3,401,283

LTIFR and TRIFR
The number of safe working hours is an important 
indicator. This is the period from the time that last Lost 
Time Incident occurred until the reporting time. The 
higher of this indicator, the more effectiveness of safety 
management is.

Besides, the Lost time incident frequency rate (LTIFR) 
which calculated by multiplying the number of LTI in 
given accounting period by 1 million worked hours and 
dividing the result by the number of hours worked in the 
same accounting period. The LTIFR is the basis for the 
customers to evaluate PV Drilling’s safety management 
performance to other competitors.

The Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) 
indicator is defined by the total recorded numbers of 
incidents over 1 million worked hours and this rate is 
periodically reported to the International Association Of
Drilling Contractors (IADC). The smaller value of LTIFR 
and TRIFR, the better safety management performance 
is. In particularly, the TRIFR value of PV Drilling in 2014 
is 0.17 which is very small in comparison to 2.18, the 
average TRIFR value of the drilling contractors in Asia 
Pacific region.

MAINTAIN SUSTAINABLE VALUES - UPGRADE SERVICE 
QUALITY (continued)

Safety Ratio 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
PV Drilling LTIFR 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,16 0,00

TRIFR 1,00 0,66 0,34 0,49 0,29

IADC (Industry Totals) LTIFR 1,31 1,29 1,14 0,91 0,67

TRIFR 4,41 4,03 3,76 3,14 2,27

Offshore rigs’ safety indicators of PV Drilling 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
PV Drilling
(Offshore Vietnam)

LTIFR 0,61 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

TRIFR 1,84 0,60 0,29 0,30 0,88

IADC 
(Asia Pacific  Water)

LTIFR 0,89 0,76 0,73 0,31 0,55

TRIFR 2,33 2,72 2,02 1,09 1,52

Incident indicators
All PV Drilling’s subsidiaries are required to record and report all the incident indicators to the Corporation. Not only 
the lost time incidents, but also all the minor and near-miss incidents are also fully recorded and investigated for the 
causes. The corrective and preventive actions then shall be introduced.

Summary of incidents for the whole Corporation from 2012 to 2016
Type of incident 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Near miss 19 8 14 9 9

 Property Damage 16 7 6 10 12

First Aid 8 5 5 10 4

Medical Treatment Case/RWTC 4 2 2 2 1

 LTI - Lost time injury 2 2 0 0 0

Fatality 0 0 0 1 0

The statistical indicators has shown both leading and lagging characteristics. Therefore, the nearmisses situation 
generate forecasting information on the probability of incidence occurrence and also formulate information on the 
weaknesses of the monitoring technique in place. In addition, the investigation in the reasons for the nearmisses 
situation contributes significantly to the continuously updated management system.

KPI: NEARMISSES

PV DRILLING I 10 years Zero LTI

PV DRILLING II 7 years Zero LTI (15/9/2016)

PV DRILLING III 7 years Zero LTI(12/11/2016)

PV DRILLING V 4 years Zero LTI (03/12/2016)

PV DRILLING VI 2 years Zero LTI(28/02/2017)

Legal 
requirements
compliance

No. of un-compliance
times

Total of fine
(VND)

2015  0  0 

2016  0  0 

Year
Oil spill 

incidence
2012  0 

2013  0 

2014  0 

2015  0 

2016  0 

Year
Dangerous 
waste (tons)

Normal waste 
(tons)

2014 262 260

2015 473 342

2016 325 259

Programs 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Annual Health Checkup 98% 98% 98% 96% 98%

Labor working in harsh 
conditions to have health 
examination every 6 months

90% 99,3% 100% 100% 100%

Labor diagnosed with 
occupational health disease

0 0 0 0 0

Zero LTI certification
Oil spills that seriously
harm the environment Waste emission

Legal requirements compliance Employee’s health care
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I. OPTIMIZING HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
TO OVERCOME CHALLENGES 
Despite the difficulties coming from downtrend of oil 
price is going onand the service price has been reduced 
roughly, PV Drilling constantly focuses on human resource 
management, maintaining the service quality customers. 
In 2016 and forthcoming years, PV Drilling has defined to 
make effort for retaining the employees’ competency and 
loyalty by flexible and sufficient human resource solutions 
as follows: 

For the technical 
employees, the function 
departments and 
subsidiaries utilizes 
the low working season 
for internal training, 
technical workshops 
or seminars. The 
supervisors or managers 
play the roles as trainers, 
coaches and mentors as 
well. 

For the rig-based employees, the 
succession plans have been going 
continuously and properly. The 
participants of these plans can 
approach learning resources as DVD, 
technical books, guidelines … and onsite 
practices by competency task list with 
the mentoring and coaching of their 
supervisors or managers. 

For office employees, the 
individual development plans 
(IDP) has been initiated, 
whereby the employees 
can decide the appropriate 
approaches to develop their 
competencies following a 
defined career path. By doing 
so, they can choose learning 
on job, coaching by senior 
colleagues or supervisors 
instead of traditional training

1. Foster competency development  
The competency development plans, succession 
plans have been maintained flexibly, sufficiently and 
appropriately in line with the current business context. 
In the recent, the competency development is deployed 
flexibly with the orientation of promoting coaching 
sessions, self-teaching, internal training courses with an 
optimal cost

2. Retain compensational policies as Collective 
Labor Agreement 
Although the company is facing difficulties in business, 
PV Drilling always tries to retain compensations for 
employees in order to support them in the circumstance 
of low income. Respondingly, at the annual employee 
conference, PV Drilling has received the commitment 
from all the employees to oppose the challenges   
together. 

3. Optimizing the human resources
By optimizing human resource solutions such as 
internal transfer in lieu of new recruitment, extend the 
hitch break, PV Drilling tries to retain works as much as 
possible for all the employees, especially for those who 
have engaged their life with PV Drilling over  15 years of 
development. 

II. SOLUTIONS  
In the positive perspective, the current downturn is 
also a chance for PV Drilling to review, evaluate and 
restructure both incorporate organization and resourc-
es management system. PV Drilling will persevere in 
finding and implementing the breakthrough solutions in 
term of technology and human resources to overcome 
this challenge.  

1. Organizational solution
Throughout the reviewing and restructuring process, PV 
Drilling has reorganized its function departments, units 
with appropriate sizes in order to get through the current 
difficulties and meet with its long term development 
target.  

Being a service provider, PV Drilling’s organization and 
decentralization are oriented toward the dynamism 
of the enterprise and the multi-competencies of the 
employees to meet with customer’s requirement and 
market demand in term of quality and cost. 

Ensure manpower competency to maintain service quality 

2. Human resource solution 
Over 15 years of development, PV Drilling have created 
itself the core values which motivates the corporate 
development, and those core values will leverage PV 
Drilling overcoming the current challenges and the 
next years. Those core values are: People, Integrity and 
Professionalism.   

In 2016, PV Drilling issued Business Code of Conduct 
(BCOC) based on corporate core values and critical suc-
cess factors of PV Drilling.

PV Drilling will spread out BCOC to the employees, 
partners, clients and stake holders in the appropriate 
approaches in order to maintain and enhance those 
values. Besides that, PV Drilling will have the consistent 
solutions to: 

 · Build up and promote the corporation culture 
through implementing BCOC;  

 · Make PV Drilling core values become core 
competencies of PV Drilling workforce, 
especially management level; 

 · Orient the employees on core values through 
training programs and development plans; 

 · Build up a professional image for PV Drilling 
not only in its field but also in Vietnam and 
worldwide.  

MAINTAIN SUSTAINABLE VALUES - UPGRADE SERVICE 
QUALITY (continued)
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Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) System at PV 
Drilling is in charged by the Internal Audit Division 
with the consultation from Ernst & Young Vietnam 
–  a leading Audit and Advisory firm. Over 2 years of 
developing and implementing, ERM System recently has 
achieved significant results by following the best practice 
and international standards and being suitable with the 
typical of petroleum drilling industry in Vietnam. The 
results are specific as follows:   

Completing the ERM Framework  
Based on the existing risk management scheme, PV 
Drilling has developed the ERM Framework including: 
Charter of ERM Funtion to organize and monitor 
ERM structure matching with specific authorities, 
roles and responsibilities of each specific person; 
finish establishing ERM risk indicators system such 
as Risk Appetites, Risk Parameters and ERM Policy 
with operational procedures for risk identification, 
risk analysis, risk assessment, risk response and risk 
monitoring as well as reporting system to support risk 
management activities. 

Identifying and managing Corporate Top Risk Profile 
The system has helped Functional Divisions at 
Head Office and BUs have a comprehension on  risk 
identification  and build Risk Profile that includes top 
risks associated with business objectives from which 
concentrate its resources for controls and prevention to 
mitigate the impact of the risks that may occur.

Training ERM intensive skills for Employees 
The employees who engaged in implementing the ERM 
System (including: Risk Committee, ERM Function, Risk 
Coordinator in BUs/Division, Technical Support Team) 
have been trained the advanced skills in ERM, hence, 
they are able to identify, assess and provide effectively 
risk treatment measures. In addition, ERM Function 

From a small workshop, PV Drilling 
develops into a great company with 
multiple services, creating added value to 
clients together with investment .

Completing Enterprise Risk Management System

is always updating and disseminating ERM latest 
knowledge and technique to specialized staff through 
ERM Handbook. 

Integrating ERM with Corporate Governance
ERM System will be truely effective when it becomes 
a valuable support tool for the BOD in business 
management. Therefore, ERM System at PV Drilling 
is integrated with Corporate Governance through risk 
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reporting mechanism using information available in 
management reports, operating reports with appropriate 
frequency. This has helped Managements have full 
information on risk management to make appropriate 
and timely decisions in daily operations. 

Forming ERM culture throughout the Corporation  
ERM culture is formed distinctly from the corporate 
managements to Staffs, which is reflected through their 
compliance with ERM Process, as well as proactively 
identification ofpotential risks from daily works  to 
planning strategy and budget. Communication 
activities to enhance ERM culture are always focused 
in PV Drilling such as: the quarterly ERM Newsletter, 
the short films are shown at the office and risk 
management seminar sessions…      
 
Developing ERM System 
In order to constantly improve and professionalize the 
ERM System, PV Drilling has established a roadmap 
to integrate this system with the ERP Oracle system - 
Phase 3 (Business Intelligence) toward a centralized 
and consistent management based on the information 
technology foundation that will help the  Senior 
Managements monitor, identify, examine and respond 
timely and consistentlythose risks  throughout the 
Corporation.  Besides, implementing system team has 
developed the Key Risk Indicators (KRIs), an important 
tool to support early warning of the ocurrance of the 
identified top risks, from which the Managements will 
make timely decision to handle. 

Not only being the pioneer in developing and 
implementing the completed ERM System in Vietnam 
and particularly in the oil and gas industry, the results 
coming from ERM have provedthe right direction of PV 
Drilling toward the sustainable development, enhancing  
corporate value, strengthening competitive advantages, 
and increasing company credit to Shareholders and 
Partners 

Evaluate and 
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Treat and  
     Manage

      Monitor and 
Report Xác định và 

       nhận diện
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CONNECTION OF LOVE AND HUMANITY
fulfilling its targets of business performance in all 
aspects of revenue, profit after tax, contribution to 
the State Budget, Tax responsibility, and especially 
participating in the Social Corporate Responsibility 
(CSR) Program of Petrovietnam. PV Drilling is fully 
aware of the significance to implement the CRS 
activities as they are among the top political tasks to 
any enterprises in Vietnam. Until now, our current 
statistics showed a total sponsored donation of more 
than VND 300 billion. PV Drilling has built above 2000 
charity houses for the poor in remote areas in Tra 
Vinh, Kien Giang, Hau Giang, Tay Ninh, Quang Tri, Ha 
Giang, Lai Chau, Binh Phuoc, An Giang, etc. ; erected 
5 bridges in Kien Giang and Quang Binh provinces; 
constructed 6 medic centers in Thai Binh, Hung 
Yen, Quang Binh, Quang Nam and one in  Song Tu 
Tay island, Truong Sa province, sponsored the heart 
surgery for more than 100 underprivileged children; 
offered food-safety inspection equipment and medical 
facilities for the Cancer Hospitals in Ho Chi Minh, Da 
Nang and Ha Noi.PV Drilling saved a great concern for 
the poor and affected residents in flooded areas of the 
Central Coasts, Central Highlands, and underprivileged 
children at remote areas in Ly Son town of Quang Ngai 
province and other places including Thua Thien Hue, 
Can Gio –Ho Chi Minh, Binh Phuoc... 

Our attention is also directed to other supporting 
activities for war heroes and wounded veterans and 
their families, for those who contributed to the success 
of the Communist Revolution. A highlight in our CSR 
effort is the SOS Children Village in Thai Binh province 
with the total investment of USD 2 million (50% 
contributed by PV Drilling). This Village has the capacity 
to nurture 120-140 homeless children and orphans 
on regular basis. Its operation follows the model of a 
true family with 4 basic pedagogical principles of SOS 
International Organization - “Parents, Brothers-Sisters, 

Family and Community”. It has one kindergarten school 
that could cater to receive 200 infants and children. 
PV Drilling’s efforts in CSR activities are the 
confirmation of our pursuit for an elevated culture 
of love, humanity and civilization. Through CSR 
implementation, PV Drilling can contribute a certain 
part to the grand scheme of Petrovietnam, the 
Government and Communist Party toward the anti-
poverty battle. We now could witness the positive 
changes in many places where our modest assistance 
and support arrived to the people. We could see the 
homeless having a home, the sick enjoying better 
medical treatment, the children traveling on solid roads 
and bridges, studying in better-furnished schools and 
enjoying their times on safe playgrounds. That is the 
sheer happiness that PV Drilling have the privileges to 
feel through our CSR activities.

300
2,000
Solidarity Houses  
for the Poor

15
    schools

5 1

Build Build

Upgrade

Donate

mil.
usd

for the SOS 
Thai Binh Village

Corporate Social Responsibility Activities

MAINTAIN SUSTAINABLE VALUES - UPGRADE SERVICE 
QUALITY (continued)

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
With 15 years of establishment and development,
PV Drilling always highlighted its sense of responsibility 
to the community, society, and spared a considerable 
amount of its profit on SCR activities. With the aim of 
“comprehensive development and contribution to the 
community for a long-term wellness”, PV Drilling truly 
hope that our practical activities shall contribute to the 
society and community to be more and more developed 
and civilized.

A. SUPPORTING EDUCATION - SCHOOLS
In acknowledgment that education development is an
important foundation for national and social development 
of Vietnam, PV Drilling always spends a large part of 
our budget on these activities such as building new 
kindergartens, elementary schools, boarding houses 
for students, improving learning conditions, sponsoring 
scholarships for the underprivileged, offering both 
physical and spiritual opportunities for them to catch a 
brighter future.
In 2016, PV Drilling disbursed about VND 4,7 billion for the
above-mentioned activities, which were implemented in
many provinces throughout the country such as Quang 
Nam, Thai Binh etc. Besides, the Corporation offered 
many scholarships for local students on the occasion of 
inaugurating news schools:

12,7 BILLION VND FOR EDUCATION
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

 · Give the jackets to children at Thuy Truong, Thai 
Thuy, Dinh Phung, Kien Xuong - Thai Binh, support 
the construction of marine institution.

 · Give presents to children at Dang Ha - Bu Dang  
(assigning to PVD Logging’s union to perform)

B. TIGHTENING THE RELATIONSHIP WITH
EMPLOYEES
Being aware that employees are the best asset of the
organization, PV Drilling always focuses on caring for
their mental and physical lives, contributing to ensuring
social security and stability, and especially to tighten
the relationship with its employees. In 2015, PV Drilling
spent over VND 500 million to support for some of its
employees, who had to deal with difficult circumstances
or had serious diseases. In addition, the Corporation
also disbursed some budget to buy gifts for its staff on
occasion of Lunar new year.

C. OTHER CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
ACTIVITIES
Beside the above-mentioned programs, in 2016 PV 
Drilling disbursed almost VND 7 billion to implement 
many other
charitable - gratitude offer activities such as supporting to 
the Association of Vietnam Protection Children Rights,
Vietnam Women’s Union, building the Cultural Houses, 
and donating for the poor.

TRAINING CRITERIA
In 2016, due to the declining oil and gas market, 
PV Drilling mainly focuses on the mandatory courses, 
reinforce internal training, concentrates on training the 
staff with high-quality, young drilling engineers to replace 
key personnel on rigs. Currently, PV Drilling step-by-
step replaced the foreign staff on rigs by Vietnamese 
personnel with the replacement rate of 40% at the end of 
2016.

 · Sponsoring to the pupils at Thuong Kiem, Ninh Binh;
 · Support the construction of the secondary school 

Tran Quy Cap, Thang Binh - Quang Nam;

 · Support the construction of SOS Thai Binh.

bridges
in Kien Giang and 
Quang Binh

  Bil. VND

Total amount of donation
Above
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Sustainable development is the development that 
satisfies current demand without compromising 
demand for next generations. In another way, 
sustainable development must ensure the development 
of economy and social equality in conjunction with 
environmental protection. To achieve this objective, 
all economic-social components, government, social 
organizations must reach a consensus to balance three 
main sectors: Economy-Society-Environment. Being 
one of the leading business in Vietnam, PV Drilling 
recognizes clearly our impact to community and 
society’s sustainable development. We also understand 
that the success of an enterprise is not only illustrated 
by revenue figure on annual report but also outstanding 
and long-term value that this enterprise is able to bring 
to everyone and society.

For PV Drilling, our sustainable development strategy 
geared towards the balance of three factors: Economy 
Growth- Contribution to Society, Environmental 
Protection - Development of Sustainable Development 
with the Government. Abiding by this strategy, PV 
Drilling has been creating a core business value with 
the strategic objective of fulling sufficient business 
conduct. That requires PV Drilling to conduct business 
on the basis of respecting client’s rights and interest and 
gaining prestige.

1. Economy growth: 
With respect to the economy growth, PV Drilling has 
been contributing significantly to the State Budget 
annually. The amount contributed to State Budget in 
2016 had declined compared to previous years due to 
decreasing oil price causing drilling market to suffer, 
only about 30%. However, with great effort of seeking 
clients in potential markets like Japan, Myanmar 
as well as information transparency and legal 
compliance in every aspect of operation, PV Drilling 
constantly achieved the objective of contributing to 
State Budget in 2016. 

2. Contributing to society and protecting 
environment:
PV Drilling has been establishing business culture 
based on critical traditional values of Vietnamese 
people. The Vietnamese culture reflects not only 
activities of both supporting employee and developing 
social community and environment. This is also the 
sustainable development criteria that exist at only 
prestigious enterprises. Continuing this traditions, in 
2016, PV Drilling continued to sponsor many charitable 
events throughout the country. All our activities included: 
supporting poor people, martyr and wounded soldiers, 
orphanaged children, etc. Even during the tough period 
requiring significant cost-reduction, PV Drilling still 
spent budget of 5 billion VND for social and welfare 
activities, including sponsorsing scholarship for poor 
students and pupils and supporting employees in need.

With the objective of protecting environment for 
sustainable development, besides the drilling service 
provision, PV Drilling also supplied a distinct service 
that is directly related to the local environmental 
activities. The Oil Spill Response Service assists 
clients in minimizing risks and damages related to 
offshore oil spill accidents. The offshore accidents on 
the Southern Vietnam have been actively supported 
by PV Drilling’s oil spill response personnel over the 
past years. In 2016, PV Drilling’s oil spill response 
personnel assisted NASOS effectively in fulfilling 
assigned responsibilities, contributing to the 
protection of Ba Ria- Vung Tau sea and local areas. 

3. Developing sustainable relationship with the 
Government:
Oil and gas is one of the key industries in Vietnam, 
playing an essential role in energy sector and economy 
development. Therefore, the Corporation’s activities 
always closely associated with Petrovietnam and 
other relevant agencies to ensure that PV Drilling 
develops towards the right orientation and strategy 
of this industry. As a service provider, PV Drilling 
understands market activities and unreasonable 
regulations to propose recommendations, cooperate 
and communicate with relevant agencies in order 
to improve regulations and policies applicable to 
economic entities. In particular, PV Drilling has made 
the following contributions:

Developing sustainable relationship with the government 

MAINTAIN SUSTAINABLE VALUES - UPGRADE SERVICE 
QUALITY (continued) 

Petition to the Custom Department regarding to spot 
import-export goods policy:
PV Drilling worked with Customs Department to 
examine and consider special preference for on 
spot import-export goods to expired machines and 
equipment, which helped PV Drilling, reduce transport 
expenses and administrative expense, enhance 
operational efficiency of machines and equipment, 
generate profit and contribute to State budget. In 
addition, PV Drilling has successfully submitted to 
the taxing authority regarding to the issue of allowing 
sub-contractors to be tax exempt similar to the main 
contractors in case of importing machinery and 
equipment to support the oil and gas sector. 

Petition to Ministry of Finance regarding to revision of 
depreciation method:
Due to the distinctive property of the drilling activities, 
drilling service’s revenue has been calculated based on 
the number of operating hours, collected from “Drilling 
Diary”, which was reviewed by both PV Drilling and 
clients. Therefore, to reflect accurately the nature of 
business of providing drilling rigs, PV Drilling petitioned 
to Ministry of Finance for approval of depreciation 
method revision from straight line method to the one 
based on number of operating hours.

In 2017, PV Drilling will continue to study international 
law, petition prefernce policy, increase the 
domesticalization rate similar to some countries in 
the SEA region to support oil and gas companies in 
enhancing competitive capabilities in Vietnam.
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The Board of Directors of Petrovietnam Drilling and Well Services Corporation (the “Company”) presents this report 
together with the translated consolidated financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries (collectively 
referred to as the “Group”) for the year ended 31 December 2016.

THE BOARDS OF MANAGEMENT AND DIRECTORS
The members of the Boards of Management and Directors of the Group who held office during the year and to the date of 
this report are as follows:

Board of Management
Mr, Do Van Khanh
Mr, Do Duc Chien
Mr, Pham Tien Dung
Mr, Duong Xuan Quang
Mr, Le Van Be
Ms, Ho Ngoc Yen Phuong
Mr, Tran Van Hoat
Ms, Pham Thi An Binh
 
Board of Directors 
Mr, Pham Tien Dung President
Mr, Tran Van Hoat                  Vice President
Ms, Ho Ngoc Yen Phuong Vice President (resigned on 10 June 2016)
Mr, Dao Ngoc Anh                  Vice President
Mr, Nguyen Xuan Cuong Vice President 
Mr, Trinh Van Vinh Vice President
Mr, Vu Van Minh                  Vice President
Mr, Ho Vu Hai                  Vice President 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
The Board of Directors of the Group is responsible for preparing the consolidated financial statements in United States 
Dollar (“USD”) for the year ended 31 December 2016, which give a true and fair view of the consolidated financial posi-
tion of the Group as at 31 December 2016, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended in 
accordance with Vietnamese accounting standards, accounting regime for enterprises and legal regulations relating 
to financial reporting. Also, the Board of Directors is responsible for preparing the translated consolidated financial 
statements from the above-mentioned USD consolidated financial statements in accordance with requirements of 
Circular No. 200/2014/TT-BTC (“Circular 200”) dated 22 December 2014 for translation of consolidated financial state-
ments prepared in a foreign currency into Vietnam Dong as disclosed in Note 2 of the Notes to the translated consoli-
dated financial statements. In preparing these translated consolidated financial statements, the Board of Directors is 
required to:

STATEMENT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Pham Tien Dung
President & CEO
27 March 2017

Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
Make judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;

State whether applicable accounting principles have been followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and 
explained in the translated consolidated financial statements; 

Prepare the translated consolidated financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to pre-
sume that the Group will continue in business; and

Design and implement an effective internal control system for the purpose of properly preparing and presenting the 
translated consolidated financial statements so as to minimise errors and frauds.

The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that proper accounting records are kept, which disclose, with 
reasonable accuracy at any time, the consolidated financial position of the Group and that the translated consolidated 
financial statements comply with Vietnamese Accounting Standards, accounting regime for enterprises and legal 
regulations relating to financial reporting. The Board of Directors is also responsible for safeguarding the assets of 
the Group and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of frauds and other irregularities.

The Board of Directors confirms that the Group has complied with the above requirements in preparing these 
translated consolidated financial statements.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors,

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Member
Member 
Member
Member (appointed on 27 July 2016)
Member (resigned on 27 July 2016)
Member
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To: The Shareholders, the Boards of Management and Directors of
  Petrovietnam Drilling and Well Services Corporation

We have audited the accompanying translated consolidated financial statements of Petrovietnam Drilling and Well 
Services Corporation and its subsidiaries (collectively referred to as the “Group”), prepared on 27 March 2017 as set 
out from page 4 to page 40, which comprise the consoliated balance sheet as at 31 December 2016, the consolidated 
statement of income and consolidated statemnet of cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary of significant 
accounting policies and other explanatory information. These translated consolidated financial statements have been 
prepared by the Board of Directors under Vietnamese Accounting Standards, accounting regime for enterprises and 
legal regulations relating to financial reporting and requirements of Circular No. 200/2014/TT-BTC (“Circular 200”) 
dated 22 December 2014 for translation of financial statements prepared in a foreign currency into Vietnam Dong as 
disclosed in Note 2 of the Notes to the translated consolidated financial statements.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these translated consolidated 
financial statements in accordance with Vietnamese Accounting Standards, accounting regime for enterprises and 
legal regulations relating to financial reporting and requirements of Circular 200 for translation of consolidated 
financial statements prepared in a foreign currency into Vietnam Dong and for such internal control as the Board of 
Directors determines is necessary to enable the preparation of translated consolidated financial statements that are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

AUDITORS’ RESPONSIBILITY
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these translated consolidated financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Vietnamese Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we 
comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
translated consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
translated consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including 
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the translated consolidated financial statements, whether 
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditors consider internal control relevant to the 
Group’s preparation and fair presentation of the translated consolidated financial statements in order to design 
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Group’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting 
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors, as well as evaluating 
the overall presentation of the translated consolidated financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit 
opinion.

AUDITORS’ OPINION 
In our opinion, the translated consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 are prepared, 
in all material respects, in accordance with Vietnamese Accounting Standards, accounting regime for enterprises 
and legal regulations relating to financial reporting and requirements of Circular 200 for translation of consolidated 
financial statements prepared in a foreign currency into Vietnam Dong.

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT 
No,: /VN1A-HC-BC

Nguyen Quang Trung
Audit Partner 
Audit Practising Registration Certificate 
No. 0733-2013-001-1
For and on behalf of 
Deloitte Vietnam Company Limited
27 March 2017
Ho Chi Minh City, S.R. Vietnam

Bui Van Trinh
Auditor 
Audit Practising Registration Certificate 
No. 1808-2013-001-1

EMPHASIS OF MATTER
We draw readers’ attention to Note 4 and Note 10 of the Notes to the translated consolidated financial statements 
about the change in depreciation method. Our opinion is not qualified in respect of this matter.

BASIS OF ACCOUNTING AND RESTRICTION ON DISTRIBUTION AND USE
We draw readers’ attention to Note 2 of the Notes to the translated consolidated financial statements, which describes 
the basis of accounting for the translation of the consolidated financial statements. These translated consolidated 
financial statements are prepared to assist the Group to meet the requirements of Circular 200 in disclosure and sub-
mission of consolidated financial statements to State bodies.

OTHER MATTER
The Company has prepared a set of consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 in United 
States Dollar which is its functional currency, in accordance with Vietnamese Accounting Standards, accounting re-
gime for enterprises and legal regulations relating to financial reporting, on which we issued an auditors’ report dated 
27 March 2017 expressing an unqualified opinion. 
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ASSETS Codes Notes Closing balance Opening balance
A, CURRENT ASSETS 100  6,817,358,817,900  3,496,469,368,100 
I. Cash and cash equivalents 110 5  2,782,568,383,500  3,496,469,368,100 
    1. Cash 111  2,508,797,235,400  2,042,430,619,250 
    2. Cash equivalents 112  273,771,148,100  1,454,038,748,850 
II. Short-term financial investments 120  1,678,127,373,200  889,864,501,650 
    1. Held-to-maturity investments 123 6  1,678,127,373,200  889,864,501,650 
III. Short-term receivables 130  1,527,115,872,900  2,755,761,027,600 
    1. Short-term trade receivables 131 7  1,627,239,852,500  2,631,375,343,350 
    2. Short-term advances to suppliers 132  9,683,978,900  70,179,979,650 
    3. Other short-term receivables 136 8  70,009,932,600  67,151,878,750 
    4. Provision for short-term doubtful debts 137 7  (179,924,399,500)  (12,971,542,650)
    5. Deficits in assets awaiting solution 139  106,508,400  25,368,500 
IV. Inventories 140 9  794,986,983,100  1,003,902,846,200 
    1. Inventories 141  944,490,454,300  1,135,809,190,650 
    2. Provision for devaluation of inventories 149  (149,503,471,200)  (131,906,344,450)
V. Other short-term assets 150  34,560,205,200  64,879,512,200 
    1. Short-term prepayments 151  15,773,480,900  25,970,317,150 
    2. Value added tax deductibles 152  14,881,053,100  36,547,791,800 
    3. Taxes and other receivables from State 
budget

153 16  3,905,671,200  2,361,403,250 

B. NON-CURRENT ASSETS 200  16,325,348,249,900  16,704,350,150,050 
I. Long-term receivables 210  16,688,132,000  18,304,899,350 
    1. Other long-term receivables 216  16,688,132,000  18,304,899,350 
II. Fixed assets 220  15,575,544,141,300  15,931,914,930,750 
    1. Tangible fixed assets 221 10  15,390,932,963,600  15,735,500,778,750 
     - Cost 222  22,928,748,694,500  22,510,177,090,300 
     - Accumulated depreciation 223  (7,537,815,730,900)  (6,774,676,311,550)
    2. Intangible assets 227 11  184,611,177,700  196,414,152,000 
     - Cost 228  271,095,521,800  299,934,716,450 
     - Accumulated amortisation 229  (86,484,344,100)  (103,520,564,450)
III. Long-term assets in progress 240  57,965,289,900  52,899,181,950 
    1. Long-term construction in progress 242 12  57,965,289,900  52,899,181,950 
IV. Long-term financial investments  250  623,095,024,000  617,514,077,750 
    1. Investments in joint ventures 252 13  623,095,024,000  617,514,077,750 
V. Other long-term assets 260  52,055,662,700  83,717,060,250 
    1. Long-term prepayments 261  26,461,980,200  50,913,457,000 
    2. Deferred tax assets 262 14  25,593,682,500  32,267,317,650 
    3. Goodwill 269  -    536,285,600 
TOTAL ASSETS (270=100+200) 270  23,142,707,067,800  24,915,227,405,800 

RESOURCES Codes Notes Closing balance Opening balance
C. LIABILITIES 300  9,667,305,863,500  11,611,533,301,550 
I. Current liabilities 310  3,245,912,248,300  4,510,936,959,800 
    1. Short-term trade payables 311 15  736,697,537,200  1,443,222,832,750 
    2. Short-term advances from customers 312  1,759,931,000  17,768,681,100 
    3. Taxes and amounts payable to State Budget 313 16  50,753,341,000  168,346,645,650 

    4. Payables to employees 314  153,834,676,600  266,421,087,050 
    5. Short-term accrued expenses 315 17  373,518,988,700  543,271,905,300 
    6. Other current payables 319 18  367,871,932,400  237,600,068,900 
    7. Short-term loans 320 19  761,883,005,600  1,132,811,958,500 
    8. Short-term provisions 321 20  641,118,256,500  477,297,641,300 
    9. Bonus and welfare funds 322  158,474,579,300  224,196,139,250 
II. Long-term liabilities 330  6,421,393,615,200  7,100,596,341,750 
    1. Other long-term payables 337  478,263,712,200  478,667,405,600 
    2. Long-term loans 338 21  4,679,425,170,600  5,258,235,699,850 
    3. Long-term provisions 342 22  166,826,703,800  242,048,289,450 
    4. Scientific and technological development fund 343 23  1,096,878,028,600  1,121,644,946,850 
D. OWNERS' EQUITY 400  13,475,401,204,300  13,303,694,104,250 
I. Owners’ equity 410 24  13,475,401,204,300  13,303,694,104,250 
    1. Owners’ contributed capital 411  3,832,661,600,000  3,484,662,590,000 
  - Ordinary shares carrying voting rights 411a  3,832,661,600,000  3,484,662,590,000 
    2. Share premium 412  2,434,086,374,663  2,434,086,374,663 
    3. Treasury shares 415  (20,948,559,850)  (20,948,559,850)
    4. Foreign exchange reserve 417  1,475,035,203,020  1,351,918,036,546 
    5. Investment and development fund 418  1,555,178,332,202  1,523,859,997,942 
    6. Retained earnings 421  3,930,049,160,031  4,226,353,331,722 
 - Retained earnings accumulated to 
    the prior year end

421a  3,878,354,321,722  2,965,278,410,639 

 - Retained earnings of the current year 421b  51,694,838,309  1,261,074,921,083 
    7. Non-controlling interests 429 25  269,339,094,234  303,762,333,227 
TOTAL RESOURCES (440=300+400) 440  23,142,707,067,800  24,915,227,405,800 

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET 
As at 31 December 2016

FORM B 01-DN/HN 
Unit: VND

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET (Continued) 
As at 31 December 2016

FORM B 01-DN/HN 
 Unit: VND

Pham Tien Dung
President
27 March 2017

Doan Dac Tung
Chief Accountant

Tran Kim Hoang
Preparer
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ITEMS Codes Notes Current year Prior year
1. Gross revenue from goods sold and services 
rendered

01  5,360,001,691,643  14,444,280,050,219 

2. Net revenue from goods sold and services  
rendered (10=01)

10 28  5,360,001,691,643  14,444,280,050,219 

3. Cost of goods sold and services rendered 11 29  4,527,530,729,309  11,253,094,063,761 
4. Gross profit from goods sold and 
    services rendered (20=10-11)

20  832,470,962,334  3,191,185,986,458 

5. Financial income 21 31  193,623,235,593  211,264,382,551 
6. Financial expenses 22 32  287,486,837,590  527,322,805,511 
   - In which: Interest expense 23  189,907,066,890  187,043,368,048 
7. (Loss)/Income from investments 
    in joint ventures

24 13  114,335,032,634  262,626,132,703 

8. Selling expenses 25  28,237,259,197  46,887,639,728 
9. General and administration expenses 26 33  643,113,796,319  997,825,337,494 
10. Operating profit 
      (30=20+(21-22)+24-(25+26))”

30  181,591,337,455  2,093,040,718,979 

11. Other income 31 34  93,618,586,265  52,261,163,944 
12. Other expenses 32  6,920,912,844  31,614,342,212 
13. Profit from other activities (40=31-32) 40  86,697,673,421  20,646,821,732 
14. Accounting profit before tax (50=30+40) 50  268,289,010,876  2,113,687,540,711 
15. Current corporate income tax expense 51 35  75,862,136,277  389,449,698,963 
16. Deferred corporate income tax 
      expense/(income)

52 14  6,785,274,350  (23,329,793,929)

17. Net profit after corporate 
      income tax (60=50-51-52)

60  185,641,600,249  1,747,567,635,677 

      Attributable to:
      - The Company’s shareholders 61  129,402,520,081  1,664,223,945,025 
      - Non-controlling interests and Interests 
        of partners in Business Cooperation Contract

62 25  56,239,080,168  83,343,690,652 

18. Basic earnings per share 70 36  224  3,729 

ITEMS Codes Current year Prior year
I. CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
1. Profit before tax 01  268,289,010,876  2,113,687,540,711 

2. Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation 02  727,530,894,034  1,393,920,305,837 
Provisions 03  259,241,427,578  217,420,118,109 
Foreign exchange (gain)/loss arising from 
translating foreign currency items

04  (13,818,914,082)  24,977,112,701 

Gain from investing activities 05  (231,491,542,456)  (371,778,110,715)
Interest expense 06  189,907,066,890  187,043,368,048 
Other adjustments 07  (24,979,555,287)  225,995,197,026 
3. Operating profit before movements 
in working capital

08  1,174,678,387,553  3,791,265,531,717 

Changes in receivables 09  1,169,625,449,891  2,392,460,731,625 
Changes in inventories 10  200,651,359,568  213,963,434,486 
Changes in payables 11  (1,127,763,892,394)  (2,661,223,124,563)
Changes in prepaid expenses 12  34,927,336,494  (25,732,597,503)
Interest paid 14  (194,587,041,553)  (190,083,862,485)
Corporate income tax paid 15  (93,013,237,517)  (512,795,660,415)
Other cash outflows 17  (110,538,650,979)  (242,439,204,622)
Net cash generated by operating activities 20  1,053,979,711,063  2,765,415,248,240 
II. CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
1. Acquisition and construction of fixed assets 21  (235,289,798,798)  (3,648,146,290,158)
2. Proceeds from sale, disposal of fixed assets 22  6,730,072,118  5,550,007,008 
3. Cash outflow for buying debt instruments 23  (1,711,394,324,616)  (1,124,121,000,000)
4.  Cash recovered from lending, selling debt 
instruments of other entities

24  945,693,387,247  246,193,818,402 

5. Interest income, dividends and profits received 27  207,274,488,527  390,076,107,721 
Net cash used in investing activities 30  (786,986,175,522)  (4,130,447,357,027)

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
FORM B 01-DN/HN 

Unit: VND

CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT 
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ITEMS Codes Current year Prior year
III. CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
1. Proceeds from owners’ contributed capital 31  -    63,220,315,950 
2. Buy-back of issued shares 32  -    (20,584,059,850)
3. Proceeds from borrowings 33  35,338,450,204  3,170,068,032,784 
4. Repayment of borrowings 34  (1,035,139,637,449)  (1,299,452,633,739)
5. Repayment of obligations under finance leases 36  -    (456,983,341,611)
Net cash (used in)/generated by financing activities 40  (999,801,187,245)  1,456,268,313,534 
Net (decrease)/increase in cash during 
the year (50=20+30+40)

50  (732,807,651,704)  91,236,204,747 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the 
year

60  3,496,469,368,100  3,208,194,249,666 

Effects of changes in foreign exchange rates 61  (7,791,754,851)  (12,380,215,282)
Foreign exchange differences from translation 62  26,698,421,955  209,419,128,969 
“Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
(70=50+60+61+62)”

70  2,782,568,383,500  3,496,469,368,100 

NOTES TO THE TRANSLATED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
These notes are an integral part of and should be read in conjunction with 
the accompanying translated consolidated financial statements FORM B 09-DN/HN

Unit: VND

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Structure of ownership
The Group consists of Petrovietnam Drilling and Well Services Corporation (the “Company”) and its 7 subsidiaries and 
6 joint ventures as follows:

The Company
The Company is a joint stock company established in S.R. Vietnam in accordance with the Business Registration 
Certificates No. 4103004335 dated 15 February 2006 and the 12th amendment dated 20 December 2016 issued by the 
Department of Planning and Investment (“DPI”) of Ho Chi Minh City, Enterprise code No. 0302495126. The Company 
was established from the equitization of Petrovietnam Drilling and Well Services Company, a member of Petrovietnam 
- S.R.Vietnam Oil and Gas Group (hereinafter referred to as “Petrovietnam”). 

The Company consists of 2 divisions and 2 overseas branches as follows:

 · The Drilling Division was established in accordance with the Resolution of the Company’s Board of Management 
dated 9 April 2007 and the Decision No. 1249/QD-PVD issued by the President dated 24 May 2007 changing the 
Drilling Management Committee into the Drilling Division and in accordance with the Business Registration 
Certificate No. 0302495126-007 dated 16 March 2010 replacing the Business Registration Certificate No. 
4113028028 issued by the DPI of Ho Chi Minh City. The Drilling Division’s registered office is located at 3rd Floor, 
Sailing Tower Building, 111A Pasteur Street, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, S.R.Vietnam.

 · PVD Drilling Investment Division (“PVD Invest”) was established in accordance with the Decision No. 06/12/QD-
HDQT dated 30 December 2009 issued by the Board of Management and the Business Registration Certificate No. 
0302495126 dated 18 January 2010, and its amendment dated 19 May 2010 issued by the DPI of Ho Chi Minh City. 
PVD Invest’s registered office is located at 3rd Floor, Sailing Tower Building, 111A Pasteur Street, District 1, Ho Chi 
Minh City, S.R.Vietnam.

 · Algeria Branch was established in accordance with the Decision No. 13/QD-HDQT dated 2 March 2006 issued by 
the Board of Management and Establishment Certificate No. 04/STM-TT.TNNN dated 23 March 2006 issued by the 
Industry and Trade Department of Ho Chi Minh City. The Algeria Branch’s registered office is located at Cité Si El, 
Houas, No. 02, Villa No. 101, Hassi Messaoud, Ouargla, Algeria. 

 · Myanmar Branch was established in accordance with the Decision No. 01/03/2015/QĐ-HĐQT dated 04 March 2015 
issued by the Board of Management and Establishment Certificate No. 594/CNĐK-SCT dated 18 Jun 2015 issued by 
the Trade Department of Ho Chi Minh City. The Myanmar Branch’s registered office is located at No. 33/36, Garden 
Street (U Yin Lane), Bahan Township, Yangon, Myanmar.

The number of employees of the Company and its subsidiaries as at 31 December 2016 was 412 and 2,390, 
respectively (as at 31 December 2015 was: 457 and 2,406).

The subsidiaries
PVD Offshore Services Company Limited (“PVD Offshore”) was established as a limited liability company under the 
Business Registration Certificate No. 3500803145 dated 1 September 2009 issued by DPI of Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province 
and its amendments. PVD Offshore’s registered office is located at 43A, 30/4 Street, Ward 9, Vung Tau City, Ba Ria - 
Vung Tau Province, S.R.Vietnam. PVD Offshore is principally engaged in providing repair, inspection and maintenance 
of equipment and facilities of oil and gas industry; drilling manpower supply service, oil and gas exploitation for 
domestic and foreign contractor operations; consultant of environmental impact assessment, the rescue plan for oil 
spills and facilities and activities that have a risk of oil spills.

PVD Well Services Company Limited (“PVD Well”) was established as a limited liability company under the Business 
Registration Certificate No. 4104001468 dated 1 August 2007 issued by DPI of Ho Chi Minh City and its amendments. 
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PVD Well’s registered office is located at Room 13, 12Ath Floor, Vincom Center Building, 47 Ly Tu Trong Street, Ben 
Nghe Ward, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, S.R.Vietnam. PVD Well is principally engaged in providing tubular services, 
drilling equipment rental services, well drilling technical services, supplying specialized tool and equipment to serve 
the well drilling services.

Petroleum Well Logging Company Limited (“PVD Logging”) was established as a limited liability company under 
the Business Registration Certificate No. 4104001513 dated 7 August 2007 issued by DPI of Ho Chi Minh City and its 
amendments.  PVD Logging’s registered office is located at 10th Floor, Sailing Tower, 111A Pasteur Street, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City, S.R.Vietnam. PVD Logging is principally engaged in providing oil and gas wells geophysical survey 
service, oil and gas wells testing, reservoir testing, cementing pumps and supply of manpower, tool and equipment for 
the other related services.

PVD Trading and Technical Services Joint Stock Company (formerly known as Petroleum Trading and Technical 
Services Company Limited, “PVD Tech”) has changed legal form from a limited liability company to a joint stock 
company and commenced its operation as a joint stock company under the Amended Business Registration 
Certificate No. 0305124602 dated 12 July 2012 issued by DPI of Ho Chi Minh City. PVD Tech’s registered office is 
located at 8th Floor, Green Power Building, 35 Ton Duc Thang Street, Ben Nghe Ward, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, 
S.R.Vietnam. PVD Tech is principally engaged in providing materials and equipment for the oil and gas industry and 
other industries, implementation installation services, inspectation, repair, maintenance of drilling rig, mending rig, 
exploiting rig.

PVD Technical Training and Certification Joint Stock Company (“PVD Training”), formerly known as Cuu Long 
Company Limited, is a joint stock company that was established in accordance with Business Registration Certificate 
No. 3500677518 dated 12 August 2011 issued by DPI of Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province, and its amendments. PVD 
Training’s registered office is located at Dong Xuyen Industrial Zone, 30/4 Street, Rach Dua Ward, Vung Tau City, Ba Ria 
- Vung Tau Province, S.R.Vietnam. PVD Training is principally engaged in providing training, introduction and supply of 
manpower in the oil and gas industry in domestic and overseas markets; house, office and warehouse leasing.

PVD Deepwater Drilling Company Limited (“PVD Deepwater”) was established as a limited liability company under 
the Business Registration Certificate No. 0310139354 dated 14 July 2010 issued by DPI of Ho Chi Minh City and its 
amendments. PVD Deepwater’s registered office is located at 5th Floor, Sailing Tower, 111A Pasteur Street, District 1, 
Ho Chi Minh City, S.R.Vietnam. PVD Deepwater is principally engaged in providing supporting services in crude oil and 
natural gas exploitation; supply of deepwater rigs in service search, exploration and exploitation of oil and gas; supply 
of materials and equipment, machinery for supporting of oil and gas researching, exploring and exploiting; industry 
and other related industries; research and natural and technical sciences experimental development of natural and 
technical sciences; technological consultancy in the field of oil and gas.

PV Drilling Overseas Company Private Limited (“PVD Overseas”) was established in Singapore under joint venture 
contract with Falcon Energy Group Limited and Business Registration No. 201308977C dated 04 April 2013. PVD 
Overseas’s registered office is located at No. 9 Temasek Boulevard, #31_00 Suntec Tower 2, Singapore. PVD Overseas 
is principally engaged in providing investment, drilling rental, supplying drilling service and the services related to 
exploration and exploitation of oil and gas.

Detailed information about capital contribution status and investment value in subsidiaries of the Company as at 31 
December 2016 and 31 December 2015 are as follows:
     

Closing balance Opening balance
Proportion 

of  
ownership 

interest/ 
voting 

power held

Registered  
charter capital

Contributed 
charter capital

Investment 
value

Proportion 
of  

ownership 
interest/ 

voting 
power 

held

Registered  
charter capital

Contributed 
charter capital

Investment 
value

Name of 
subsidiaries

% original currency original currency USD % original currency original currency USD

PVD 
Offshore

100  130,000,000,000 
VND 

 130,000,000,000 
VND 

 6,748,980  100  130,000,000,000 
VND 

 130,000,000,000 
VND 

 6,748,980 

PVD 
Well

100  80,000,000,000 
VND 

 80,000,000,000 
VND 

 4,081,469  100  80,000,000,000 
VND 

 80,000,000,000 
VND 

 4,081,469 

PVD 
Logging

100  80,000,000,000 
VND 

 80,000,000,000 
VND 

 4,236,959  100  80,000,000,000 
VND 

 80,000,000,000 
VND 

 4,236,959 

PVD 
Tech

100  200,000,000,000 
VND 

 200,000,000,000 
VND 

 10,324,805  100  200,000,000,000 
VND 

 200,000,000,000 
VND 

 10,324,805 

PVD 
Training

51,8  28,958,670,000 
VND 

 28,958,670,000 
VND 

 1,096,066  51,8  28,958,670,000 
VND 

 28,958,670,000 
VND 

 1,096,066 

PVD 
Deepwater

100  764,000,000,000 
VND 

 764,000,000,000 
VND 

 39,692,090  100  764,000,000,000 
VND 

 764,000,000,000 
VND 

 39,692,090 

PVD 
Overseas

81,6  41,961,000 
USD 

 66,698,050 
USD 

 54,400,000 81,6  41,961,000 
USD  

 66,698,050 
USD 

 54,400,000 

 
120,580,369 

 120,580,369 

The Joint Ventures
Details of the Group’s joint ventures with proportion of voting rights held 50% are as follows:

BJ Services-PV Drilling Joint Venture Company Limited (“BJ-PVD”) was established in S.R.Vietnam as a joint venture 
company under the Investment Certificate No. 492021000003 dated 28 September 2006 issued by the People’s 
Committee of Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province and its amendments. BJ - PVD’s registered office is located at 65A, 30/4 
Street, Thang Nhat Ward, Vung Tau City, Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province, S.R.Vietnam. BJ-PVD is principally engaged 
in providing the entire package of services such as cementing pump, reservoir stimulation, dragging tubular and 
pumping nitrogen, etc., as well as technical solutions, laboratory services and chemicals supply. The total charter 
capital of BJ-PVD is amount of USD 5 million, in which the Group holds 49% of its ownership. 

PV Drilling-Baker Hughes Well Technical Services Joint Venture Company Limited (“PVD-Baker Hughes”) was 
established in S.R.Vietnam under the Investment Certificate No. 411022000556 dated 26 January 2011 issued by 
the People’s Committee of Ho Chi Minh City and its amendments. PVD-Baker Hughes’s registered office is located 
at 10th Floor, Sailing Tower, 111A Pasteur Street, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, S.R.Vietnam. PVD-Baker Hughes is 
principally engaged in providing  directional surveying drilling services, measurement while drilling services, coring 
sample services, well geophysical survey services, casehead hanging over services, stucking rescue services, artificial 
reservoir pressure, intelligent well completement services and other mine exploitation technology services. The total 
charter capital of PVD-Baker Hughes is USD 20 million, equivalent to VND 370,880,000,000, in which the Group holds 
51% of its ownership.
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PVD Tubulars Management (“PVD Tubulars”) was established in S.R.Vietnam under the Investment Certificate No. 
492022000134 dated 7 October 2008 issued by the Board of Mangement of  Ba Ria - Vung Tau Industrial Zone and its 
amendments. PVD Tubulars’s registered office is located at Phu My 1 Industrial Zone, Tan Thanh District, Ba Ria – 
Vung Tau Province, S.R. Viet Nam. PVD Tubulars is principally engaged in providing products of drilling tube, casing, 
tubing operators and management service for casing package for all oil and gas companies which operating in 
exploration and exploitation on shore, offshore and deep water regions in S.R.Vietnam.The total charter capital of PVD 
Tubulars is VND 57,995,000,000, equivalent to  USD 3.5 million. The Group holds 51% of its ownership.

Vietubes Company Limited (“Vietubes”) was established under the Investment Certificate No. 492022000111 dated 
15 February 1995 issued by the Board of Management of Industrial Zone of Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province and its 
amendment. Vietubes registered office is located at Street 11, Dong Xuyen Industrial Zone, Rach Dua Ward, Ba Ria 
- Vung Tau Province, S.R.Vietnam. Vietubes is principally engaged in providing forging, processing, repair, recovery 
inspection, verification of drilling tube, fabricated connectors, couplings and by-product supporting for drilling 
operations, oil and gas exploitation; metal processing, including cutting, formatting and stabilizing metal structure; 
precision mechanical processing for large details on automatic machines. The total charter capital of Vietubes is VND 
77,297,205,000, equivalent to USD 3,707,300. The Group holds 51% of its ownership.

PV Drilling Expo International Company Limited (formerly known as PV Drilling Production Testers International 
Company Limited, “PVD-Expro”) was established as a joint venture company under the Investment Certificate 
No. 491022000098 dated 25 April 2008 issued by the People’s Committee of Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province and its 
amendments. PVD-Expro registered office is located at 65A 30/4 Street, Thang Nhat Ward, Vung Tau City, Ba Ria - 
Vung Tau Province, S.R.Vietnam. The principal activities of PVD - Expro include providing drilling well reservoir testing 
service, mining equipment leasing, manpower supplying in operation field of itself with skilled engineers, workers 
experienced in working for foreign contractors. The total charter capital of PVD-Expro is USD 6,371,352. The Group 
holds 51% of its ownership.

PVD Tech-Oil State Industries Joint Venture Company Limited (“PVD-OSI”) was established in S.R.Vietnam as a joint 
venture company under the Investment Certificate No. 492022000217 dated 24 November 2011 issued by the Board of 
Management of Industrial Zone of Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province. PVD-OSI registered office is located at Street 11, Phu 
My Industrial Zone, Tan Thanh District, Ba Ria - Vung Tau Province, S.R.Vietnam. The principal activities of  
PVD - OSI include producing, manufacturing, forging, lathing tube connectors and components, spare parts in 
exploratory drilling sector and oil and gas industry; and providing repair, maintenance tube connectors services 
in exploratory drilling and oil and gas exploitation. The total charter capital of PVD - OSI is VND 105,000,000,000, 
equivalent to USD 5 million. The Group holds 51% of its ownership.

Principal activities
The Group is principally engaged in providing drilling services, well services, wire line logging, oil spill control service, 
drilling rig, materials, equipment, drilling manpower, investment and project management consulting service, 
management consulting service, and other related services in the oil and gas industry.

Normal production and business cycle 
The  Group’s  normal  production  and  business  cycle  is  carried  out  for  a  time  period  of 12 months.

Important events that occurred in the year
For the year ended 31 December 2016, activities of the Group are affected when Oil and Gas contractors adjusted 
drilling and exploitation schedule due to crude oil prices dropped sharply since the end of 2014.

Disclosure of information comparability in the consolidated financial statements 
The comparative figures of the translated consolidated are the figures of the Group’s audited consolidated financial 
statements for the year ended 31 December 2015.

2. ACCOUNTING CONVENTION AND FINANCIAL YEAR

Accounting convention
The Group uses United States Dollar (USD) as currency unit. The Board of Directors believes that the use of USD as 
currency unit is necessary in order to reflect the economic substance of the underlying events and circumstances 
relevant to the Group’s business operations. For statutory reporting purposes as required by Circular No. 200/2014/
TT-BTC the Group translated its audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 
prepared in United States Dollar (USD) into Vietnam Dong (VND) based on the following principles:  

 · Assets and liabilities are translated into Vietnam Dong at the actual closing rate (i.e. the transfer rate of the com-
mercial bank where the Group regularly has transactions at the reporting date);

 · Equity items (including owners’ contributed capital, share premium and treasury shares) are translated into Viet-
nam Dong at the actual transaction rates at the capital contribution or buy-back of treasury shares dates;

 · Exchange differences are translated into Vietnam Dong at the actual transaction rates at the revaluation date;
 · Retained earnings, reserves appropriated from retained earnings arising after the investment date are translated 

into Vietnam Dong based on the consolidated income statement items;
 · Items of the consolidated income statement and the consolidated cash flow statement are translated into Vietnam 

Dong at the average exchange rate of the accounting period because this rate is approximately equal to the actual 
exchange rate at the dates of the transactions (with the difference of no more than 3%). 

Exchange differences arising on the translation of the consolidated financial statements prepared in foreign currency 
into Vietnam Dong are presented in the “Foreign exchange reserve” item with the code 417 under the “Owners’ Equity” 
section on the consolidated balance sheet. 

The accompanying translated consolidated financial statements are not intended to present the financial position, 
financial performance and cash flows in accordance with accounting principles and practices generally accepted in 
countries and jurisdictions other than Vietnam.

Financial year
The Group’s financial year begins on 1 January and ends on 31 December. 

3. ADOPTION OF NEW ACCOUNTING GUIDANCE
On 21 March 2016, the Ministry of Finance issued Circular No. 53/2016/TT-BTC (“Circular 53”) amending and 
supplementing certain articles of Circular No. 200/2014/TT-BTC dated 22 December 2014 of the Ministry of Finance 
guiding the accounting regime for enterprises. Circular 53 is effective for the financial years beginning on or after 
1 January 2016. Accordingly, the Group has adopted Circular 53 in the preparation and presentation of the Group’s 
translated consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016.

4. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The significant accounting policies, which have been adopted by the Group in the preparation of these translated 
consolidated financial statements, are as follows:

Accounting estimates  
The preparation of translated consolidated financial statements in conformity with Vietnamese Accounting Standards, 
accounting regime for enterprises and legal regulations relating to financial reporting requires the Board of 
Directors to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities and disclosures 
of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the translated consolidated financial statements and the reported 
amounts of revenues and expenses during the financial year. Although these accounting estimates are based on the 
Board of Directors’ best knowledge, actual results may differ from those estimates.
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Basis of consolidation 
The translated consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the Company and 
enterprises controlled by the Company (its subsidiaries) up to the translated consolidated balance sheet date of 
each year. Control is achieved where the Company has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an 
investee enterprise so as to obtain benefits from its activities.

Where necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring the accounting policies 
used in line with those used by the Company.

Intragroup transactions and balances are eliminated in full on consolidation.

Non-controlling interests in the net assets of consolidated subsidiaries are identified separately from the parent’s 
ownership interests in them. Non-controlling interests consist of the amount of those non-controlling interests at 
the date of the original business combination and the non-controlling interests’ share of changes in equity since the 
date of the combination. Losses in subsidiaries are respectively attributed to the non-controlling interests even if this 
results in the non-controlling interests having a deficit balance .  

Business combination 
On acquisition, the assets and liabilities and contingent liabilities of a subsidiary are measured at their fair values at 
the date of acquisition. Any excess of the cost of acquisition over the fair values of the identifiable net assets acquired 
is recognised as goodwill. Any deficiency of the cost of acquisition below the fair values of the identifiable net assets 
acquired is credited to profit and loss in the year of acquisition.

The non-controlling interests are initially measured at the non-controlling shareholders’ proportion of the net fair 
value of the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities recognised.

Goodwill 
Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of acquisition over the Group’s interest in the net fair value of the 
identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of a subsidiary or jointly controlled entity at the date of 
acquisition. Goodwill is recognised as an intangible asset and is amortised on the straight-line basis over its estimated 
period of benefit of 10 years. Goodwill arising on the acquisition of subsidiaries is presented separately as an 
intangible asset in the translated consolidated balance sheet.

Goodwill arising on the acquisition of jointly controlled entities is included in the carrying amount of the jointly 
controlled entities. From 1 January 2015, this goodwill is not amortised according to Circular 202.

On disposal of a subsidiary or jointly controlled entity, the attributable amount of unamortised goodwill is included in 
the determination of the profit or loss on disposal.

Financial instruments
Initial recognition
Financial assets:  At the date of initial recognition, financial assets are recognised at cost plus transaction costs that 
are directly attributable to the acquisition of the financial assets. Financial assets of the Group comprise cash and 
cash equivalents, held-to-maturity investments, trade and other receivables, and deposits.

Financial liabilities:  At the date of initial recognition, financial liabilities are recognised at cost plus transaction 
costs that are directly attributable to the issue of the financial liabilities. Financial liabilities of the Group comprise 
borrowings, trade and other payables and accrued expenses.

Subsequent measurement 
Currently, there are no requirements for the subsequent measurement of the financial instruments after initial 
recognition.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand, demand deposits and short-term, highly liquid investments that 
are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. 

Held-to-maturity investments 
Held-to-maturity investments comprise investments that the Group has the positive intent or ability to hold to 
maturity, including term deposits to earn periodic interest.

Held-to-maturity investments are recognised on a trade date basis and are initially measured at acquisition price 
plus directly attributable transaction costs. Post-acquisition interest income from held-to-maturity investments is 
recognised in the cosolidated income statement on accrual basis. 

Held-to-maturity investments are measured at cost less provision for doubtful debts. Provision for doubtful debts 
relating to held-to-maturity investments is made in accordance with prevailing accounting regulations.

Receivables
Receivables represent the amounts recoverable from customers or other debtors and are stated at book value less 
provision for doubtful debts.

Provision for doubtful debts is made for receivables that are overdue for six months or more or when the debtor is 
unable to make settlement due to dissolution, in bankruptcy, or is experiencing similar difficulties and so may be 
unable to repay the debt.
  
Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value. Costs of externally purchased inventories comprise 
buying price of inventory and where applicable, purchasing costs that have been incurred in bringing the inventories 
to their present location and condition. Costs of manufactured inventories comprise direct materials and where 
applicable, direct labor costs and those overheads that have been incurred in bringing the inventories to their present 
location and condition. Cost is calculated using the weighted average method. Net realizable value represents the 
estimated selling price less all estimated costs to completion and costs to be incurred in marketing, selling and 
distribution. 

The evaluation of necessary provision for inventory obsolescence follows current prevailing accounting regulations 
which allow provisions to be made for obsolete, damaged, or sub-standard inventories and for those which have costs 
higher than net realizable values as at the consolidated balance sheet date.

Tangible fixed assets and depreciation
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation. The cost of purchased tangible fixed assets 
comprises its purchase price and any directly attributable costs of bringing the assets to its working condition and 
location for its intended use. The costs of self-constructed or manufactured assets are the actual construction or 
manufacturing cost plus installation and trial run costs. 

From 1 January 2016, the Board of Directors changed depreciation method for drilling rigs (machinery and 
equipment) from straight-line method to depreciation by drilling rigs’ operating hours. The Board of Directors believed 
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that the adoption of this new method shall reflect more appropriately the usage of drilling rigs. Effect of the change in 
depreciation method is presented in Note 10.
 
Other tangible fixed assets are depreciated using the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives as follows:

Current year
Years

Perior year 
Years

Buildings and structures 6 - 50 6 - 50
Machinery and equipment - Drilling rigs Operating hours 10 - 20
Machinery and equipment – Others 5 - 10 5 - 10
Office equipment 3 - 4 3 - 4
Motor vehicles 7 7 
Other assets 3 - 7  3 - 7  

Loss or gain resulting from sales and disposals of tangible fixed assets is the difference between profit from sales or 
disposals of assets and their residual values and is recognised in the translated consolidated income statement.

Leases
Leases where substantially all the rewards and risks of ownership of assets remain with the leasing company are 
accounted for as operating leases.

The Group as lessor:  Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the 
relevant lease.

The Group as lessee:  Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to the income statement on a straight-line 
basis over the term of the relevant lease.

Intangible assets and amortization
Intangible assets represent land use rights, the copyright of computer software and others. The total amount is 
stated at cost less accumulated amortization. Land use rights with indefinite time are not amortised. Land use rights 
with definite time are amortised on a straight-line basis over term of land use rights. Computer software and other 
intangible assets are amortised using the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives as five years.

Construction in progress
Properties in the course of construction for production, rental and administrative purposes or for other purposes 
are carried at cost. The cost includes any costs that are necessary to form the asset including construction cost, 
equipment cost, and other costs and related borrowing costs in accordance with the Group’s accounting policy. Such 
costs will be included in the estimated costs of the fixed assets (if settled costs have not been approved) when they 
are put into use. Depreciation of these assets is calculated from the date of ready-to-use as other non-current assets.

Long-term financial investments 
A joint venture is a contractual arrangement whereby the Group and other parties undertake an economic activity that 
is subject to joint control, the strategic financial and operating policy decisions relating to the activities require the 
unanimous consent of the parties sharing control. 

Where a group entity undertakes its activities under joint venture arrangements directly, the Group’s share of jointly 
controlled assets and any liabilities incurred jointly with other ventures are recognised in the financial statements 
of the relevant entity and classified according to their nature. Liabilities and expenses incurred directly in respect of 
interests in jointly controlled assets are accounted for on an accrual basis. Income from the sale or use of the Group’s 
share of the output of jointly controlled assets, and its share of joint venture expenses, are recognised when it is 
probable that the economic benefits associated with the transactions will flow to/from the Group and their amount can 
be measured reliably. 

Joint venture arrangements that involve the establishment of a separate entity in which each party has an interest are 
referred to as jointly controlled entities. The Group reports its interests in jointly controlled entities using the equity 
method of accounting.

Any goodwill arising on the acquisition of the Group’s interest in a jointly controlled entity is accounted for in accor-
dance with the Group’s accounting policy as noted for “Goodwill”.

Prepayments
Prepayments comprise actual costs incurred yet attributable to operating activities of more than one accounting 
periods.

Prepayments comprise tools and spare parts incurred during the year which are expected to provide future economic 
benefits to the Group for more than one year. These expenditures have been capitalized as long-term prepayments and 
allocated to the consolidated income statement using the straight-line method over three years.
  
Accrued expenses
Accrued expenses include accruals for operation of rigs and other expenses. Accrued expenses reflect the value of the 
amounts accrued as production and operating costs but not yet actually paid at the balance sheet date. 

Payable provisions 
Payable provisions are recognised when the Group has a present obligation as a result of a past event, and it is 
probable that the Group will be required to settle that obligation. Provisions are measured at the Board of Directors’ 
best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation as at the balance sheet date. 

Revenue recognitions
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when all five (5) following conditions are satisfied:
    (a) the Group has transferred to the buyer the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods;
 (b) the Group retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated with  
     ownership   nor effective control over the goods sold;
 (c) the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
 (d) it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the Group; and
 (e) the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be measured reliably.

Revenue of a transaction involving the rendering of services is recognised when the outcome of such transactions can 
be measured reliably. Where a transaction involving the rendering of services is attributable to several years, revenue 
is recognised in each year by reference to the percentage of completion of the transaction at the balance sheet date of 
that year. The outcome of a transaction can be measured reliably when all four (4) following conditions are satisfied:  
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 (a) the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
 (b) it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the Group;
 (c) the percentage of completion of the transaction at the balance sheet date can be measured reliably; and
 (d) the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the transaction can be measured reliably.

Interest income is recorded on accrual basis, by reference to the principal outstanding and at the applicable interest 
rate.

Dividend income is recognised when the Group’s right to receive payment has been established.

Severance allowance payable
The severance allowance for employees is accrued at the end of each reporting period for all employees having worked 
at the Group for full 12 months and above. Working time serving as the basis for calculating severance allowance 
shall be the total actual working time subtracting the time when the employees have made unemployment insurance 
contributions as prescribed by law, and the working time when severance allowance has been paid to the employees. 
The allowance made for each year of service equals to a half of an average monthly salary under the Vietnamese 
Labour Code, Social Insurance Code and relevant guiding documents. The average monthly salary used for calculation 
of severance allowance shall be adjusted to be the average of the six consecutive months nearest to the date of the 
translated consolidated financial statements at the end of each reporting period. The increase or decrease in the 
accrued amount shall be recorded in the translated consolidated income statement.

Foreign currencies    
Transactions arising in foreign currencies are translated at exchange rates ruling at the transaction date. The balances 
of monetary items denominated in foreign currencies as at the balance sheet date are retranslated at the exchange 
rates on the same date. Exchange differences arising from the translation of these accounts are recognised in the 
income statement. 

For the purpose of presenting translated consolidated financial statements, the assets and liabilities of subsidiaries 
and overseas branches are translated to reporting currency using exchange rates prevailing as at the balance sheet 
date. Income and expense items are translated at the average exchange rates for the year, unless exchange rates 
fluctuate significantly during that period, in which case the exchange rates at the dates of the transactions are used. 
Exchange differences arising when translating the financial statements of subisidiaries and foreign branches are 
accumulatedly recognised into the consolidated balance sheet‘s equity on the balance sheet based on the following 
principles: 

- Exchange differences allocated for the Group are presented in the “Foreign exchange reserve” under the “Owners’ Equity ” 
section on the consolidated balance sheet;
 -Exchange differences allocated for the non-controlling shareholders are presented in the “Non-controlling interest”.

Exchange differences arising from translating the goodwill at the balance sheet date which is not allocated is totally 
charged to the Group and presented in the “Foreign exchange reserve” under the “Owners’ Equity ” section on the 
translated consolidated balance sheet.

Exchange differences will be charged to the translated consolidated income statements once the subsidiaries and 
overseas branches are disposed. 

Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised in the income statement in the year when incurred unless they are capitalised in 
accordance with Vietnamese Accounting Standard No. 16 “Borrowing costs”. Accordingly, borrowing costs directly 
attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of qualifying assets, which are assets that necessarily take a 
substantial period of time to get ready for their intended use or sale, are added to the cost of those assets, until such 
time as the assets are substantially ready for their intended use or sale. Investment income earned on the temporary 
investment of specific borrowings pending their expenditure on qualifying assets is deducted from the cost of those 
assets. For specific borrowings for the purpose of construction of fixed assets and investment properties, borrowing 
costs are capitalised even when the construction period is under 12 months.

Taxation
Income tax expense represents the sum of the tax currently payable and deferred tax. 

The tax currently payable is based on taxable profit for the year. Taxable profit differs from profit before tax as reported 
in the translated consolidated income statement because it excludes items of income or expense that are taxable or 
deductible in other years (including loss carried forward, if any) and it further excludes items that are non-taxable or 
non-deductible. 

Deferred tax is recognised on significant differences between carrying amounts of assets and liabilities in the trans-
lated consolidated financial statements and the corresponding tax bases used in the computation of taxable profit 
and are accounted for using balance sheet liability method. Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for all 
temporary differences and deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be 
available against which deductible temporary differences can be utilised.

Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the year when the liability is settled or the 
asset realised. Deferred tax is charged or credited to profit or loss, except when it relates to items charged or credited 
directly to equity, in which case the deferred tax is also dealt with in equity.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets 
against current tax liabilities and when they relate to income taxes governed by the same taxation authority and the 
Group intends to settle its current tax assets and liabilities on a net basis.

The determination of the tax currently payable is based on the current interpretation of tax regulations. However, 
these regulations are subject to periodic variation and their ultimate determination depends on the results of the tax 
authorities’ examinations. 

Other taxes are paid in accordance with the prevailing tax laws in Vietnam.

5. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Closing balance
USD

Opening balance
USD

Cash on hand  252,576  175,402 
Cash in bank (current account)  110,267,126  90,801,463 
Cash equivalents  12,060,403  64,767,873 

 122,580,105  155,744,738 

Cash equivalents represent time deposits with the term of three months or less. 
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6. HELD-TO MATURITY INVESTMENTS

Closing balance Opening balance
VND

Giá gốc
VND

Giá trị ghi sổ
VND

Giá gốc
VND

Giá trị ghi sổ
Deposits and mortgages 1,678,127,373,200 1,678,127,373,200 889,864,501,650 889,864,501,650

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Bien Dong Joint Operating Company  325,388,905,100  534,005,229,456 
PetroVietnam Domestic Exploration Production Operating 
Company Limited (Lot 09-2/09)

 320,261,224,800  321,023,885,156 

PetroVietnam Domestic Exploration Production 
Operating Company Limited (Lot 102/10-106/10)

 184,174,316,200  141,069,940,550 

‘Receivables from other customers  797,415,406,400  1,635,276,288,188 
 1,627,239,852,500  2,631,375,343,350 

Closing balance
VND Opening balanceVND

Cost Provision Cost Provision

Bien Dong Joint Operating Company  325,388,905,100  622,933,400  534,005,218,800  - 
PetroVietnam Domestic Exploration 
Production Operating Company 
Limited (Lot 09-2/09)

 320,261,224,800  61,379,256,400  321,023,887,250  18,027,350 

PetroVietnam Domestic Exploration 
Production Operating Company 
Limited (Lot 102/10-106/10)

 184,174,316,200  56,878,436,600  141,069,940,550  3,139,497,800 

Receivables from other customers  797,415,406,400  61,043,773,100  1,635,276,296,750  9,814,017,500 
 1,627,239,852,500  179,924,399,500 2,631,375,343,350  12,971,542,650 

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Interest income receivables  35,660,769,300  5,980,904,500 
Receivables related to profits shared  -  4,799,652,850 
Receivables from employees  1,367,516,100  1,402,676,000 
Deposits  9,844,536,000  4,897,422,600 
Other receivables  23,137,111,200  50,071,222,800 

 70,009,932,600  67,151,878,750 

Closing balance Opening balance
VND
Cost

VND
Provision

VND
Cost

VND
Provision

Goods in transit  3,318,944,300  -    38,352,075,850  -   
Raw materials  796,560,365,500  (149,503,471,200)  870,580,894,550  (131,906,344,450)
Tools and supplies  22,338,230,100  -    1,816,496,850  -   
Work in progress  20,346,327,800  -    52,521,797,450  -   
Merchandise  81,174,882,200  -    131,019,165,350  -   
Goods on consignment  20,751,704,400  -    41,518,760,600  -   

 944,490,454,300  (149,503,471,200)  1,135,809,190,650  (131,906,344,450)

Held-to-maturity investments as at 31 December 2016 represent time deposits at commercial banks which expire in 
more than 3 months and bear changeable interest rates noticed by the banks at regular intervals.

7. SHORT-TERM TRADE RECEIVABLES

Short-term trade receivables from related parties: see Note 40.

8. OTHER SHORT-TERM RECEIVABLES

9. INVENTORIES

During the year ended 31 December 2016, the Group provided additional provision for devaluation of inventories of 
VND 17,597,126,750 (2015: VND 75,308,721,376) due to the increasing in slow-moving inventories.

As at 31 December 2016, the Group provided provision for devaluation of inventories based on the slow-moving time 
and nature of inventory related rig’s operation. Accordingly, the balance of provision for devaluation inventories was 
VND 149,503,471,200 as at 31 December 2016.
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Land use rights Computer software Others Total
VND VND VND VND

COST
Opening balance  192,665,069,350  71,287,325,900  35,982,321,200  299,934,716,450 
Additions  -    4,731,804,914  -    4,731,804,914 
Reclasssified  -    -    (35,744,293,798)  (35,744,293,798)
Foreign exchange differences  1,530,479,650  832,763,386  (189,948,802)  2,173,294,234 
Closing balance  194,195,549,000  76,851,894,200  48,078,600  271,095,521,800 
ACCUMULATED AMORTISATION
Opening balance  20,320,707,300  47,252,804,900  35,947,052,250  103,520,564,450 
Charge for the year  3,635,732,441  14,387,840,969  -    18,023,573,410 
Reclasssified  -    -    (35,744,293,798)  (35,744,293,798)
Foreign exchange differences  239,308,659  635,532,931  (190,341,552)  684,500,038 
Closing balance  24,195,748,400  62,276,178,800  12,416,900  86,484,344,100 
NET BOOK VALUE
Closing balance  169,999,800,600 14,575,715,400 35,661,700 184,611,177,700 

Opening balance  172,344,362,050  24,034,521,000 35,268,950 196,414,152,000 
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Foreign exchange differences resulted from the translation of the subsidiaries and Algeria Branch’s financial 
statements from historical cost of assets expressed in Vietnam Dong (“VND”) and Algerian Dinar (“DZD”) into United 
States Dollar (“USD”) and translation of the Group’s consolidated financial statements from USD to VND.

As presented in Note 4, from 1 January 2016, the Board of Directors changed depreciation method for drilling rigs 
from straight-line method to depreciation by drilling rigs’ operating hours. The Board of Directors believed that the 
adoption of this new method shall reflect more appropriately the usage of drilling rigs. Depreciation expense of the 
drilling rigs for the year ended 31 December 2016 under depreciation method over drilling rigs’ operating hours 
is VND 469,165,438,700 (Depreciation expense of the drilling rigs for the year ended 31 December 2015 under the 
straight-line method was VND 1,217,752,600,300).

As stated in Note 21, the Group has pledged some tangible fixed assets which are rig PV Drilling II, PVD Drilling V and 
PVD Drilling VI, some machineries and other equiments with the carrying amount of VND 10,363,155,590,600 as at 31 
December 2016 (as at 31 December 2015: VND 10,837,351,449,800) as collaterals for the Group’s loans.
 
As at 31 December 2016, the cost of the Group’s tangible fixed assets which have been fully depreciated but are still in 
use VND is 546,765,888,100 (as at 31 December 2015: VND 365,812,600,589).
 
Depreciation charged for the year included VND 3,560,211,753 of depreciation of fixed assets constructed and 
purchased by Scientific and Technological Development Fund for the purpose of scientific and technological 
developmental researches (2015: VND 2,474,724,255).

11. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
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Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

    
Construction of drilling devices  267,315,200  264,371,200 
CNC 143/MAZ - machinery  25,831,646,600  25,544,456,752 
Other construction works  31,866,328,100  27,090,353,998 

 57,965,289,900  52,899,181,950 

Name of 
joint ventures

Registered 
charter capital  

USD

Ownership 
proportion

%

Contributed 
charter capital

USD

                       Cost of investments
Closing balance

VND
Opening balance

VND
BJ-PVD  5,000,000  49  2,450,000  48,039,113,955  48,039,113,955 
PVD-Expro  6,371,352  51  3,249,390  59,528,570,997  59,528,570,997 
PVD Tubulars  3,500,000  51  1,785,000  30,515,952,000  30,515,952,000 
PVD-Baker 
Hughes

 20,000,000  51  10,200,000  211,753,000,000  211,753,000,000 

Vietubes  3,707,300  51  1,890,723  86,637,631,068  86,637,631,068 
PVD-OSI  5,000,000  51  2,550,000  53,111,400,000  53,111,400,000 

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

BJ-PVD  55,784,954,900  83,854,184,850 
PVD-Expro  64,273,551,800  83,229,019,700 
PVD Tubulars  64,852,878,500  68,871,009,950 
PVD-Baker Hughes  301,717,458,600  228,990,000,000 
Vietubes  88,390,622,000  89,506,645,850 
PVD-OSI  48,075,558,200  63,063,217,400 

623,095,024,000 617,514,077,750 

Opening balance
Goodwill  

allocation Declared profit

Foreign exchange 
differences from 

translation Closing balance
VND VND VND VND VND

BJ-PVD  83,854,184,850  15,629,904  (28,547,198,739)  462,338,885  55,784,954,900 
PVD-Expro  83,229,019,700  (7,105,287,183)  (11,850,214,819)  34,102  64,273,551,800 
PVD Tubulars  68,871,009,950  (4,707,266,803)  -    689,135,353  64,852,878,500 
PVD-Baker Hughes  228,990,000,000  133,365,911,019  (64,329,216,518)  3,690,764,099  301,717,458,600 
Vietubes  89,506,645,850  (2,025,354,707)  -    909,330,857  88,390,622,000 
PVD-OSI  63,063,217,400  (5,208,599,596)  (9,779,075,862)  16,258  48,075,558,200 

617,514,077,750  114,335,032,634  (114,505,705,938)  5,751,619,554 623,095,024,000 

Accrued 
expenses and other 

provisions

Unrealized 
foreign exchange 

differences  Total 
VND VND VND

Prior year’s opening balance  7,526,138,989 419,949,995  7,946,088,984 
Credit to income statement for the year  19,473,636,161 3,856,157,768  23,329,793,929 
Foreign exchange differences from translation  870,261,000  121,173,737  991,434,737 
Prior year’s closing balance  27,870,036,150  4,397,281,500  32,267,317,650 
(Charge) to income statement for the year  (2,857,988,373)  (3,927,285,977)  (6,785,274,350)
Foreign exchange differences from translation  269,509,723  (162,944,273)  106,565,450 
Current year’s closing balance 25,281,557,500  312,125,000 25,593,682,500 

Foreign exchange differences resulted from the translation of the subsidiaries and Algeria Branch’s financial state-
ments from historical cost of assets expressed in Vietnam Dong (“VND”) and Algerian Dinar (“DZD”) into United States 
Dollar (“USD”) and translation of the Group’s consolidated financial statements from USD to VND.

As at 31 December 2016, the cost of the Group’s intangible fixed assets which have been fully amortized but are still in 
use is VND 26,714,767,400 (as at 31 December 2015: VND 61,265,460,014).

13. INVESTMENTS IN JOINT VENTURES
Summarised financial information of the Group’s joint ventures is as follows:

12. CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS

The value of the investment in joint ventures using the equity method of accounting as at balance sheet date as follows: 

The movement of Group’s share in joint ventures’ profit and investment value during the year is as follows:

The Group has not assessed fair value of the investments in joint ventures as at the balance sheet date due to no 
specific guidance on determination of fair value.

Summary on business of the joint ventures: in the year ended 31 December 2016, the business of the joint ventures 
was affected when oil and gas contractors changed their exploration and exploitation plan due to the significant 
drop in crude oil price since the end of 2014. The Group did not make provision for these investments as the capital 
contributed is not yet impaired. 

The significant transactions between the Group and its joint ventures: see Note 40.

14. DEFERRED TAX ASSETS
Deferred tax assets as at 31 December 2016 were derived from the temporary differences which were accrued 
expenses, other provisions and unrealized foreign exchange differences from revaluation of cash and receivables.
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Closing balance
VND

‘Opening balance
VND

Amount
Amount able 
to be paid off Amount

Amount able 
to be paid off

Oil States Industries (Asia) Pte.  82,946,667,460  82,946,667,460  216,643,240,850  216,643,240,850 
Sumitomo Corporation Asia & 
Oceania Pte. Ltd.  134,160,944,353  134,160,944,353  80,910,877,600  80,910,877,600 
Other suppliers  519,589,925,387  519,589,925,387  1,145,668,714,300  1,145,668,714,300 

736,697,537,200  736,697,537,200 1,443,222,832,750  1,443,222,832,750 

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Value added tax  15,473,001,000  51,529,395,200 
Import duties  -    1,332,115,650 
Corporate income tax  20,030,525,400  33,399,403,800 
Personal income tax  12,605,968,300  21,629,991,300 
Special consumable tax  2,643,846,300  60,455,739,700 
Others  50,753,341,000  168,346,645,650 

Closing balance
VND

Additions
VND

Paid 
VND

Foreign exchange 
differences

VND
Closing balance

VND
Value added tax 51,529,395,200  275,977,752,824  312,140,663,548  106,516,524  15,473,001,000 
Import duties  1,332,115,650  23,917,059,275  25,253,100,674  3,925,749  -  
Corporate income tax 33,399,403,800  75,862,136,277  93,013,237,517  (123,448,360)  16,124,854,200 
Personal income tax 21,629,991,300  236,794,631,977  245,893,429,624  74,774,647  12,605,968,300 
Others 58,094,336,450  172,032,597,567  227,288,736,601  (194,351,116)  2,643,846,300 

165,985,242,400  784,584,177,920  903,589,167,964  (132,582,556)  46,847,669,800 

In which:
Tax receivables from the 
State budget

 (2,361,403,250)  (3,905,671,200)

Tax payables to the State 
budget

168,346,645,650 50,753,341,000 

Closing balance
USD

Opening balance
USD

Accrued expenses for operation of drilling rigs  143,736,627,000  129,896,126,550 
Accrued expenses related to supply of goods 
and services

 154,290,061,300  253,414,163,200 

Accrued interest expenses  25,787,018,400  30,207,956,700 
Other expenses  49,705,282,000  129,753,658,850 

 373,518,988,700  543,271,905,300 

Closing balance
USD

Opening balance
USD

"Profit shared to partners in Business Cooperation Contract (BCC)”  321,825,831,817  231,331,855,586 
Other payables  46,046,100,583  6,268,213,314 

 367,871,932,400  237,600,068,900 

Opening balance In the year Closing balance

VND VND VND VND VND VND VND

Amount Amount able
 to be paid off

Increases Decreases Foreign 
exchange 

differences

Amount Amount able
 to be paid off

Short-term loan  11,234,967,800  11,234,967,800  35,338,450,204  (46,611,965,251)  38,547,247  -    -   

Current portion 
of long-term 
loans (Note 21)

 1,121,576,990,700  1,121,576,990,700  628,791,876,462  (988,527,672,198)  41,810,636  761,883,005,600 761,883,005,600 

 1,132,811,958,500 1,132,811,958,500  664,130,326,666  (1,035,139,637,449)  80,357,883  761,883,005,600 761,883,005,600 

Provision for 
salary fund

VND

Provision for 
overhaul cost of 

fixes assets
VND

Provision 
for product 

warranty
VND

Provision for 
severance 
allowance 

VND
Total 
VND

Opening balance  91,432,182,350  351,529,553,400  10,972,729,350  23,363,176,200  477,297,641,300 
Additional provision for 
the year

 -    160,338,991,748  -    -    160,338,991,748 

Ultilize during the year  -    (56,857,517,190)  -    -    (56,857,517,190)
Reclassification from 
long-term provision

 -    134,650,861,820  5,110,025,061  -    139,760,886,881 

Reversal of provisions  (75,602,225,768)  -    (4,236,838,299)  (433,320,140)  (80,272,384,207)
Foreign exchange 
differences 

 (345,514,782)  (76,946,278)  (12,723,912)  1,285,822,940  850,637,968 

Closing balance  15,484,441,800  589,584,943,500  11,833,192,200  24,215,679,000  641,118,256,500 

15. SHORT–TERM TRADE PAYABLES

16. TAXES AND AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO STATE BUDGET

Short-term trade payables to related parties: see Note 40.

Obligations to the State budget during the year of the Group are as follows:

17. SHORT-TERM ACCRUED EXPENSES

18. OTHER CURRENT PAYABLES

19. SHORT-TERM LOANS

20. SHORT-TERM PROVISIONS
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Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Long-term loans  5,441,308,176,200  6,379,812,690,550 
Current portion of long-term loans (Note 19)  (761,883,005,600)  (1,121,576,990,700)

 4,679,425,170,600 5,258,235,699,850

Opening balance During the year Closing balance

USD USD USD USD USD USD USD

Amount Amount able 
to be paid off

Increases Decreases Foreign 
exchange 
differences

Amount Amount able
to be paid off

Long-term 
loans

5,258,235,699,850 5,258,235,699,850 - (628,791,876,462) 49,981,347,212 4,679,425,170,600 4,679,425,170,600

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam 
(“Vietcombank”)

 156,110,397,000  236,724,204,600 

Joint Stock Commercial Bank for Investment and Development of 
Vietnam (“BIDV”)

 953,133,887,900  1,328,776,818,650 

HSBC Bank (Vietnam) Limited (“HSBC”)  -  - 
Military Joint Stock Commercial Bank (“MBBank”) and Vietnam Joint 
Stock Commercial Bank For Industry and Trade (“Vietinbank”)

 775,380,970,400  985,939,119,500 

MBBank and OceanBank  -  - 
Standard Chartered Bank (“SC Bank”)  -  265,960,166,100 
Southeast Asia Commercial Joint Stock Bank (“Seabank”)  Vietcombank  3,556,682,920,900  3,562,412,381,700 

   
 5,441,308,176,200 6,379,812,690,550

Name of Bank Purpose of 
financing

Interest rate
%

Form of collaterals Ending 
Balance

Currency 

BIDV PV Drilling II 12 months saving 
deposit + margin

PV Drilling II  41,988,277  USD 

Vietcombank PV Drilling V LIBOR 6 months 
+ margin

Guaranteed by value 
of PV Drilling V and 
revenue from capital 
contribution in BCC  

 6,094,127  USD 

MBBank và Vietinbank PV Drilling V LIBOR 6 months 
+ margin

Guaranteed by value 
of PV Drilling V and 
revenue from capital 
contribution in BCC  

 34,157,752  USD 

Vietcombank Investing in new 
equipments at 
PVD Tech

12 months saving 
deposit + margin

Formed assets from 
project

 
17,844,181,386 

 VND 

Seabank and 
Vietcombank

PV Drilling VI LIBOR 3 months 
+ margin

Guaranteed by value 
of PV Drilling VI with 
corresponding loan 
proportion

 156,682,067  USD 

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Within one year  761,883,005,600  1,121,576,990,700 
In the second year  1,344,708,842,500  1,219,070,089,350 
In the third to fifth year inclusive  2,542,839,245,000  2,839,235,560,500 
After five years  791,877,083,100  1,199,930,050,000 

 5,441,308,176,200 6,379,812,690,550
Less: Amount due for settlement within 12 months 

 (761,883,005,600)  (1,121,576,990,700)
(shown under current liabilities)
Amount due for settlement after 12 months  4,679,425,170,600  5,258,235,699,850 

Provision for overhaul 
cost of fixes assets

VND

Provision for product 
warranty

VND
Total
VND

Opening balance  232,189,753,600  9,858,535,850  242,048,289,450 
Additional provision for the year  89,826,782,465  2,050,990,695  91,877,773,160 
Ultilize during the year  (29,251,890,513)  -  (29,251,890,513)
Reclassification to short-term 
provision

 (134,650,860,863)  (5,110,025,061)  (139,760,885,924)

Foreign exchange differences  1,909,661,011  3,756,616  1,913,417,627 
Closing balance  160,023,445,700  6,803,258,100  166,826,703,800 

The provision for salary fund was provided at rate of 17% of approved salary fund to maintain the continous 
operation of drilling rigs according to the Group’s decision.

The provision for overhaul costs of fixed assets represents the overhaul costs accrued at each financial 
year based on the reliable estimated costs to be incurred within next one year in accordance with technical 
requirements of the Group’s drilling rigs.

For the year ended 31 December 2016, the Group reviewed and updated short-term plan for overhaul costs of 
fixed assets in order to be aligned with the Group’s business. The amount of short-term provision for overhaul 
cost of fixed assets under the new plan was VND 589,584,943,500 as at 31 December 2016.

The provision for product warranty was provided for products and services have been transferred to buyers but 
the Group still obligates to repair in accordance with the terms of contracts or commitments.

The provision for severance allowance was provided following the principle of the Labour Law, Social Insurance 
Law and related guidelines and approved by decision of the Group.

21. LONG-TERM LOANS

Details of the long-term loans  are as follows:

22. LONG-TERM PROVISIONS 

Supplemental information for the Group’s long-term loans are as follows:

Long-term loans are repayable as follows:

The provision for overhaul costs of fixed assets represents the overhaul costs accrued at each financial year based 
on the reliable estimated costs to be incurred in the future in accordance with technical requirements of the Group’s 
drilling rigs.

For the year ended 31 December 2016, the Group reviewed and updated long-term plan for overhaul costs of fixed 
assets in order to be aligned with the Group’s business. The amount of long-term provision for overhaul cost of fixed 
assets under the new plan was VND 160,023,445,700 as at 31 December 2016.
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Sciences and technology development fund
VND

Available

The carrying value of 
assets formed from  

the fund Total
Prior year’s opening balance  856,808,041,313  14,052,984,775  669,463,542,108 
Increase in the year  215,660,512,119  40,142,134,234  255,802,646,353 
- Provision for the year  215,660,512,119  -    215,660,512,119 
- Transfer from subsidiaries for usage  -    -    -   
- Forming fixed assets  -    40,142,134,234  40,142,134,234 
Decrease in the year  (42,547,834,234)  (2,474,733,608)  (45,022,567,842)
- Fund usage  (42,547,834,234)  -    (42,547,834,234)
  + Reversal  -    -   
  + Depreciation   -    -   
- Reversal of unusued fund  -    -    -   
- Depreciation of Fixed assets  -    (2,474,733,608)  (2,474,733,608)
Foreign exchange differences on 
conversion

 40,003,842,251  -    40,003,842,251 

Current year’s opening balance  1,069,924,561,449  51,720,385,401  1,121,644,946,850 

Increase in the year  56,127,588,675  34,104,864,708  90,232,453,383 

- Provision for the year  -    -    -   
- Provision for the year  56,127,588,675  -    56,127,588,675 
- Forming fixed assets  -    34,104,864,708  34,104,864,708 
Decrease in the year (*)  (116,704,609,684)  (3,560,211,753)  (120,264,821,437)
- Fund usage  (35,597,465,722)  -    (35,597,465,722)
  + Reversal  -    -   
  + Depreciation   -    -   
- Reversal of unusued fund  (81,107,143,962)  -    (81,107,143,962)
- Depreciation of Fixed assets  -    (3,560,211,753)  (3,560,211,753)
Foreign exchange differences on 
conversion

 8,598,729,160  (3,333,279,356)  5,265,449,804 

Current year’s opening balance  1,017,946,269,600  78,931,759,000  1,096,878,028,600 

Closing balance Opening balance
Number of 

shares
VND Number of 

shares
VND

Authorized share capital 383,266,160 3,832,661,600,000 348,466,259 3,484,662,590,000 

Issued share capital
Ordinary shares  383,266,160  3,832,661,600,000  328,314,259  3,283,142,590,000 
Ordinary shares subject to
restriction of ownership transfer  -  -  20,152,000  201,520,000,000 

383,266,160 3,832,661,600,000 348,466,259 3,484,662,590,000 

Treasury shares
Ordinary shares  (416,000)  (4,160,000,000)  (416,000)  (4,160,000,000)

 (416,000)  (4,160,000,000)  (416,000)  (4,160,000,000)

Shares currently in circulation
Ordinary shares  382,850,160  3,828,501,600,000  327,898,259  3,278,982,590,000 
Ordinary shares subject to
restriction of ownership transfer  -  -  20,152,000  201,520,000,000 

 382,850,160  3,828,501,600,000  348,050,259  3,480,502,590,000 

The provision for product warranty was provided for products and services have been transferred to buyers but the 
Group still obligates to repair in accordance with the terms of contracts or commitments.

23. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
According to the Group’s Charter, the Group is permitted to appropriate profit to the scientific and technological 
development fund with the amount appropriated does not exceed 10% of taxable profit. 

Movement of fund providing and using during the year is as follows:

24. OWNERS’ EQUITY

Charter Capital
According to the 12th amendment of the Business Registration Certificate, the Group’s charter capital as at 31 
December 2016 is VND 3,832,661,600,000, equivalent to USD 196,947,181. The number of shares which has been 
approved and issued by the Group as below:

Ordinary shares have a par value of VND 10,000. The Group has only one class of ordinary shares which carry no right 
to fixed dividend. Ordinary shareholders will receive dividends at the time of declaration and be entitled to a voting 
right for each owned share at the shareholders’ meeting. All shares rank equally with regard to the Group’s residual 
assets. 

Petrovietnam, which is both the founding shareholder and the main shareholder of the Group, currently hold 
193,179,459 shares, equivalent to 50.4% as at 31 December 2016 and 175,617,690 shares, equivalent to 50.4% as at 31 
December 2015 of total shares in circulation of the Group.

(*) As at 31 December 2016, the accumulated usage amount of the scientific and technological development fund of 
the Group was VND 96,217,685,562.
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Foreign exchange rate difference 
from translation of foreign 

operation (Algeria Branch) and 
translation from USD into 

Foreign exchange rate 
difference from translation 

of subsidiaries’ financial 
statements and translation 

from USD into VND Total
VND  USD into VND VND

Prior year’s opening balance  (19,825,466,705) 804,849,972,945  785,024,506,240 
Additions in the year  (23,083,252,551)  589,976,782,857  566,893,530,306 
Current year’s opening balance  (42,908,719,256) 1,394,826,755,802  1,351,918,036,546 
Additions in the year  (4,042,201,303)  127,159,367,777  123,117,166,474 
Current year’s closing balance  (46,950,920,559)  1,521,986,123,579  1,475,035,203,020 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

NCI in PVD Training và PVD Overseas (*)  (33,533,571,953)  11,220,094,785 
BCC interests (**)  89,772,652,121  72,123,595,867 

 56,239,080,168  83,343,690,652 

PVD Training
VND

PVD Overseas
USD

Charter capital of subsidiaries 28,958,670,000  66,698,050 
Including:
Distributed capital to the Company  14,996,960,000  54,400,000 
Distributed capital to the non-controlling interests 13,961,710,000  12,298,050 
Share of the non-controlling interests 48,21% 18,44%
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Foreign exchange reserve represents the differences from the translation of the subsidiaries and Algeria Branch’s 
financial statements from VND and DZD into USD and translation of the conlidated financial statements from USD into 
VND.

In 2016, the Group temporarily appropriated for Investment and Development Fund, Bonus and Welfare Fund, Bonus 
Fund for the Management out of the Group’s profit after tax during the year in accordance with the Group’s Charter. 
The final amounts of such appropriations will be determined and approved by shareholders at the Shareholders’ 
Annual General Meeting. 

According to Resolution of the Shareholders’ Meeting No. 01/2016/NQ-DHDCD dated 29 April 2016, the Group declared 
dividends of 2015 at rate of 10% of its charter capital and in form of shares. During the year, the Group paid dividends 
at the rate of 10% with a number of 34,799,901 shares with the value of VND 347,999,010,000 (equivalent to USD 
15,316,858) for shareholders.

Detailed movement in foreign exchange differences as follows:
 

25. NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS AND INTERESTS OF PARTNERS IN BUSINESS COOPERATION CONTRACT
Non-controlling interests (“NCI”) and interests of partners in business cooperation contract (“BCC”) represent the 
other shareholders’ portion in the operating result of PVD Training and PVD Overseas and interest of partners in the 
business cooperation contract with the following details:

 (*) Detail of NCI in PVD Training and PVD Overseas 

The rate of the NCI in PVD Training and PVD Overseas as at 31 December 2016 and 31 December 2015 were calculated 
as follows:
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 TOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURETOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURE

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Lợi ích của cổ đông không kiểm soát  269,339,094,234  303,762,333,227 
Details as follows:
PVD Training
     Charter capital  13,961,710,000  13,961,710,000 
     Share premium  150,655,698  150,655,698 
     Other funds  6,382,884,767  5,915,909,738 
     Retained earnings  19,243,269,558  17,064,052,756 
PVD Overseas
     Contributed capital  263,191,917,150  263,191,917,150 
     Foreign exchange differences from conversion  (2,526,214,911)  (2,103,530,924)
     (Accumulated losses)/Retained earnings  (31,065,128,028)  5,581,618,809 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

(Loss)/Profit for the year  (192,295,151,325)  41,966,714,132 
Non-controlling interests in operating result  (33,533,571,953)  11,220,094,785 

Percentage
%

Capital contribution of Petrovietnam  23,00 
Capital contribution of the Group  62,43 
Capital contribution of MBBank  9,71 
Capital contribution of OceanBank  4,86 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Total Assets 3,892,125,111,377 3,836,078,982,536
In which: Net book value of PV Drilling V rig 2,813,090,939,700 2,893,022,103,049

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Petrovietnam  278,173,894,859 278,173,894,859
MBBank  133,229,238,748 133,229,238,748
OceanBank  68,756,768,760 68,756,768,760
Foreign exchange difference from translation  (1,896,190,167)  (1,492,496,767)

478,263,712,200 478,667,405,600

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Net revenue  1,319,399,176,588  1,538,094,982,842 
Cost of sales  875,369,818,229  1,119,120,168,443 
General and administration expenses  108,078,266,061  97,751,246,607 
Financial expenses  97,737,606,208  157,078,425,773 
Financial income  12,772,751,394  23,629,919,829 
Other profit  -    -   
Corporate income tax expense  10,164,780,897  -   
Net income  240,821,456,587  187,775,061,848 
Adjustment for expenses not subject to BCC  (1,873,749,548)  4,196,176,315 
Net income distributed to BCC parties  238,947,707,039  191,971,238,163 
Shared profit as the percentage of capital contribution
The Group  149,175,054,918  119,847,642,296 
Other BCC parties:  89,772,652,121  72,123,595,867 
       Petrovietnam  54,957,975,522  44,153,385,812 
       MBBank  23,201,819,676  18,640,407,662 
       OceanBank  11,612,856,923  9,329,802,393 

NCI in net assest as at 31 December 2016 and 31 December 2015 were as follows:

NCI in operating result:

(**) Details of interests of partners in BCC

The Group and its partners in BCC including Petrovietnam, Military Joint-Stock Commercial Bank (“MB”) and Ocean 
Joint-Stock Commercial Bank (“OCB”) have cooperated in financing and operating the Tender Assist Drilling Rig 
project (“TAD” or “PV Drilling V”) for the period of 17 years since 10 September 2009. According to BCC, the Group 
has been authorised to manage and operate the project as well as accounted for its result as a base for profit/(loss) 
shared to all partners corresponding to capital contribution percentage in BCC.

Percentage of capital contribution of all partners in BCC as follows:

The financial portion of BCC was presented in the translated consolidated financial statements of the Group as follows:

The actual contributed capital of other partners (Petrovietnam, MBBank và OceanBank) in BCC in order to finance and 
operate “TAD” project was recognized as other long-term payables. The other long-term payables as at 31 December 
2016 and 31 December 2015 were as follows: 

The business performance and the profit distribution based on the proportions of their capital contribution as at 31 
December 2016 and 31 December 2015 as follows: 

Until the date of this translated consolidated financial statement, the report of business activities of BCC for the year 
end 31 December 2016 has not yet been verified and settled between partners in BCC. Therefore, the Company just 
temporarily recorded the business performance and the profit distributions to partners in BCC based on the propor-
tions of their capital contributions. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 TOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURETOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURE

Foreign icurrencies Closing balance Opening balance
Vietnam Dong (“VND”)  2,206,055,185,259 2,691,384,099,209
Euro (“EUR”)  9,718 10,094
British Pound (“GBP”)  5,782  5,779 
Singapore Dollar (“SGD”)  36,411 36,930
Myanmar Kyat (“MMK”)  1,342,675  -   
Algerian Dinar (“DZD”)  41,546,994 27,853,768

Drilling services
VND

Trading
VND

Other services
VND

Total
VND

Assets
Segment assets 20,907,027,084,300 683,358,234,900 1,552,321,748,600 23,142,707,067,800
Unallocated assets  -    -    -    -   
Consolidated assets 23,142,707,067,800
Liabilities
Segment liabilities 8,277,125,402,500  428,004,073,500  962,176,387,500 9,667,305,863,500
Unallocated liabilities  -    -    -    -   
Consolidated liabilities 9,667,305,863,500

Income statement
For the year ended 31 December 2016

Drilling services
VND

Trading
VND

Other services
VND

Total
VND

Gross revenue  2,683,690,139,166  956,149,776,650  1,720,161,775,827  5,360,001,691,643 
Less deductions  -    (22,297)  (22,297)  (44,594)
Net revenue  2,683,690,139,166  956,149,776,650  1,720,161,775,827  5,360,001,691,643 
Cost of sales  2,277,697,530,403  891,354,057,726  1,358,479,141,180  4,527,530,729,309 
Gross profit  405,992,608,763  64,795,718,924  361,682,634,647  832,470,962,334 
Financial income  193,623,235,593 
Financial expenses  287,486,837,590 
Selling expenses  28,237,259,197 
General and administration 
expenses

 643,113,796,319 

Operating profit  67,256,304,821 
Other income  93,618,586,265 
Other expenses  6,920,912,844 
Profit from other activities  86,697,673,421 
Accounting profit before tax  153,953,978,242 
Income from investments in 
joint-ventures

 114,335,032,634 

Current coporate income tax 
expense

 75,862,136,277 

Deferred corporate tax income  6,785,274,350 
Net profit after corporate income 
tax

 185,641,600,249 

Balance sheet
As at 31 December 2015

Drilling services
VND

Trading
VND

Other services
VND

Total
VND

Assets
Segment assets 21,650,281,475,300 1,113,524,063,450 2,151,421,867,050 24,915,227,405,800
Unallocated assets  -    -    -    -   
Consolidated assets 24,915,227,405,800
Liabilities
Segment liabilities 9,211,707,999,050 822,828,262,850  1,576,997,039,650 11,611,533,301,550
Unallocated liabilities  -    -    -    -   
Consolidated liabilities 11,611,533,301,550

27. BUSINESS AND GEOGRAPHICAL SEGMENTS
Business segments
For management purposes, the Group is currently organized into three operating divisions - drilling services, trading 
and other services. These divisions are the basis on which the Group reports its primary segment information.

Principal activities are as follows:
 · Drilling services: providing drilling rigs and drilling services.
 · Trading: provide material and equipment for drilling activities.
 · Other services: provide well services, wire line logging, oil spill control service, drilling manpower supply service, 

investment-management project consulting service, management consulting service and other related services in 
the oil and gas industry. 

Segment information about the Group’s business is presented below:

Balance sheet
As at 31 December 2016

26. OFF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS
Operating lease assetsi
Minimum lease payment in the future under non-cancellable operating leases under the terms described in Note 38.
Foreign currencies
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 TOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURETOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURE

Income statement
For the year ended 31 December 2015

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Sales of trading  956,149,776,650  1,460,297,091,882 
Sales of drilling services  2,683,690,139,166  8,523,233,679,358 
Sales of technical and other services  1,720,161,775,827  4,460,749,278,979 

 5,360,001,691,643  14,444,280,050,219 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Cost of trading  891,354,057,726  1,361,115,843,943 
Cost of drilling services  2,277,697,530,403  6,530,541,719,976 
Cost of technical and other services  1,358,479,141,180  3,361,436,499,842 

 4,527,530,729,309  11,253,094,063,761 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Raw materials and consumables  1,191,241,210,292 2,056,289,535,779
Labour  1,572,909,888,960 2,997,392,261,151
Depreciation and amortisation  727,530,894,034 1,393,920,305,837
Out-sourced services  1,064,318,304,613 5,283,101,627,638
Other expenses  309,428,139,309 430,948,983,436
Provision  333,453,347,617  136,154,327,142 

 5,198,881,784,825  12,297,807,040,983 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Interest income  117,126,452,296  103,601,971,004 
Foreign exchange gain  76,496,783,297  107,662,411,547 

 193,623,235,593  211,264,382,551 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Interest expense  189,907,066,890  187,043,368,048 
Foreign exchange loss  96,167,714,577  299,442,160,623 
Other financial expenses  1,412,056,123  40,837,276,840 

 287,486,837,590  527,322,805,511 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Labour  216,055,417,354  407,044,897,502 
Depreciation and amortisation  30,551,175,086  34,000,649,815 
Out-sourced services  75,567,769,035  176,453,217,550 
Provision  166,464,161,738  12,219,567,862 
Other expenses  154,475,273,106  368,107,004,765 

 643,113,796,319  997,825,337,494 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Reversal Scientific and technological development fund  81,107,143,962  - 
Others  12,511,442,303  52,261,163,944 

 93,618,586,265  52,261,163,944 

Drilling services
VND 

 Trading
VND

Other services
VND 

 Total
VND 

Gross revenue   8,523,233,679,358 1,460,297,091,882  4,460,749,278,979 14,444,280,050,219 
Less deductions   8,523,233,679,358 1,460,297,091,882  4,460,749,278,979 14,444,280,050,219 
Net revenue   6,530,541,719,976 1,361,115,843,943  3,361,436,499,842 11,253,094,063,761 
Cost of sales   1,992,691,959,382      99,181,247,939  1,099,312,779,137   3,191,185,986,458 
Gross profit      211,264,382,551 
Financial income      527,322,805,511 
Financial expenses         46,887,639,728 
Selling expenses      997,825,337,494 
General and administration 
expenses

 
1,830,414,586,276

Operating profit        52,261,163,944 
Other income        31,614,342,212 
Other expenses        20,646,821,732 
Profit from other activities   1,851,061,408,008 
Accounting profit before tax      262,626,132,703 
Income from investments in joint 
ventures

 
389,449,698,963

Current coporate income tax 
expense

 
(23,329,793,929)

Deferred corporate tax income 1,747,567,635,677
Net profit after tax

Geographical segments
Currently, the Group is mainly operating in S.R. Vietnam (PVD Overseas, a subsidiary which is located in Singapore 
also supplies rental service of drilling rig in S.R. Vietnam’s sea region). The unit which is operating overseas (Algeria 
and Myanmar Branch) with assets, revenue and operating result is immaterial (less than 10%) of total consolidated 
assets, revenue and operating result of the Group. Thus, the Board of Directors of the Group decided not to present 
the geographical segments.

28. NET REVENUE FROM GOODS SOLD AND SERVICES RENDERED

Sales transactions with related parties: see Note 40.

29. COST OF GOODS SOLD AND SERVICES RENDERED

30. COSTS BY NATURE

31. FINANCIAL INCOME

32. FINANCIAL EXPENSES

33. GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES

34. OTHER INCOME
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT  2016 TOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURETOGETHER WE STRIVE - REDEFINE OUR FUTURE

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Adjustment for assessable income  268,289,010,876  2,113,687,540,711 
Less: non-assessable income
Add: non-deductible expenses  328,633,737,211  222,111,914,623 
Adjustment for consolidation report  118,900,851,225  72,773,892,929 
Taxable income  58,556,124,890  1,891,575,626,088 
Current corporate income tax  53,101,688,816  389,449,694,725 
Additional corporate income tax expense of prior years  23,017,430,231  -   
Foreign exchange differences  (256,982,770)  4,238 
Current corporate income tax expense  75,862,136,277  389,449,698,963 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Profits attributable to the Company’s shareholders  129,402,520,081  1,664,223,945,025 
Appropriation to Bonus and Welfare fund  (43,622,849,246)  (235,990,669,347)
Earnings for the purpose of calculating basic earnings per share  85,779,670,835  1,428,233,275,678 
Weighted average number of ordinary shares  382,850,160  382,980,311 
Basic earnings per share  224  3,729 

Earnings for the purposes of 
calculating basic earnings per share 

Weighted average  number 
of ordinary shares

Diluted earnings per 
share

VND Cổ phiếu VND
Previously reported 
amount

 1,428,233,275,678  348,180,410  4,102 

Adjusted the effect 
of issuing shares for 
dividend distribution

 -    34,799,901  -   

Restated amounts  1,428,233,275,678  382,980,311  3,729 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Within one year  48,708,122,226  38,751,977,700 
In the second to fifth year inclusive  82,785,035,957  38,621,610,550 
After five years  90,746,206,318  35,034,774,050 

222,239,364,501 112,408,362,300

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Minimum lease payments under operating leases
recognised in income statement for the year

60,681,949,444  50,791,072,802

39. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Capital risk management
The Group manages its capital to ensure that the Group will be able to continue as a going concern while maximizing 
the return to shareholders through the optimization of the debt and equity balance. The capital structure of the Group 
consists of net debt (borrowings disclosed in Note 19 and Note 21, offset by cash and cash equivalents) and equity 
attributable to shareholders of the Group (comprising owners’ contributed capital, share premium, treasury shares, 

35. CURRENT CORPORATE INCOME TAX EXPENSE

From 1 January 2016, in accordance with Law on Corporate Income Tax (“CIT”), applicable CIT rate is 20% of 
taxable income of the Group (2015: 22%), except for the incentives as follows:

 · PVD Training is obliged to pay CIT at the rate of 10% of its assessable income from training over its operating period 
and 20% (2015: 22%) of its assessable income from other activities. PVD Training is entitled to CIT exemption for 
three years (from 2007 to 2009) and reduction of 50% for the following seven years (from 2010 to 2016).

 · PVD Deepwater is obliged to pay CIT at the rate 10% for 15 years from assessable income generated by PV Drilling V 
(2011). PVD Deepwater is entitled to CIT exemption for 4 years from the first profit-making year (from 2012 to 2015) 
and a reduction of 50% for the following 9 years (from 2016 to 2024).

In the year ended 31 December 2016, the Group recorded additional CIT expense due to reversal of unused Science 
and Technology Fund in 2010 and 2011 with the amount of VND 13,814,145,489 of 2010 and 2011; and recorded 
additional CIT expense with amount of VND 9,203,284,742 in accordance with the tax inspection result for years 2014 
and 2015.

The Group’s tax reports are subject to examination by the tax authorities. As the application of tax laws and regulations 
for many types of transactions is susceptible to varying interpretations, the amounts reported in the consolidated 
financial statements could be changed at a later date upon final determination by the tax authorities.

36. BASIC EARNINGS PER SHARE
The calculation of the basic earnings per share attributable to ordinary shareholders of the Group is based on the 
following data:

For purpose of presenting comparative figures to the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 Decem-
ber 2016, basic earnings per share for the year ended 31 December 2015 has been restated because the Group issued 
34,779,901 shares in 16 November 2016 to pay for 10% dividend of 2015 as follows:

37. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
As at the date of these translated consolidated financial statements, the Group has not completed the tax finalization 
for its branch operation in Algeria in accordance with the local tax finalization procedures. The tax finalization will 
be done by the Authorities of Algeria upon the completion of Algeria project and the tax liabilities will be determined 
at that time. However, the Group’s Board of Directors believe that no significant tax liabilities will incur upon the tax 
finalization of this branch and therefore no additional provision has been made.

38. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS

As at the balance sheet date, the Group had outstanding commitments under non-cancellable operating leases, which 
fall due as follows:

Các khoản cam kết thuê hoạt động thể hiện số tiền thuê văn phòng, nhà kho và thuê đất phải trả liên quan đến các hợp 
đồng thuê của Tổng Công ty với thời gian thuê trên 1 năm,

Lease commitments for office, warehouse and land
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foreign exchange difference, reserves and retained earnings) and non-controlling interests.
Gearing ratio
The gearing ratio of the Group as at the balance sheet date was as follows:

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Borrowings  5,441,308,176,200  6,391,047,658,350 
Less: Cash and cash equivalents  2,782,568,383,500  3,496,469,368,100 
Net debt  2,658,739,792,700  2,894,578,290,250 
Owners' equity  13,475,401,204,300  13,303,694,104,250 
Net debt to equity ratio  0,20  0,22 

Carrying amounts
Closing balance

VND
Opening balance

VND
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents  2,782,568,383,500  3,496,469,368,100 
Trade and other receivables   1,687,405,249,100  2,724,775,290,650 
Held-to-maturity investments  1,678,127,373,200  889,864,501,650 
Deposits  26,532,668,000  23,202,321,950 

6,174,633,673,800 7,134,311,482,350
Financial liabilities
Loans and borrowings  5,441,308,176,200  6,391,047,658,350 
Trade and other payables  781,870,741,500  968,311,918,300 
Accrued expenses  373,518,988,700  543,271,905,300 

6,596,697,906,400 7,902,631,481,950

The Group has not yet assessed fair value of its financial assets and liabilities as at the balance sheet date since there 
are no comprehensive guidance under Circular No. 210/2009/TT-BTC dated 06 November 2009 (“Circular 210”) and 
other relevant prevailing regulations to determine fair value of these financial assets and liabilities. While Circular 
210 refers to the application of International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) on presentation and disclosures 
of financial instruments, it did not adopt the equivalent guidance for the recognition and measurement of financial 
instruments, including application of fair value, in accordance with IFRS.

Financial risk management objectives
Financial risks include market risk (consisting of foreign currency risk and interest rate risk), credit risk, liquidity risk. 
The Group has hedged these risks exposures by controlling and managing the cash flows (including foreign currencies 
cash flows) and closely tracking with market information to have proper hedging instruments.
Market risk
The Group’s activities expose it primarily to the financial risks of changes in foreign currency exchange rates and 
interest rates. 

Foreign currency risk management
The Group undertakes certain transactions denominated in foreign currencies; consequently, exposures to exchange 
rate fluctuations arise. However, the Group manages to balance the cash inflow and outflow of foreign currencies by 
negotiating business contracts based on the demand foreign currencies payables to its receivables sources in order to 
minimize the foreign currency risk.

The carrying amounts of the Group’s foreign currency denominated monetary assets and monetary liabilities as at 31 
December 2016 and 31 December 2015 are as follows:

Assets Liabilities
Closing balance

VND
Opening balance

VND
Closing balance

VND
Opening balance

VND
United States Dollar (“USD”) 
(Subsidiaries)

 1,268,053,953,424  1,750,434,918,750  1,779,926,507,556  3,022,138,240,254 

Vietnam Dong (“VND”) (The 
Company)

 2,050,857,636,144  1,532,391,965,300  225,347,507,419  425,530,994,500 

Algerian Dinar ("DZD")  31,390,386,961  41,631,504,500  4,207,729,204  14,782,202,500 
Singapore Dollar ("SGD")  568,232,075  651,207,150  2,301,597,484  2,235,999,687 
Euro ("EUR")  231,336,855  594,543,350  4,242,759,629  1,036,476,399 
Thai Baht ("THB")  -    -    20,614,778  10,394,350 
British Pound ("GBP")  160,093,924  352,150,700  900,486,762  840,404,691 
Australian Dollar ("AUD")  22,328,628  -    48,110,607  -   

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Decrease/increase in the Company's profit  35,916,711,449  32,402,687,514 
Decrease/increase in Subsidiaries's profit  10,071,035,359  (37,228,339,567)
Decrease/increase in consolidated profit  45,987,746,808  (4,825,652,053)

Significant accounting policies

Details of the significant accounting policies and methods adopted by the Group (including the criteria for recognition, 
the bases of measurement, and the bases for recognition of income and expenses) for each class of financial asset 
and financial liability are disclosed in Note 4.  

Categories of financial instruments 

Foreign currency sensitivity analysis
The Group is mainly exposed to Vietnam Dong and subsidiaries exposed to United States Dollar. 

The rate of 2% (2015: 3%) is the sensitivity rate used when reporting foreign currency risk internally to the Board of 
Directors and represents the Board of Directors’ assessment of the reasonably possible change in foreign exchange 
rates. The sensitivity analysis includes only outstanding foreign currency denominated monetary items and adjusts 
their translation at the year end for a 2% (2015: 3%) change in foreign currency rates. For a 2% (2015: 3%) increase/
decrease in Vietnam Dong against United States Dollar, the Group’s profit before tax in the year would change as 
follows:
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Closing balance
Less than 1 year

VND
From 1- 5 years

VND
Over 5 years 

VND
Total
VND

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents 2,782,568,383,500  -  - 2,782,568,383,500
Trade and other 
receivables  

1,687,405,249,100  -  - 1,687,405,249,100

Held-to-maturity 
investments

 1,678,127,373,200  -  -  1,678,127,373,200 

Deposits  9,844,536,000 16,688,132,000  - 26,532,668,000
 6,157,945,541,800  16,688,132,000  -    6,174,633,673,800 

Financial liabilities
Loans and borrowings 761,883,005,600  3,887,548,087,500  791,877,083,100 5,441,308,176,200
Trade and other payables 781,870,741,500  -  - 781,870,741,500
Accrued expenses 373,518,988,700  -  - 373,518,988,700

1,917,272,735,800  3,887,548,087,500  791,877,083,100 6,596,697,906,400

Net liquidity gap  4,240,672,806,000 (3,870,859,955,500)  (791,877,083,100)  (422,064,232,600)

Opening balance
Less than 1 year

VND
From 1- 5 years

VND
Over 5 years 

VND
Total
VND

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents 3,496,469,368,100  -  - 3,496,469,368,100
Trade and other 
receivables  

2,724,775,290,650  -  - 2,724,775,290,650

Held-to-maturity 
investments

889,864,501,650  -  - 889,864,501,650

Deposits 4,897,422,600 18,304,899,350  - 23,202,321,950
7,116,006,583,000 18,304,899,350  - 7,134,311,482,350

Financial liabilities
Loans and borrowings 1,132,811,958,500 4,058,305,649,850 1,199,930,050,000 6,391,047,658,350
Trade and other payables 968,311,918,300  -  - 968,311,918,300
Accrued expenses 543,271,905,300  -  - 543,271,905,300

2,644,395,782,100 4,058,305,649,850 1,199,930,050,000 7,902,631,481,950

Net liquidity gap
 4,471,610,800,900 (4,040,000,750,500)

 
(1,199,930,050,000)  (768,319,999,600)

     

Base on the similar analysis to other foreign currencies, there was no significant effect to business result of the 
Group. 

Interest rate risk management
The Group is exposed to interest rate risks arising mainly from interest bearing loans. The Group is exposed to 
interest rate risk as the Group borrows funds at both fixed and floating interest rates. The risk is managed by the 
Group by maintaining an appropriate ratio between fixed and floating rate borrowings.

Interest rate sensitivity 
The loan’s sensitivity to interest rate changes was assessed by the Group that may arise at an appropriate level is 
fluctuation in floating interest bearing loan of higher/lower 30 basis points. Assuming all other variables were held 
constant and the loan balance at the balance sheet date were the outstanding amount for the next year, if interest 
rates applicable to floating interest bearing loans had been 30 basis points higher/lower, the Group’s profit before tax 
would have decreased/increased by VND 16,058,579,396 (2015: VND 19,842,375,096).

Credit risk 
Credit risk refers to the risk that counterparty will default on its contractual obligations resulting in financial losses to 
the Group. In the year ended 31 December 2016, business of the Group’s clients was affected by the significant drop in 
oil price since the end of 2014. Therefore, the Group has devised an appropriate credit policy in place and the exposure 
to credit risk is monitored on an on-going basis. As at 31 December 2016, the Group made provision for doubtful debts 
which was overdue for more than six months in accordance with regulations of Circular No. 228/2009/TT-BTC issued 
by the Ministry of Finance on 7 December 2009. 

Liquidity risk management
The purpose of liquidity risk management is to ensure the availability of funds to meet present and future financial ob-
ligations. Liquidity is also managed by ensuring that the excess of maturing liabilities over maturing assets in any year 
is kept to manageable levels relative to the amount of funds that the Group believes can generate within that year. The 
Group policy is to regularly monitor current and expected liquidity requirements to ensure that the Group maintains 
sufficient reserves of cash, borrowings and adequate committed funding from its owners to meet its liquidity require-
ments in the short and longer term.

The following tables detail the Group’s remaining contractual maturity for its non-derivative financial assets and 
financial liabilities with agreed repayment periods. The tables have been drawn up based on the undiscounted cash 
flows of financial assets including interest that will be earned on those assets, and undiscounted cash flows of finan-
cial liabilities based on the earliest date on which the Group can be required to pay, if any. The inclusion of information 
on non-derivative financial assets is necessary in order to understand the Group’s liquidity risk management as the 
liquidity is managed on a net asset and liability basis.
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Related party Relationship
Petrovietnam’s subsidiaries Fellow companies have investments from 

Petrovietnam
 

The Company’s joint ventures Joint ventures
Petrovietnam’s joint ventures/joint operating companies/petroleum 
sharing contracts

Fellow companies have investments from 
Petrovietnam

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Sales
Petrovietnam’s subsidiaries  347,953,092,432  896,271,430,013 
Petrovietnam’s joint ventures/joint operating companies/petroleum 
sharing contracts

 3,849,893,717,153  11,559,367,177,496 

In which: details account for 10% or more of total value of transactions:
Bien Dong Joint Operating Company (BIENDONG POC) 1,979,623,109,783  2,373,995,516,083 
The Company’s joint ventures 41,081,665,363 229,721,751,891
Purchases
Petrovietnam’s subsidiaries  164,327,339,286  295,512,996,642 
Petrovietnam’s joint ventures/joint operating companies/petroleum 
sharing contracts

 28,114,773,817  142,489,483,803 

The Company’s joint ventures  35,958,848,307  237,740,076,552 

Closing balance
VND

Opening balance
VND

Receivables
Petrovietnam’s subsidiaries  74,271,844,362  80,139,126,083 
Petrovietnam’s joint ventures/joint operating companies/petroleum 
sharing contracts

 1,395,718,979,131  2,204,558,420,716 

In which: details account for 10% or more of total value of balance:
Bien Dong Joint Operating Company  323,088,356,978  534,005,229,456 
The Company’s joint ventures 43,335,117,942  85,590,153,550
Payables
Petrovietnam’s subsidiaries  239,431,571,346  245,689,945,246 
In which: details account for 10% or more of total value of balance:
Petrovietnam’s joint ventures/joint operating companies/petroleum 
sharing contracts

 26,399,031,200  94,393,629,200 

The Company’s joint ventures  53,953,235,065  73,740,881,379 

Current year
VND

Prior year
VND

Salaries  4,593,024,000  5,593,922,277 
Bonuses  813,549,500  2,760,602,842 
Benefits in kind  420,000,000  420,000,000 

 5,826,573,500  8,774,525,119 

40. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS AND BALANCES
List of related parties:

During the year, the Group entered into the following significant transactions with its related parties:

Related party balances at the balance sheet date were as follows:

Remuneration paid to the Group’s Boards of Management and Directors during the year was as follows:

41. SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION 
Supplemental non-cash disclosures
Cash outflows for acquisition and construction of fixed assets during the year excluded an amount of VND 
11,404,457,300 (2015: VND 25,719,398,258), representing additions of fixed assets during the year that have not yet 
been paid. Consequently, changes in accounts payables have been adjusted by the same amount.

Interest income, dividends and profits received during the year excluded an amount of VND 35,660,769,300 (2015: 
VND 10,780,557,350), representing interest income, dividends and profits declared during the year to be received. 
Consequently, changes in accounts receivables have been adjusted by the same amount. 

Interest expense during the year excluded an amount of VND 25,787,018,400 (2015: VND 30,207,956,700), representing 
interest expense during the year to be paid. Consequently, changes in accounts payables have been adjusted by the 
same amount.

Cash inflows for capital contribution excluded an amount of VND 347,999,010,000 (2015: VND 453,929,090,000), 
representing dividends of 2015 that have been paid in shares to the shareholders. This transaction does not affect 
cash flow therefore it is not presented in the translated consolidated cash flow statement.

42. APPROVAL FOR ISSUANCE OF THE TRANSLATED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The translated consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 were approved by the Group’s 
Board of Management for issuance on 27 March 2017.

Pham Tien Dung
President
27 March 2017

Doan Dac Tung
Chief Accountant

Tran Kim Hoang
Preparer
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